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Preface

These papers were presented at et national conference on "Aerobirs Exercise!

ltiontific Basis and Implementation of Programe i:Ifich was cosponsored by

the Physical P41ness Council of ARAPCS and Oral Rpberts University. The

;6nference was held on the campus of Oral Roberts University, Tulsa,

/October 12-14, 1978. ft attracted 170-participants froM.the United States

. and Canada.

Many requests have been received from persons unable to attend the conference

for papers and materiats presented. This volume is an effor to consolidate

..fpformation for those allied health professionals interested in implementing

aerobic exercise programs in public sChools, colleges and universities, find

business and. industry.

The physical fitness council played a'msjor role in planning the conference

ytth Raymond A. Ciszek, WIPER sLaff,Ilaison for the council, coordinating

pianning of the meetings and obtaining the necessary approvals from the

ance. Steve Blair, Russell Pate, David *cundiff, Paul Brynteson, and Kenneth

Nets made signiffcant rontributions to the planning and arrangements: Special

thanks to the Office of University Relations aL ORU for editing, compiling, and

printing4his volume for publication by AAHPER.

.'The papers Are in thrk, general sections:

'Section Introduction (presents the basis for adhering Lo a health

fitness life-style)

'Section 11: Scientific Basis (presents the physiological benefits of

properly prescribed aerobic exercise)

Section III: Methods (presents methods of implementation of aerobic exer .

rises in business and industry, public schools and colleges

and universities)

David E. .Cundift, Ph.D.

)1ditor and Coordinator
4
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A Total Health4iLness LifeStyle

By ateven H. Blair, P.R.!).
Professor of Health and Physical Ediwation

University of louth Carolina

Our human ancestnrs have been on this planet for perhaps 4 million yearp,
Poe gg.5 percent or that Lime they existed as huntel.s and gatherers. The dmielop4 :

)1tent of agriculthre began soilie 10,000. years ago; we have had cities for about
8,00 years, sild our tependence on fossil fuel came.about only within the past
few hundred years. Todayls modern technological sociity with nuclear energy and
computers has developed within our short lifetimes. he life-style of modern

...Americana Is so different from that of oUr hunting and gathering ancestors that
We ;an scarcely comprehend it.

ta hwntins and gatheTing societies are left.but &MP Still extant Can
tell. ua something about how our ancestors lived. The bushmen of the Kalabitri.

:lave been...studied and-pgovide some insight intr those earlier i1Te-ILT1**7,1-
-Although.their lives are difficult by our standards, particutarly durIns.the dry
'season, they appear Lo_be healthy and happy. The major tasks, of coursei nre
concerned with obtaining road and water. .Skelter in their mild-climate is not a
problem.. Clothing needs are few and simple (the tashion houses of Par4s an0 Nsw
York are unknown and there is apparently no planned obsolescence). There is no .

mass advertisins.to create artificial needs for worthlesi products and no dellart*
ment stores for.pnrchasIng them.,,therefore their material possessions -are few.

The hunting and gathering tasks are somewhat physically demanding;although
not overly arduous. The duration, frequency, and intensity of this enforced
exercise prescription is apparently adequate (0 mitintain a lean body and approprto'

--a-te-leve-ls-of physical fitness.

The bushmen appear to have ampleelime,and inclination for singing, dancing,
and st6ryte111ng as leisure activities. They also upend considerable time
resting In the shade in camp. By and large they appear Lo have a simple yet
pleasant life. This Is possible even though they have been pushed into one of
the most inhospitable geographical areas of the globc. It sls easy to imagine
that the earlier hunters and gatherers, who had access to Hip. lush savannas.and
semitropical areas full of game and vegetation, had an even more enjoyable
existence.

it js occasionally fun Ló.iisk philosophical questions and lyt the mind play
With answers. We frequently 110.,ir the term Thuality of lift..." What does It
mean? How can qualityof life be defined? Whai is optimal quality of life?
Ara we really any better off than our hunting and gathering anrest.ors in terms
ot quality of life? Civilization has hroUght many advances for humankind; bul
there are also negative devviopments. The high technology ihal. provides us w4ill
Modern creature comlorts has also provided the means to destroy the planet. IL

matters little whether this occurs suddenly in Huclear hotoc.imil or by degrees
in the form of reiource depletion and pollution. Thy bushmyn sm rather happy
and well-adjusted; is our quality of life supyrior? Civilization has'produced
drt, music, and literature for uplifting human 800 and intellect. il.has

% Allio produced feminIne-hygiene spray, dozens of plastic kitchen or home'app1.08
WPM advertisyd on late night TV, Mid d materialistic society that cries more,
more.
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My conclusion is that man's technology has outstripped his evolution. We ,

simply are not meant to live as we do in highly developed, technological over-

kiU that exists in the industrialized world. Of course, we cannot all.SUddenly'

become hunters and gatherers,.nor doA advocate a destruction of civilization

and a return to those simpler times. What I am suggesting, hoWever, is that

many of'our current problcms, and 1 will.focus on health matters, can best be

understood when interpreted in the perspective of historical anthropology.,

Perhaps some life-style changes cat( be made that will simplify our lives,

improve our heaith, and at the same time permit continued enjoyment of the

high_culture.produced by several thousand years of civilization.

Life-Stylei_Health Problems and Health Status

Most of us learned some common-sense health rules from our parents, grand-

parents, and doting aunts and uncles. Don't'eat between meals. Breakfast is

the most important meal of the day. Smoking will stunt your growth. Don't.get

fat, and so on ad nauseum. As we became educated we began to doubt these state-

melits as lackimg scientific proof and dfsmissed them as old wives' tales. Now

it appears that those concefned relatives and friends were right after all, and

we can support those concepts with evidence.

Recent research from all thyee avenues of medical research (clinical;

.epidemiological., and experimental) implicate many health habits as etiological

factors in a wide variety of major disease problems.

Cigarette smoking probably causes more morbidity and excess mortality each

year than pny other single health nabit. This one habiChas been convincingly

implicated as a contrputing cause to chronic lung disease, various types of

cancer (especially lung), coronary heart disease 4CH1), and other ckrculaLory

ailments. Literally,luindreds'of studies on smoking and health are published

annually around.the World, and summaries of this research are.readily avail-

able.z,a

A second major health behaviOr specifically linked to various ailments Is

the broad category of diet The eating patLern is admittedly one of the two

Major components lo energy balance (the other being physionl activity) and.as

such, a contributor to obesity. Obesity has been recognized as a major public

health problem in the United States4'5'6'7 and a contributor to various dis-

s
eases.

.u'io

The eating pattern is also thought by many to be related Lo CHD. Research

over the last two or three decades has shown that the high-calorie, high-fat,

and high-cholesterol diet of Americans causes high levels of blood lipids, es-

pecially cholesterol. These lipid abnormalities are definitely related to the

development of alherosclemetis, the major cause of heart attack and stroke.1"12'13

.

These findings meet the criteria for determining causal relationships between

risk factors and disease." It is important that controlled experimental studies

now provide us with reasonable explanations of pathogenetic mechanisms to support

the earlier epidemiAlogical and clinical findings.
14

The American diet 1A also perhaps related to certain cancers. The second-

leading cause of cancer mortality is
colorectal cancer," for which diet has

been suggested as a cause.1°'"'"'" Diet has also been tentatively linked to

cancer of the stomach, breast, and uterus."

2



A Oird majo'r life-style component related to health is physicalagtiV#y#
Sedentary living produces low levels of physical fitness or physical wotk capaci-

ty (PWC).2° Work physiologists frequently express PWC in NETS. One MEregeals'
tha amount of energy expended in a resting state, 10 METS refers to akenergy.
expenditure of 10 times resting, Sedentary adult Americans typically Valle a PWC

of 7-e-METS.20 Since sustained work capacity for 12-16 hours is probably liMiked'
to 15-20 percent of PWC,22 the average sedentary persot can overage anly 1,5'2.0

NETS over thosourse of a day without fatigue.. persons not only WI a
highes PWC, they can use a ereater fraction of i over long time periodt. Thilsi

.it seems reasonable to conclude that many sedentary persans are so unfit that it
limits their ability.to'enjoy life. Numerous worldwide epidemiological studies
have shown that more active groups tend to have less CH1L23'24'25'26 Although,

these studies tended to have methodological flaws., 25'27 and additional work
needs to be done, it appears that it is better to be active than sedentaxy.23

0

Regular physical activity_has.also been linked with a reduction in obes-
ity,18"4°-preVention of low-back pain,20 as an antidote for "stress,"31°2 and

i!feeling better."3°

Other life-style components Can obviously affect health and well-being, .

.
Violent deSths due to accidents and homicides are a Major problem." Although

-:----many of 'the causes are diffitult to identify, it is evident that lack of safety
consciowness (failure to wear seat belts, for example) or drug abuse (espe-.

cially alcohol) are prime candidates.

It is also difficult, to ascertain how many Americans-succumb to ennui or

are "just in a rut."' TheY-drift through life without fully experiencing "joie

de vivre." The causes of thege,symptoms are probably impossible to identify,
but it is safe.to say that persons-in that *condition are certainly not functionz

ing at top,social and emotional health. Are there life-style componenta related

to these problems? Perhaps. Perhaps not. But it would be interesting to see if
the symptoms would disappear if the other more tangible health behaviors discuesed
previously were practiced.

Several reports on the relationships between health prectices.and health '

status hiVe been published by the Califvnia Human Population liboratory.35'36'37'28

More than 6,000 persons randomly selected from Alameda County (Oakland),-Californiao,
were surveyed for health status .(physical, mental, and social) and health practices..
They were followed for 5 years to determine mortality rates. SymAry findings
from these studies indicate a definite relationship between health practices and

longevity. Seven6significant health practices were identified: (1) eating

breakfast, (2) eating regularly with no snacks., (3) eating in moderation, (4)
smokipg abstinence, (5) moderation in alcohol consumption (if drinking at all),

(6) engaging in regular physical exercise, and (7) regularly sleeping 7-8 hours

a night. The researchers found that 45-year-old male§ who followed 0-3 of these
habits could expect to live to age 67; those who followed 4-5 habits could

expect to live to age 73; and those who followed 6-7 habits could expect to livt

J.o age 78, The'data for 45-year-old women showed a similar trend; howeqer, the
difference in lifc expectancy between the top and bottom groups was 7 years

rather than the 11 years for men.

These studies tend to support the notion of the relationship between health

practices and healthl This certainly seems clear and straightforward, but in
science it is necessary sometimes to confirm the obvious.

4
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Sttidies like the ones dikussed previousry have kiven-a great impetus to

the concept of.preventive health.practices. it appears to be pn ide.W.whose-time

has come. Ohe can scarcely pick upa scientific journal from the. health or
medlical disciplines without fiiiding on artiele or editorial suggesting that QM -
oecancer can andshould be prevented."'"'" Politicians have also joined
this'movement.""'

. -

The mostcomprehensive and organized approach to the.issne of preventive
,heal,th practices has been presened by the Canadians."'"'" Their approach to
"Operation We-Style" states (among other things) that:

1. Itis betler to be slim than fat:.

2. It im better not to smoke cigarettes.

3. Excessive use of medication is to be avoilled.

4. Exercise and fitness are better than sedentary living and lack of

fitness.

5. Alcohol is a danger to hralth, particularly when driving a car.

I have tried to show that there are reddily identifiable common-sense health

praclAces that shoilld be V)Ilowed. If this is done, it is reasonable to expect

improved health and. longEr lite. It is perhaps also necessary to point out: the

obvious, tllat the responsibility for these life-style changes rests with the

individual. A. recent editorial in the Johrnal of the American Medical Association
states, "Perhaps the most promising potential for improving the public health

resides in what people can be motivated to do for themselves."56 That is .:

sound advice.



..)4"
'Major soCietal issues are'on'the circumference of the circle. It its my

conhentionth.t these issues are relaited in part to the Majo'r cauSes of morbid.
ity and motality listed'in the first ring of the cincle. These health problems
are further telated"to the intermediate steps depicted in the next.j.jugq Finally,
I propose that, the health. practices listed in the center are maiat causative
fattors. related to the health problems and issues dirplayed in the model. It is

also perhaps possible to extend the reasoning at least one more. step: The

initiation, establishment; and maintenance of these health practi.ns is compli-

cated. They_are probably dependent upon environmental, cultural, and perional

factors and sitnetions, Horn's model for kersonal Choice Health Behavior is a .

theoretical example of how these factors interrelate.57 The application of this

and other models will be discussed later.

r
Efficacy of Prevention -- Developing a Healthful Life-Style 6

0
.

If one agrees with our previous arguments, it is clear that Americans would
benefit from changing certaim health behaviors. In the minds of many, however,
that asSumption meets a Major stumbling block. A widely held pessimiltic view
is that Persons are unable to change theae habits of long standing. Folk wisdom

indicates, "you cannot teach an old dog new tricks," "you cannot change Oilman
ature," "peopie will not change health habits," or "more.people are smoking now' '

Egan ever before." I recognize that health-habit changes are not easy,.but ,

neither are they impossible. Americans are becoming more and more health con- \

scions, in my opinion, and ire making changes in greater and greater.numbers.' I

will present some of the v./enable evidence on trends for some of these habits,
but perhaps a personal observational example illustrates the concept just as

well. I have lived at my current address in Columbia for 6 years. When we

'first arrived, Oy wife and I were'essentially the only joggers in the neigh-
' borhood. Now you see joggers going down my street from 6 a.m. to ii p.m. At

any time"4 doubt that you would have to wait more than a (ew minutes to see the

next one. I cannot quantify the amount of change in jogging behavior in my
neighborhood, but Itfeel confident.that it is simply astodnding. It is.also

encouraging that all ages, sties, ebility levels, and both sexes,are represented.

The proposition that people want to change health habits, are ttying to

0 change, and are being somewhat successful can be supparted with hard evidence,
It is clear that the studies reported represent isolated .ihdividual attempts at "

addressing, the problem. We have !Ili yet mounted a comprehensive, organized, and

aggressive campaign', as has been proposed in Canada.55 It is encouraging,

however, that., cbese indeividual projects are showing some positive results, and

even more' exciting to thirip, about what can be done with an all-out effort.

One Swiss study offers hope for changing behavior in Adolescence." This

4-year prospehive study involved 120 male apprentices in machine factories.
The subjects were assigned to a control group (N=60) and an experimental group

(N=60). The iubjects in the experimental,group received a program of health
education consisting of lectures ancr exhibits. Leisure-time physical activities

were also encouraged. The findings after 4 years were impressive as shown in

Table 1.

5



Table 1
Changes in Health Behavior Over 4 Years

Cigarette Smoking Alcohol Use

Initially A end Initially ,At end/

33

55
Experimental group ,24 25 26

Control group 28 47 29

These data clearly show that the heifith-education program did.not cause smokers'

and drinkers to quit, but it did apparently prevent the experimental subjects,from

starting the habits. The participants also engaged iii'more physical activity,

showed greater improvements in.measures of physical fitness, and had fewer dental

caries.
I.

The Stanford University "Three-Community Study" has demonstrated that entire

communities can be persuaded to change health behaviors."'" In this study, one

community was assigned as a control, onedreceived health education via mass media,

and the third received the mass-media campaign plus intensive.intervention. The

intensive intervention consisted of selecting 100 high-rfskcparticipantk who were

offered face-to-face interventiOn rom behavioral scientists and dieticians.

the two experimental, communities the mass.media campaign was directed by sperial-

ists in communications, medical science, and behavioral science.

The study design required a behavioral interview and, a Tedical examination

in all three communities. Surveys were conducted at baseline and repeat annual

examinations for 2 years of follow-up. Tlte behavioral interyiew consisted of a

health knowledge component and also surveyed attitudes relative to health behavior

change. The medical examination included weasurea of blood chemistty, blood

pressure, weight, and ECG. A summary of the results after 2 years revealed no

than e in health know'edge or health behavior in.the cbntrol community. The mass-

-media only coammnity had significant dhanges in bOth knowledge And behavior. The

greate t knowledge and.behaviorat changes'occurred in the.community receiving

the ma -media-campaign plus intensive interVention.

The results of suggest that mass changes are possible add that

they can be dune inexpen ely.
1

Although there has been no organized campaign, yonsiderable effort has been

expended in antismoking education. The surgeon general's report on smoking and

health provided an impetus to smoking cessation efforts by voluntary health agen-

cies and'professional organizations." Antismoking spots on television, community

campaigns, and quit-smoking clinics have been used. The available data do not

peemit an analysis to determine specific causes for changes in smoking behavior,

hut significant changes have occurred." National probability samples have been

drawn and surveyed for smoking behavior for thy. National Clearinghodse for Smoking

and Health. These surveys indicate that the Irvalence of smokipg in adults de-

clined sharply from the mid-1960's to the mid-1970's. Smoking by adult men

declined from 52 percent to 39 percent ft), a dro0 of 25 percent. For adult

women the figures were 32.5 percent to 28.9 percent for a drop,of 11 percent.

Too many people are slill smoking, but it is encouraging thatsignificant de-

creases have occurred.

12

rorooritatamoii.
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Plita.frOM the Hyprtension and Detection Follow.up Progrsm tnaltate

imprevement in thv treatment-of hypertension." Control of high bloptrpreitttrA

I'S demonstrably important but too few hypertennives are adequately tred.:
40, balf the hyp!rtensives are said to be aware of their condition, only half
:41Lthose ara_telnl treated, and of 11.nse only half are adequntely contro110.

lrhis "rule ofthe halves" predicts only'some 12 percent Of the hypyr-.-

'1:ensives are under adequate treatmeh. Recent studies cast doUbt on thet modeh
The DPP survey found 38 percint oi the hypertensives were controlled, FOranit-

:evidenee oT this improved control or.hypertension is available.from Chiesio,"
Where recent screening activities discovered only 12 percent Previously UndsA
tectell'hypertensives'compared to 5-7 percent 4 years earlier. Control of hypr.-..

tenalon had also improved with 59 percent-of. the hyperteusives under qdequatg.
'treatment 'compared to may 12 percent 4 years earlier. Control of hy0Ortenainn.

.tall also improved with 59 percent of the hypertensives under adequee ttleatalttt

.CeMpared to only 12 percent 4 yesra before. These data indicate a roma/101o'
phblir.bealth achievement, and demonstrate what can be done with.aroleseional----
education coupled with public emphasis on the dangers of hypertension and the
necessity of treatment. _

----a seems to me.that there is ample evidence that the American ptiblic fs
cOnterned'about health matters, and.that people are attempting to changestifr

'Aesirable health habits. The crucial question, however, is whether these

elisnges have been meaningful. Evidence suggesting that they.have is available I

in the mortality statlstjcs for 6 United States for the peat 2yedrs188
.Total mortality has declined 23.7 rcent and cardiovascular mortality hat

declined 29.7 percent. Most,of the ecrease in cardiovaseufar deaths hes. oe-

eurred_aittee_1.068. All four major ra.es and both sex groups shoW similar le

cjines in mortality. Although many po.sible explanations exist for tfteas de-
A'

creases, inCluding improved medical anciNilospital care, it appears, remittable te
assume that at ledst some Of the improveApt can be attributed jo.improved

risk-factor status. An excellent, and extehqive review of riskqactor trends 0d
chahges in mortality has recently been Obliabed by Stamler.11

sr

Health Behavior Change Why?

The question ef what prompts-health behavior clienge has intrigued scientists.

What dynamic factors are .3oerating when a smoker Of two packs per day for 30 years'
stops or someone who has been sedelitary for two'decades since college starts
'jogging!? It la ,stating the obvious to say, Amen is a complex creature, whose
behavior is affected by many factors."* ln order for health behavior -change to
occur, cognitive and affective componehts as well as social interactions -and

envirdemental eondltions are important- Theorelic4 models attempting Le explain

,thise processes,Wve.been.presented.
, . .

Numelous scientists have rontributed to the devedopment of the Health .

Belief Model," Thiemodel predicts that preventive health behavior will occur
hnder a specilic set of circumstances. A person will attempt to avoid a disease

if cerCain beliefs are bold: (1) personal susceptibility, ,(1) that the disease

'
Zirould be severe, (3) that taking action would be beneficial, (4) that.the action
04111, not presdnt significant psychologrcal barriers such as inconvenience or :

pain. A further component of this model is that-some cue to artton is imperlant.

.e

7
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4,s011 Mitht farvently hold the beliefs mentioned above and yet not rafiko

$004 OoMathing is necessary to push him over the itne, Th14 cue.WWittl'-

1110.700.defith of a friend or relative or something less traumatic ,amott.4vk

Met' arti.cle about the disease and the target. behavior, Other varialii0

01:08 age, sax, ethnicity, social-class, personality, tl.c etre also thought

rele. EXamples of the application of the Heatth Belief.Model An :

tillavior change reseilych are available."'"
D

A modol on Encounter in Health Education has been developed-by Burt."'

hle'model includes a partnership between lhe health educator and partiCipaat..

Alit participant is.to evaluate selected life-style components, the healt.h adtieflter

1:4 aosidt in an orderly evaluation. =The major question about any panto ar

.:life=style component is whether or not- it Is healthful, actualizing, ancl Asp 4

110411 promoting. Burt proposes Mat this evaluation proceed in a systemOic

'0:1elehloqi by progressing through a series of steps. These ste s include Separet4

Ling_knoyledge from bias, ratiOnal film Irrational th n mining hatkape.

' nnd priorities, confirmation or disconfirmation of a elle, and 1 ially-accept

.:'..-7144---o-c-rejeektag a particular tile-style component._ This parli.culit model

ppeara tc plve more emphasis on the role of the health

agent of change.

,
A third Wei, Personil-Choice Health Behavior (PCHB) has been presente0 by

This auproach places more emphasis on a comprehensive view nf health

behavior, and fa nol limited to cessation of bad habits. According to- Horh an

individual proceeds through stages of initiation, establishment, and matntenance,

of a particutai behavior. A behavior is. more likely lo be initiated if there is

availability atidan example to foliow. IL has been found, for example, that

children of smoker's are more likely to become smokers themselees.7° The mash=

Oshment of A behavior.is influenced by such factors as yaks-benefits analysis

4nd psychological factors such as Internal-external locus of control. The .

maintenance of a behavior is dependent, al least in part, or reinforcement,

social aupport, and psychological utility. 'Cessation, or other'modificationl-of

PCHB involves some aspects similar to Mose presented in the Health Belief

Model. Motivation lor change may be influenced bY one's values. Action may he

taken If threat is perceived, .

These models, and others similar lo them, should help us begin to under.,

stand the ,comp.lex interactiOns among individuals, their environment, And other

demographic. variables that relate to health beharior and health behavior change..

It is yleai to ne that educators must move beyond the 'belief that the educational

.
process will ensure the establishment of a 9allhful tile-style in our studentsi

Students do not stop using drugs :liter a lecture on drugs and Me law by a.local

Vellepil disease W;i1 nut be controlled hy showing films of Syphilitic

Chanc^K. All teenagers Will Not stop smoking alter seeing diseased lungs. ,We

will nol eliminate sedenlar!, Me-styles with lectures about CUD and tow-back

pain. I
io not mean to denigr.itie the educationarriforts Mat we aro making.

Thry ars important and necessary, hul they mest he placed in perspective and

fitted trite 4 comprehensive pattern of developing a healthful life-style.

Health Behavior Chaev.,- How?

1 It would be tulcoOrax,ng lo see sweeping thanges and comprehensive prograin

recommendations tor life-style djustments come from our institutions, The
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federal Government OSAlle resources to implement integrated programs utilizing

interdisciplinary support. Coordination of these efforts at higher levels of

DREW and a reordering of priorities would be necessary. Less emphasis, and less

money, would need to be placed on treatment and more on preventive efforts.

State or local pvernments through departments of public health, communications,

and education Could develop similar initiatiVes. Scholarly and professional

associations.4rom the:medical, health, and behavioral sciences could also contri-

bute. Them are some.signs that such developments are under way. News reporLs

indicate that. various.institutes at NiH are beginning to place more emphasis on

' preventive health measnes. Secretary Califano has made repeated statements

regarding DHEW's efforts in smoking control.'" A consortium of governwent,

Professional societies, private industry, and education could have a marked

impact on Americans' life-styles, hut such a group is unlikely to be formed. In

the first place, there is hardly unanimous opinion that these programs should be

started. Second, powerful interests such as thj tobacco, egg, and dairy indus-

tries are likely to actively oppose preventive health programs. Third, the

simple problem of overcoming inertia and organizing such a massive program is a

Herculean task.

Should we then throw up our hands in despair, and wait for a more oppor;.une

time? I think not. The idea of preventing disease and achieving high-level

wellness is an idea whose time has come. For example, approximately 90 percent. -

of current adult cigarette smokers say that smoKing is hazardous to health and

that they would like to quit." Furthermore, most smokers who have quit, did so

without professional assistance.72 Althatigh Lhe data are not available, I doubt

that very many of the millions curreutly jogging began under professional super-

vision.

l am not suggesting that health professionals have had no effect on the

health-behavior changes tl,t ;lave occurred. However, it seems likely that the

effects have been indirect. Coolucting an exercise class tor adults mJy reach

and influense a reasonably s wimber of people. There is probably a ripple

effect as those participants Laik ti ie i r friends, co-workers, and families)

and as they begin to jog through I...., neighborhoods. Some of'them may even

start additional class.,s, v, racing events. Professional in-

fluence is undoubtedly elfictiv ',tiler ways. Every newspaper interview or TV

talk show ..eaches large numbers of peof le. Every speaking engagement at a

service club, PTA, 0'. other gioup re, -hos more. In at least some instances,

those efforts may proide 00 co- to action described in the Health Be/ief

Wel."

make several i.cmmunnlations to professionals inter Sind In pro-

moting health-behavior change and high-level wellness.

I. Continue day-to-day responsibilities of jeaching, counseling, and

conducting research.
1 Keep in mind the ni..he these activities fill in a total health life-

style model. a
I. Seek to interrelate your own activities with others.

4. Be cognizant of the interdisciplinary nature of yoor wOrk, and try to

build on the strengths and abilities of oinors.

5. Utilize the theoretiial models describing health-behavior change to

plan future directions, new programs, and researili.

1
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6. he a health activist and try to mobilize your commiunity's resources to
produce the integrated interdisciplinary programs of health-behavior
change.

More specifically, for the worker in aerobic fitness programs, the following
suggestious may he helpful.

I. Wv should attempt to integrate regular physical activity into a total .

life-style approach to good health. Advise participants in exercise
programs about good nutrition, relaxation or stress management tech-
niques, safety consciousness, and the benefits of smoking cessation.

2. Our exercise programs should be based on sound behavioral science

principles, Several recent publications provide useful information on

this point.73'78

(a) Invofve participants hi the decision-making process relitive to
their personal health habits. Introspection and self-observation
by the participant can identify potential pitfalls to success.
Self-collected &Ili on behavior can be useful in planning the

change process.
(b) Changes in health behavior shoold be done gradually. Few persons

t.ni completely reorganize their lives and (flange several habits

at once. IL may take months or even years to implement all

desired changes. This slow but steady approach is more likely to

produte lasting changes. ft is also important to help participants
set reasonable goals and understand that the change process will

likely be lengthy.

it I P?olossional support over long per .ds 01 time is important.

Many behavior thange programo fail betanse of latk of otiic
Maintain contact with participants via post cards, telephone,
newsletteis; have them keep a diary or log and send it to you;

and have occasional rennion or booster meetings.

Olf Ihe health prolessional should work to develop and improve counsel-

ing and inmoinnlialion skills. Ask open-ended questions that

elk it more than a yes or no response, be open, honest, and
assIIIIIr an assvrtive approath to the «oniseling session,

fel finally, he liberal in the use qd positive reinforcement and

support. Seek ways to provide Avvdhal k. 11c10 1111. A41-

dcsIgn intrinsic and extrinsic systems of support and reinforcement.'
dsc lamilies and friendS to provide this support.

It may also hr us01111 to base your approaches MI V.IttlellIdt.

health behaviol thange model. Redd the papers on 'models, think dbout

the \call(Ius aPproathes, and distnss them with yoor fellow workers. An

example of how this approath might be used is given for Horn's PCHR

M,IdV) IN I'.1411011 to trgIdar physital altivity.40001 this faSV the

4141)1 pe it loll of the model is for developing a posileve. health 11.1111, N.,

only the fir!,,t thiee stages aro applirablo,

1 I onc MCI I LI .1(,1 JO v'XIS,I r III %dull II !lel 141,115 UL.I ke ly

11111 1.11c viol I r ha ..on Ill.'? «,rd ng o Hu, mode ,

plu,r1 dillies fut attivity should be ipadily available., examples should be evi-
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dent, and perhaps it should be rewarding (either physically or emotion;11.0. To

meet those criteria for otir example, one approach would be to make it convenient
"to exercise. 7b1s-routd mean plentyuf fatiljtj draa tenvil courts, bike
and jogging tails, swimming pools, etc. It might also be possible to concouii-g

tantly make it less convenient not to exercise; for example, sidewalks and paths
rather than streets leading to shopping and recreation areas. It is important
to have highly visible examples. Adoption ot a new or innovative behavior or
practiCe follows an S-shaped, exponential growth curve.79 As more people adopt
a behavior, the more likely others are to adopt it, at least until most of the '

population has changed and only a few die-hards are left.

According to lhe PCHB model a behavior may become established as a result
of a Costs/benefits analysis. For the case of exercise, if persons begin to
feel good (both physically and emotionally) about theig participation, and if
costs (giving up time or disrupting schedules) are minimal, then the activity is
more likely to become established. A perceptual stereotype may also develop.
rf a person begins to wee himself Dr hersglf as an exerciebr and like other
exercisers, the habit may continue. .Various'psychological factors may also be
important. If one receives positive reinforeement, the excrcise is likely to be
more firmly established.

Maintenance

According lo Horn, at some point in time either habituation or dependence
bEtoMel'operative and the person is likery to maintain the behavior. I suppose

that would be debatallle as le whether regular runners become dependent or habit-

uated. My feeling (in the absence of any data) is that they probal,ly do both.

The foregoing discussion is a brief example of how a theoretical model may
be used lo plan and implement health behavioe change projects. The creative and
dediu.ted professional can think of many expansions and applications of some of
the ideas.

anima ry

(-have- trig-d-t-o-itlus trate- 'Oa t- -current eiCali- life-styreCdfitellAiter

to our major health problems. In order for us to achieve high-level wellness
certain health behaviors need to he changed. This message has been accepted by

large numbers of Americans. Many beneficial changes have occurred in recent

years and the mortality statistics show a decline. Organized programs for health
behavior ch-ange have demonstrated success, but much remains to be. done. Health

status of Americans will improve if citizens take the responsibility yor their
own health and if dcodicated health professionals serve as catalysts to romote

changes in life-slyre.
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Medical Problems Encountered by tvomen
ID Aerobic Exercise*

By Dorothy V. Harris, Ph.D.
Professor

f.nnsylvania State (niversity

1011 le leflla les dre gem.ral lv. 5 inches shorter, 30 to 40 pounds lighter,
-----rr7i1Id 10 percent fatter-on the average than males, they respond and adapt to

chrortit exert iv and physical training much as do males. Efforts to determine
the. quantitative and qualitative differences in responge to physical training
of males and females have generally demonstrated that observed qttli Iterences re
not mediated Itv !a.): but bv physical fitness. In short, the differences are
influelued more by factors other than biological -sex. More differences-exist

. within a sex than het-wren the Sexes Wheil fitness levels are controlled:

In spite ol the fatt that the female does respond to exerei.se in much the
same pattern as the male, she pertorms at A suhstantially louei: level in

almo:..t all athletit contests. In runii.ng events (based on 1477 records) the
percentage 0.1 difivremes in performance was 4.62 in the 100 meters, 11.02 LH
the 400 meteis, li.0 in the 1,000 meters, 15.1 in the 2,000 Meters, 18.15 in
the 10,000 meters, and 17.0 in .the marathon. Are these differences truly
hiolog)tal ones. Ale they only the result of sex differences, or are they
reflective of sco tat and tultural restrictions and expectations placed on the
female?

Smaller, slouer, ueakei persons are distriminated against In selectcon
tor spoils participation. unly about 20 pettent of the body types 4re represented
in the ulympits. Generally, there is les:, difference in. the hody types nf
males and females uho exiel in the same athletic events than there is between
males and temales in genetal or perha,:s betuern males uho are seletted and
Male:, who ail' not- In other words, the high limper, male or female, Whe liSeS
the hoshory flop uill be quite similar in body type. Muth the same-ran he
said about the basketball player, the marathoner, and so on.

the female matures sooner than the male; 20 ueeks after ccdeept ion she is
2 to i v.ecks more matute and at birth she may he as nmth As weeks ahead of
the mal'e's matutation. lhis is (cuing to the IAil thAl the male must uatt for

"something to be added" or the V chromosome to Indicate that the gonads uill
he testit les. these tells must matuie ond multiply sullit widl to begin to
produte androgen ot the male hormone that will then begin to ditterentiatv to
Male dclelepMent . !his lag behind the female in development I'S losed

the male reaches ge 20. Great vAri.itiuu cxists iii the mdmiratien rate
uith rhis being IlleUe idVIms III the male. .Siedenfelt t14781 reported As iallth

. as 40 months' difference in matotation among b-year-old hovs and 12 months'
dilleicute to 1 i-v,eat-old boys. t.ide vaitatiou does not prevail mong females,
most of uhom '.ave reathed their mature height and glouth soon after the onset
61 menalche Ufle kAtinel A girl trom high school toi basketball and
assume that she uill grou sevetal more inthes Olt h. in college. Most males,
houeter. uill tontinue to grou during those yeats.

-A similal pApri piwwnled Al the Sports Medicine Nymposium. flahomann
ledical scho-1. Philadelphia. Sept. 10-14. 1418.
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During late thildhood the female may be bigger than her same aged male

peer because of reaching her groWth spurt sooner, Durrng this tiMe she may be

faster and stronger and ontperform boys in athletic feats provided she has had

the opportunIty to team skills and has been reinforced in a positive manner

for her performance and involvement. Once physical maturity has been reached,

there are average differences between males and lenials that have speciiic

implications tor athletic performance.

Ma/es, because they mature later, therefore grow longer and are genorally

bigger than femdes. The higher levels nf androgens-(inale hormones) alsJ

influence development. Hales have longer trunk length, broader shoolders,

greater muscle developmept,in the shoulder area, and less body fat, Higher

estrogen levels (female hormones) in the female close off the.epiphyses of the

long bones sooner, resulting in lesser height. Body tat is increased with the

female being 10 percent fatter than the male, Hr hips are broader in relation

Co her shoulders, she'has
bessmuscle mass in the shoulder girdle, a4d tends

to have a.longer trunk-in relation to length of leg. Body type is also inffuenced

by genetics, nutrition, exercise, and.other factors beyond those of the endocrine

system.

As indicated, there arc average differences between mitles and females

that have specific implications for sport performance, Wilmore and Brown

f1974) examined 78 female distance runners and found that 12 had less than 10

percent body fat, 32 less than 15 percent.or under that of the avC.rage college

male. These trained women were significantly less fat than 'their untrained

female peers who have approximately 25 percent body fat While low body fat

may be d genetic endowment, high-intensity
endnrance-type exercise is also a

significant factor. It appears that females can approach relative fat values

of male athletes with.strenuous training. It also appears that the average -

fat values of untrained females are higher than idva/;. regular exercise tould

reduce those stores.

A greater percent of body tat in the female provides her with advantages

tor soln0.4utIVItteS. She is more hiloydla in water and has better insulation

in cold temperatures. This vombined advantage has enabled females to better

the world records in distance open-water swimming. A young Canadian woman

st.AM the English Channel round trip in the tall of 1911 and knocked more than

10 hnurs off the male record. Dr1 Joan Illlyot (1911)) said that women "run off

their tat," that the additionaliat that women 1LiVe provides them with extra

fuel for energy. Wnmen may he able to use their hit idores more efficiently

than males. It is possible that they burn a higfer percentage of tat mixed

with glycogen, thus glycogen lasts longer and females feel better aller run-

ning a marathon than an males. While the biochemical mechanisms have not been

isnlated, there appears to be 4 difference in the adaptation and coping to

St:few/oils endurance-type exercise between males and femlles.

St rength 'tiff erenc es between ilia rs an!! I Villa vs have. t lona I I y been

,uki,wl,,dg,1, However, Dr. lark Wilmore stated that. leg strength is nearly

ident meal in the tun sexes. When expressed n.lative to S 1.1' it is (kit!,

In Litt, when expressed relative to lean body mass, the temales are slightYy

stronger! The difference between
males and females in strength is greatest in

the shoulders, somewhat
less in the trunk, nd appears to be similar in log

strength. The female responds to strength training in muth the same manner dS

the MAP in terms ot percent gained. While resistive weight training produces

9
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During late childhood the female may be bigger than her same_aged male

peer because of reaching her growth spurt sooner. Uurrng this tiMe she may be

faster and stronger and outperform boys in athletic foals provided she has had

the opporluffity lo 'earn skills and has been reinforced in a positive manner

for her performance and involvement. Once physical maturity has been reached,

there are average differences
between males and females that have specific

implications for athletic performance.

Males, because they mature later, therefore grow longer and are generally

bigger than females. The higher levels of androgens-(male hormones) also

influence development. Hales have I9nger trunk length, broader shoulders,.

greater muscle developmenl.in the shoulder area, and less body fat. Hipber

estrogen levels (female hormones) in the female close off the.epiphyses of the

long bones sooner, resulting in lesser height. Body fat is increased with the

female being 10 percent fatter than the male. Her hips are broader in_relation

to her shoulders, she'has Fess, muscle mass in the shoulder girdle, aqd tends

to have a.longer lrunk'in relation to length of leg. Body type is also influenced

by genetics, nutrition, exercise, and other factors beyond those of the-endocrine

system.

As indicated, there are average differences between moles and females

that have specific implications for sport performance. Wilmore and Brown

(1974) examined 78 female distance runners and found that 12 had less than 10

percent body fat, 32 less than 15 percent.or under that. of Lhe .avrage college

male. These trained women were significantly less fal than iheir mitrained

female peers who have approximately 25 percent. body fat. While low body fill

may be a genetic'endowment, high-intensily
endurance-lype exercise is also a

significant factor. IL appears that females can approach re lative fat values

of male athletes wi tlt, strenuous training. It also appears that the average -

fat values of untrained females are higher than ideak. regular exercise Could

reduce those stores.

A greater percent ol bOdy fat. in the female provides her with advantages

for soma.activities. She is mure buoyant. in water and has heat!: insulation

in cold temperatures. This combined advantage has enabled females to better

the world records in distance open-water swimming. A young Canadian womali .

swam the English Channel round trip in ,the fall of 1977 and knocked more than

10 hours off the male record. Uri Joan Ullyot (1976) said that women "run off

their fat," that the additional .fa. that 'women liave provides them with extra

fuel fur energy. Women may he able to use their fat stores more efficiently

than males. IL is possible that they horn alligher percentage of.lat mixed

with glycogen, thus g)ycngen lasts' longer and temales feel beller ahler run-

ning a marathon than do males. While the biochemical mechanisms have not been'

isolated, there appears (0 he a difference in the adaptation and.coping Lo

stennous endurance-type exercise between males and"femilles.

4

Strength differences between MTh's and lemales have LradiLibnally been

acknowledged. However, 14: Jack Wilmore miated that leg strength is nearly,

identical in the two sexes. When expressed relative LO body size it is identical.

in fact, when expressed relative to lean body mass, the females are slightly

stronger! The difference between males and females in strength is great:esl in

the shoulders, somewhat less in the trunk, and appears to he similar in leg

strength. The female responds lo strength training in much the some manner as

the male in terms of percent gained. While resistive weight training produces

18
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large gaihs in strength In the female, concomitant gains in muscle bUlk do hot

result. -In tile fall .c4 1977 a I14-pound female broke the males' lift rec6rd

in that'weight class by lifting 225 pounds. There is much to learn about

factors relating to strength, strdagth development, and maximizing one's
potential development in strength.

v A

Efforts todetermine qualitative and quanlitative differencis in the
,

,

\aerobic capAcity of males and females.bitl-----.emonstrated-that the female has a
q:.

maximal oxygen uptake that is ess than that of the male. In general the .

\ level of physicaljitness Oerr'des the Ofect of sex. Hermanson,and Andersen

. .

'1,19659 reported that female cro-s-country skiers had an average of 55 ml/kg

mik while -theaverage male had 44,m1/kg min. FemaJe 8Wlet.0$ have-higher
oxygen-carrying capacity than'untrained male peers. While ethletic males are
lloticeably superior, trainedlemales pre 25 percent more efficie.int than'untrained

.- males. 804-COMposition ana level of training generally explain the obs#rvbd
differences between malós anq femsles. Whether the lean body mass of the
female can approach.that of the_male with tho.same training Is -a moot point.
The female must.dellver oxygen.to her fat 6i5que is. well as.her working musc.le
as part of-her work loadlshe cannot.leave her fat tissue in the locker room!

In a,ddition ta body composition and level of training, other factors
influence the maximal oxygen uptake. The female .generally ha's a. smaller

heart, lungs, chest mt.isc4es, blood volume, Ct.c. She compensates for phese
average differences with the ability to increase her-heart-rate to levels 1

higher than that observed in most maleS. Anothqr significant 4lifference is

observed in the peecent hemoglobin with.the female having at. much"as 10 percent .

less0than the male (Harris, 1977).. Nd significaat differences are observe,

'until puberty between males and females. The aisumption has been that the

female's hemoglobin is reduced through blood losswith menstruation. However,

.
Lamb (1975) reported a 20 percent increase in hemoglobin in castrated male 6

animals-when testosterone was injected and concluded that testosterone promoted*
red_blood Cell prodUction. ft appears that males significantly_increase their
hemoglobin as, testosterone increases and.that femaleS do not necessacrily I

reduce theirs through normal menstruation. However, males hav'e approximatefy /

one'million more red cells than females and can store 850 iig of iron ab conipareli

to the females 250 mg. Compensatory factors do not appear to adjust for this

Oifference in males -nd females, therefore, some type bf iron supelement is

.
frequently recommenced fdr the female athlete.`,

Russell Lane, M.D., reported' in The jogger, September 1978, that sports
hnemla in endurance exercise is a result of a training effeitt -brought on by..

hypervolemia or increased fluid volume: It has been shown that.th# irqp

content of sweat during endurance exercise increases somewhat. The cardiac

volume is up,.and the red-cell mdss changes to a lesser extent than either the,

velume or heart stroke volume. The important change is the increase in the

circulating blood volume withilhe associated lowered blood viscosity and a

faster floW. The so-called "ahemta" may in fact be beneficial tothe athlete
in providing more rapid delivery of oxygen. .Furtbermore, Lane suggested that

.,the process must involve omê genetic factor to explain the variable appearance

and individual difference in response. In some athletes the process seems to

outdo itself and lead to clinical and dysfunctional anemia.that
called "maladaptive" training effect. In summary of the issue, it does ieem

worthwhile to suggest tp aerobic exercisers'that. low hemoglebin may be a.

,positive factot and not necessarily a negative one, Those persons who appear

t
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tabe anemic without any syMptoms may be members of a select'groue possessing

genetic.constitutions to witness this "traieing effect" in. Sport rather than

fneeding iron pills for treatment, ,

/
Menstruation and factors relating to that process have probably produced,

more concern and misinformation then any other difference in males.and.lamales.

lemales have made and'broken their own personal-best performances at all

phaSes of the menstrual Cycle. It appears-that there is no decrement,in

performancelor females who have made a serious commftment to sport pursuits.

-HoweVer, it is possiblt that the population is biased toward, these women who

experienced no impairments. Those who did may nave been systematically 6tim-

mooted. k,t

,

.
The 1970's have witnessed an awareness of ankther pattern oUrespense in

females who are.tra4ping strenuously (Harris' 1971; Brozan, 1978). krhaps 15 s

.to 26 percent experience secondary amenorrhea or cessatiouot mensCl.urtion.

8everal theories'attempt to explain this response. 411e percent body fat ft

the,most' often expressed rationale. Uliyot (1976) says that it is Mother

Nature's wayof protecting the female. Because of reducod body, fat, for

whatever reasons (starvation, disease, exercise, etc.) the:body ioes not have

sufficieat fat stocage to supporka pregnancy'so Ole system "shuts down."

Frisch (19754 siipportsthis theory tO some extent. She develdped a method ior

predicting age for oneet of'Menalche by charting the height and w6ighr of- ",
girls every year during their 9 to 13 age span. She concluded that the ratio

of lean body, Weight to fat is an important determihant of sexual maturation in

the female. HoweVer., this relationship Is not a cauae-effect one sincersincreas7

ing leve1s of'estrogen cause the female to begtn to store body fat as well as

/rigger6g the Menstrual: c9cle. In ssence, body fat and menarche pre both

laused by elevating levels of estrogen-, therefore, increased body fat is.not

the Cause ot the, onset of menarChe, 'They coincide! 's

In several.situations a significant decrease in body fat does appear to.

be related to secondary amenorehea. Starvation, anorexia nervosa, and a .

drastic reduction in caloric ihtpice, resulting in a rapi.d and significant

weight lo'ss, produce secondary amenorrhea. At the same 04 bhesity,can also

cause cessation of menstruation. Other stressful situatioqs such as'being in

a concentration camp, entering college, eXperiencing thOoss of a loved one,

tAwilivorce, fear.of failure, etc., can alSo alter the menstrual cycle.

Since reduction of body fat does not hold in all cases of secondary

'amenorrhea reported, other explanations have to be explored. Females who are

on the same training program,'who have no significaet differences in percent

bedrlat, and who have not lost a significant amount of body fee can.be on the

stme Vack team. Some of these womh wiAl experience secondary amenorrhea

Adhile others wiLL.apt.. Individual differences in response to stress may.be the

explanation. Whylhe endure stress witpout any noticeable changes while

others do not seemscurrently. a medical myskery. As Selye suggesesi "stress

is stress." This pay be the case whg.thb,r that stress is elercise, quick

reduction of body fat, emotional stress, competitive stresr, or whatever.

There.is need to examine a whole array of responses to understand why some

women experience ,Secendary athenoirhea.
.00

The magOtude of the problem has not actoally been established. It

appears that several different patterns occur. First, those who have had
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normal cycJeS, then experience secondary amenorrbea'with 411 increase in physical
trdining and exercise, generallyresume normalcycles,with detraining. In

many cases persons dq not menstruate for 2 or more years, stopped hard twining,
Testimed their cycles, and had normal pregnancies and deliveries of healthy

, 4
Second some women experiencing cessation of menstruation did not alter

their training programs or replace the lost fat tissue, yet their cycles
reappeared with lime. This wwould suggest that the body adapted to the stresses
placed upon it and accommodated them without long-ter.m endocrine alteration.
.A 1978 survey study completed at ifouldor, Colo.,.suggests that the percent
of those experiencing secondary amenorrhea increases significantly as mileage
increases. Running 60 or more miles a week may be the critical factor. At

this point no one knows for sure whether exercise per se or low body fat
CdUses the condition. As Or. John Marshall, cochairman of New .York Medical
Society's Committee on the Medical Aspects of Sports, said, "Tle hody-fat
percentaRe-rs-not the cause; 41 kinds ol things we don't know about the
delicate balance of hormones Wye an effect. It may have to do with thekind
of training, it mdy be psychological." 'Certainly, the medical profession dQ.es
not know.

3

In responsch,to an article in WomenSports (Harris, 1977) nearly 200 letters
relating case studies wvrv received. I must say that I was dismayed at the
medical treatment and guesswork that some women were subjected to, not to
mentjon the'almost total disregard of even considering that vigorous exercise 0

had anything to do with,lheir secondary amenstn0ea. OHP woman spent 6 years
with different physicians experimenting witgvafions tests and theories. She

underwent brain scans, injections of hormones, oral 'hormone medication, and
exploratory. surgcry. L'inally, it WdS concluded that she was "having identity
giohlems and denying her femininity" since nothing irregular or abnormal
..ppeared beyond the fact that she did not menstruate!

While alterations and jhanges in the female cycle are obviouS, males mdy
11,we similar alterations and not evn know about them. A little-known 1973
L: study reported in the 1976 British Journal of Steroid Bjochemist_ry
involved hormondl assays before and after in males unning a marathon. Statis-

tically significant change!: were observed in 4everal hormones wikich imp.act on

male s .xuality. A rise or fall in thvii '..vels can adversely affect fertility,
both in deureasigg sex 'drive aioJ lowering sperm tount. Almost no one has

examined tiii. relationship. Or. %Uhl Shangold, physician-endocrinologist,
dinggested,"There may he a relath,uship between reproductive problems and
chronit exerci.se such as extensive training done by long-distanre runners."
Shp se,ggestedifurther that if there is d torrelation btween vry low body. (dt
leVels and fertility problems, this may mean that runners, of both sexes will
have to decrease therr running ii thoy wish to hove chi hlren. For women,

until their cyc les return; ha men, who knows'! ShangOd suggested that d MOIV

With d loW sperm who wiidivd l 1-VStorP it to norm.11 may hdVP to stop

running for 74 day,. betaute it takes that long for sperm to mature.

h, date there is nothing in the lilrrdllirV lu support the belief that
there is high infertility rate mong runners, mdle or lemale. The problem
may bp on . vrry small scale indeed hvidnse ol great iudividual differences
and responses 1.41 exercise and stress. ihe (ardiovAtular, psychological, dnd
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other benefits of running lay outweigh potential adverse effects. on reproduc-

tion. Further,. there is no evidence to suggest that any reproduCtive problems

that! develop while training are irreversible..

Anotber concern about which even less is known is the possibility of

strenuous exercis delaying thy onset of- menarche. The New.YOrk Times quOted,

Dr. Jack Wilmore as saying, "Wv know there is a tendency for girls wfiorpartici--

pale in heavy competition before menarche to have onset delayed until they are

17 or 18 but we do not know whether Chat is good or bast." The average age of

onset is between 12 alid 13 years; howerr, beginning menstrnaLioh al-bge 15

or 16 is still considered normal. At a discussion of the issue at the American

College of Sports Medicine meeting in Chicagn in May 1977, physicians coold

not agree as Lo the age at which one should become cáncerned if the female has

not begun to menstruate.. At this point it is not known whether .or not strenuous

training prior to puberty can be'detrimental to normal development of the

endocrine or yeproduclive systems. No one knows whether it is possible Lo

delay development apd then make up tor that delay with a decrease in 'training

. routine.

Apparently there is lath.. reason lo drastically alter one's exercise

pattern.with preghancy if that pattern has heen a part of one's life-sLyle for

some tiMe. Pregnant a.thletes have accomplished all sorts of- 'Athletic feats

during.tha-aaay-slages,,of_lbeir pregnancies. Lynn Blackstone, during her

ninth month, ran twice around Central Park's reservir, which is approxi-

mately 3 miles, each evening. She finished 58th out of: 102 k'omen in the 1977

Boston marathon. Mary Jones' ran a half-marathon raccoaL the Dallas White Rock

Marathon in 2 honrs and 5 minutes in December.1976 when she was nearly 9

months pregnant. She returned to marathon runhing 10 weeks after giving birth

sayihg, "Pregnancy is noL J disease. 1 listened to my body and lel IC dictate

what I could do and I'm healthier for it." Many oLhop report the same exper-

ience. Trina Homer, U,S. Olympic cross-country skior in 1922, ran 4 miles 2

hours before het first Ohild was born. She barely had time to change and gel

to the hospital for delivery. Whilti Tratia.amy be exceptional, no evidence

exists that regular exercise and running during pregnancy have to be discon-

tinued el the female is used to regular exercise.

'Osteoporosis. is tar more prevalent among women than men; sever.al reasons

may account for this. First, growing girls are not 'generally socialized to

participate in vigorous exercise during those years when bones re developing

and growing so that stresses placed on them during this Lime can result in

stronger, denser bones. Second, estrogen levels decrease with aging and onset

of menopause and the effect that estrogen has in stimulating-hone maintenance

IS JOSI 10 mai, degree. Third. females dO not exercise enough throughout

their li\es to stimulate hone maink.enance. Running, jogging, or othez types

ot regular exercise are especially impottanl tor aging (WHIM, yet the emphasis

has been on males' getting exercise. The harmful elfects of inactivity on

bone tissue are well documented; long-term'bed rest (All lead to early °stela-
7

porosis. Even hones that ore briefly iii A plaster cast tend to become lighter

because ol mineral,loss. The astronauts experienced alteration in bone metah-

ohsm during periods of weightlessness and physical (mnfinement.
,

on the other hand, exercise stimulates bony growth and mainernance; one

has only to examine one's dominant arm to tompare the dillerence between it

and the lesser-used one. PrevIvitiou and/oi delay of osteoporm.is appears to

2.!
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-40relatedfto-vSgorous exercise during the grdwing years to mixiMiee the
liteletal development, then continued exercise throughout one's lifetiate 'With '

''LSoMeattentien paid te the amount of calcium in the diet.
%.

. -

.Females may be'more efficient;in heat dissipation, or less efficient*.thak

Ihe.mele, depending on how the research is fnterpeeted. Studies showthat
MOUS do sweat eooner and pore profueely thpn females'in response to,tncreased

ixidy temperatures. However, males may be prolific wasteful sweaters. The
--female may ,adjusther sweat rate more efficiently, that isj'she can- coMpensate.
ftruurlfterVed-lltrerdneer.-- 011-1116-fiVerage,-fealtatirhaVe-More-aweit'lliide''--

,then males. Generally, her body temperature gets 2 tp 3 deerees warmer than.
. that of the male's before-she begins to sweat. Females sweat lets theh males

v. and can perform the Same work loads with less water lors. Both males and

femalee acclimatize to work or exercise in heat;, hrever, females are. able to
do so without ine-reasiug their sweat. rates. There may be some exptanattons

that have not been examined. 'First, higher% levels of estrogen in females tend

to provide greater vascularization,therefore the female- may be able to get
more blood to the.surface of her body for cooling whicIrwould.delay the sWeate

ing process. This fact may alloW her to compensate for her additional fat
insulation and smaller body surface. Second, since the female has more active .,

sweat.glands than the.male, her sweat is distrAuted Mere evenly over her body
for maximal ceoling by evaporation, again compensating for her smaller body

ettletes the-d-lffeecnce to n greater ex.teittthansextret-hcr, viten

surface, A

While the aiele swears rooner, the.femate may sWeat betted., Welts (1477).

'also suggested that women may regulate their body temperature more effectively

than males do from her research in heat epvironments. Perhaps it is time to

examine thisTespense more carefully and'slop perpetuating the notion that
females may be less effective in heat dissipation. 'Once the next generation
is socialized out of the notion that men sweat, gentlemen perspire, And ladies

.glow,,we may observe a dlfrirent response to heat stress!
A

In summary it appeara that wfille ths-,male and female do differ in many
respects in terms of their response to vigorous, exercise, there are more
differences"within a sex than between the sexes. .The level of physical fit-

differences are observed in trained melee and females; in\most,eages the
rerponse is one of adapting and conditioning to chronic exercise. ,In aunty

the female adapts differently in that she compensates for these

differences. Or, we cqld say that the male compensmles, as in the case. of
his having lo sweat soonerin order to cool his body.

When training and conditioning.are equal, there appears to be no differ-

ewe in .the injury predisposition between males and females. Statistics

suggest that females are more vulnerable to leg and knee injuries. Again, the

level of physical conditioning and fitness is more important than one's tlex.r
Alto increasing emphasis is placed on lhie for feMale athletes the injury

statistics are associaCing more with the type of sport played rather Lhan sex.
In short., basketball players will experience similar typos and rates of ii=:s
that. will not be sex linked. Much .research is needed before full underst

and insight into just what differences do exist between the response of lis.ies

and females to long-term strenuous exercise. Right now it appears that the

sauce for the gander is good for the goose, The female gains all the benefits
tied pleasure of having as healthy fit body am the male and certainly the joys
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and challenges. of sport participation.and competition ./, npt sex.iinked.

From everything available in the literature, the respKseNal;e all positive in

phymiological and psychological ways.
.
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Psychologicai Benefits of Aerobic Exercise

By Dorothy V: Harris, Ph;D.
Professor

PennsylvanU State University

.

Exhilaration, euphoria; ecstasy, peal( experience, getting high, being
Spacy, or whatever ope labels it, the experience is basically 04 same tor-
those persons who are physically fit and who pursue exexcise as an end In ,

aSelf, They are "tuned in",and "turned on" by exercise. They ,enjoycthe

psychalogiCal and physiological returns they get from such experiences and
return again and again !or thFse sensations. The gyre joy of participation in
physiee activity can only be gained when-the activity is viewed-ad nenpurpose-

--' ful in,a etilitarian dense. The body is not thought of as a machine or object
requiring maintenance or something that works independently from the bind or

feelings. Nor can exercise be viewed hs something the bodyneeds like medicine
or a treatmentif one wistiFs to experience all "that exercise can offi-r.

This Is not to say that one does not ket involved in exercise initEally.to
get Into Shape, to lose n 4.felo pounds, or to counter ill effeets of a sedentary

life. However, in the proeess of reaching.these initial goals one may discover

' that other things happen.. One person,Adlo had just gone through a traumatic
'diliorce'and.knee surgery had this to say: "I was in a physical and psycho

_logical rut. .Running seemed a logical way to get my Pee back to normal. The

unexpected dividend, was that I got, my head together, too."

Regular participation continues long after the original goals are reached.
Persons disdbver that.exercise is fun, that they experience a sense of total

integration never reached befor'e. They find that they are tuned into their
bodies and discover things about themselves Oat are reinforcifig in e most

positive:manner, Tr9ditional physical education has been making.Claims such,at

V these for years; however, little systematic evidence exists to support such an
'

.idea. Most el the early research in personality and sport was based on tbe

notion that a "sound body ensured_a_seund_mind-" s_Conceptuellythe questions
being asked were.correct ones;, the method and instrumentation frequently-

prevented the investigators from finding real insight iiito such a relationship.

When one is out of touch with,his body and his feelings, he cannot be a
P

fully functioning, Integrated being; As Alexander'Lowen said in kis book,

Pleasure:

-

Self-awareness is a function of !eeling. It is the iummation of all

body sensations at,any one time. Through his self-awareness a

person knows who he is. He Is aware of what is going on In every '

part of his body: in other words) he is in touch With himself. For

example, he senses the flow of feeling ifi his body movements. But he

is also aware of the muscular tensions that restrict hts movement;
for these too create sensations . . . 'Not being lb totich with his

bedy from within, It feels strange and awkward to him,yltich makes

him feel self-conscious in his expression and movement.
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Exercisteandrphysical activity can provide opportunitiils to develop self*
awareness through.the integration of body, mind, ahd feelings. Becoming aware "
'of what is-happeningvithin'the body intensifies the,,werience and incteases
one's awaregess. This awareness provides ,a type-of feadhack that produces A
venge of Mastery, control, and competence that can be reaoked in no other way.'

Deci, in his book published 4p 1075, deals with human mo vation.-He,
.,._presents a'cOlnitivelerspective in attempting. to account fox_.t.e,.whyie!..of:

vOluntary,behavior.- He works under the assumption that- most'behaVier$ ake
voluntary and that persons choose these behaviors because they desiktheend
result. Therefore, the eerson's perceptions and cognitions will be bitsc to his
;behavior. The operational definition of intrinsic motivation suggests thft

.

activities engaeed.innreends in themselves as opposed Co a means to an enOL:
In other, words, intrinsically motivated involveMents are ones for which there.,is'
no apparent 'reward excgpt the activity itself. As a result; persons participate:,
in:activities for the feedback they get in the process of beini involved and not\
because the involvemeet leads.to an extrinsic reward. Many activities are
intrinsically rewarding; persons silend much time playin& sports, solving pUZzleS4
practiciog skills, and so on because they prodnce certain types of internal,
conditions that they fied rewarding.

Another basic premise upon which the notion of intrinsic metivation is
Inland is that people tend to be motivated to seduce uncertainty and to feel
capable of dealing effectively with the environment. The concept of coUpetence
proposed by White (1959), rejects the notion of a driye-reduction theory and
nmphasizes the importance of the inteEaction of the.pvtson with the envitonment.
His concept of'competence refers to one's ability no deal effectivelY with one's
environment through.a whole range'of behaviors such as exploration, perception, ai

cognition, manipulation, and 86 oe. According to White; the competence motivation
or effectance motivation is what directs these: behaviors that are motivaEid by
the intrinsic need to cope effectively with the environment. White explained

.

..

that young, children have patterns of undifferentiated effeetance motivation,'
However, with additional experience, behaviors are More differentiated into
specific motives for mastery, cognizanae or achievement. Ellis (1973) indicated

ill

-------ihivis -badk that the propostion of White accounted for behavior beyond the
arousal-seekinglbehavior t at Ellis had used to explain children's play. 'That

is, White's competence-e f ectance motive.would explain tine_repetitions-behaViot.
,

. that persists after the/novelty has,worn off; this behavibr can be explained as.,.

manipulation to produce effects on the environment-

Deci proposed that one's need to feel competent and self-determining will
produce two general classes o: behavior. First, persons will seek out situations
that provide a reaaondble challenge; if one is boreS; one will seek a challenge,
if one Is overchallenged, a different situation will be sought that will provide
a challenge which can be handled. In essence, this suggests that the motivational :

mechanism operating...will lead persons to'situations where thdY are challenW to
0

make:optimal use of their abIliiies.

The second (lass of behaviors motivated by the need for competence and
self-determination that Deci described were those' needs to be successful in
challenge situations, That is, persons are motivated to reduce dissonance when
they encounter it or create it. Many'create.dissonance or incongruity just so

they can have the challenge of mastering It.
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Thrill addLs were once...0,044 to have a de7ath wieh or an 444.0-04.
Otrdetion) htmevery reiearch supports the faet.that they ate WeptitiniWin:

. -
iir emOtional'health.. Dr. Edward Stainhrook7 head of 6he Human Hehatidt,-,:

(A' penmen of the University of Sodthern California, said, "So.Modft'Oltit-b0:,'
440Mo Sedentary,. inhibiti.g acti00. Thrill,seeking expreetes a441.140$0:01000

..0, need for assertive mastery of something. In some caws, the Aggte8$04
-.? %defiance can be overdonifand become a disguised suicidal drive. But MOte-Oftent,

Cwiewtt-Lsjvtaeire'stfo-rc-ant-rotuf-irettct tovito-DigTfrojErthof
.

"fttion is- ti4.a;loles6tnt antidepressant," said D.L. 'Jerald Polin, a psychL,. .

etrist who has researthed this phenomenon. He suggested ..het thrill spo*Makai

he.a eymptom of the depressed-feelings that many adolescents ave. Many. persons

'i,0f. all ages express a 'periodic need for exhAnding themselves to absolute physical,.

aMotionali 4 intellectual limits in.orderto escape fremthe routine snd...

bet om .,.everyday livinto

In Eeyend-Beredom and Anxiety, Mihaly. CsikszentmfhalYi.(1975), a psichol4
,egist-aethe 'University of Chicago, discusses the basis of experiehcing enjoy
meat and fulfillment through activities fer which the primary rewprd is in, the
.experience of the ActivitY tether than other outcomes. In activities of this
type the person.expedences an altered state ofconsciousness that he calls

./Ilow" where One is aware of his actions hut not aware'of his.awareness4 C044

!.:centcration is so focused on the process.bf doing that any thoushts of whet one

. is tieing er how one is doing would stop the "flow." In this state, the integre',

ion of mind, body, and feelings is. so focused that "flow" provide% a dimension

ihthe activity that cannot be reachecOntentionally; it juSt happens..

While athltces haverknown about these "altered states of consciousness" for.
soma time, they have pnly recently begmn to share-their highly personal experi-,

'WOO. :rt is a nonverbal, almoot overwhelming sensation, It can, be felt during'

losing ec,duting noncompetitive moments, too by the parachutists in flight,

.

by the sgler, 0 the runner runhing alone. Dwight Stones talked about...such Oh.

experience the day he broke the world high jump record at the Munich. Olympics.,
11 i,zatIonotgoa-ching/-64 startled me
reMember 1' couldn't wait to hit the pit . lit seemed like an dternity. . . .

The'Whole thing was so spontaneous, so unplanned.. You know.certainioals_are-
w_516 read -bit'iou still explode when it comes off . . it's such a mentIl

climax."

One doesn't have to be an athlete to experience "flo0; continued partici..
,patien is the key for young and old alike,. The opportunit,y to reach altered

states of awareness are created when you forget about gaining any external

rewatd for your efforts. Once exeisise is the-end, not a means, sensations come

thrdughloud and clear and the body feels ehergetic, alive, tingling, and capable.
When the body is "let go" in exercise, almost anything can happen.

Deck in the early sixties when jogging was becoming the thing to do among
some status groups, its benefits were measUred in health and medical terM one

exercised to prevent a heart attack, or to develop a sexier body, or to lose a

'few extra pounds. However, the benefits Were too far removed from the exemise

to keep most persons motivated to continue. Those who did perievere discovered

that in iddition to doing fantastic things for the body, exercise did something

ler the heud as well! From this point on, they no longer exercised for health]

they exercised because they felt good? As a matter of fact, there ri some
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evidence to suggest-that one can beccile addicted to exercise, that on;-.fects
less well without it and suffers withdrawal...effects when it is missbd. it ls

not surprising, then, to have persans feel deprived when they can.no longer

.exercisel a

.

Baekeland (1970) expjored sleep.and psycheloiical reactions.to exercise

deprivation. Be found it was difficult Co recruit subjects who exercised regu-
larly and were willing to give Chatup for'a month or so. Even though they were
offered good pay and'knew that they would make a contribution Co science, they
were unwilling to deprive themselves of their regular exercise habits% Many

sdid,therwould-not stop Any amount of monex. Baekeland's sub-;

jects,were persons who exertised t to four times a week. However, they. too

viewed.the anticipated no-exercise. period as eXercise deprivation rather than as,

exercise restriction.

The-subjects' sleep was studied for two njghts sey

they were still exercising regularly. The no-exerci

intervals of'about 20, 14, and 30 daYs after the It
sleep records were stored for the conventionally defin

al days apirt while
riod'was sampled at
xercise bout. Tlie EBB

stages of sleep.. REM

frequencies were also recorded. A questionnaire eValuaked,the psychblogical
changes observed Oar the enfl of the no-exercise period.,-.,lhe findinga reported
inditated a change in sleep pattern's su,gesting increased anxiety over the

no-exercise period. The subjects' Subjective reports indicated-a decrease in
the quality of .sleep at home, increased sexual tensibh, and an increased need to

be with others.

r+;

In a book-eeitled (...sitive Addiction, Glasser (1976) reported that runners
can become po;itively addicted to the euphoria of running and that this can

provide a source of adaptive strength that can be transferred to other areas of

life. Glasser indicated that there were six steps one has to follow in order

for this po§itive addiction to take place. The physical activity pursued must

be.noncompetitive and one chosen voluntarily. It must be an activity that one

can do easily, that does not require a &eat deal,,of mental effort, 'and at Which

one coul4 sperid an hour oe so a day pursuing. ft must be something that can be

done alone or with others but got-dependent on otherg. The participant must

-believe that- It has-some positive %ratline, either physical, mental, spiritual, or

all three. Further, the participahti.must beliey. that.persistence will be

rewarded lqy improvement. It should be notedi-rowever, that only the participant

will be the one to evaluate the hirprovement. Finally, the activity mbst be of a

type.that one can do without triticizing oneself; one must accept the self at

whatever level of performance. Glasser suggested that these are lhe reasons why

running has become"so popular with many persons Wu? have never done any other

type of regular physical exereise.

Other writers (Andrews, 1976) report that there are definite psychological

' milestones that runners reach in the route to altered states of consciousness,or

heightened awareness. These milestones have more to do with how long one runi

rather than how far one goes. Even the most accomplished and fit runner exper-
iences general discomfort during the first 20 minutes or so and asks himself why

he is doing this. After about 30 minutes he begins to feel a mild sort of

euphoria. He has worked out the tensions and is,being "lulled" by lhe rhythm of

his breathing and running. After about 40 minutes he foses the ability to
organize thoughts and ideas flash in and out without any conScious effort. .

3
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Af4r nbout 06.hour of running one reachri an,alteee4-statel.' if runnincitr,
iontinue54 the rUnner feeld a myetical unity with the sOrroundinesad the 'gan

.

cif running can really be enjoyed

Kostrubala, a,psyehiatrist and a veteran-marathoner, says that running'IS A
net al form Of psychptherapy. Few people Con run and worry at the same tiMS1
Kostrithala has frainad several of his assistants as "running therapistsu and
elailfia some success in using joggihg as a treatMent for depression, drug addle-

.

- tion, and other psyehollogiical problems requiring treatment. He said, "1 think.,
this,is a new anol powerful way.of reaching the unconscious" and explains some se
'his philosophy in a recent book, The ley of Runnine.

A British medical team headed by Dr. Malcolm Cariuthers reported that
running does change the hormones of the body.. As little as 10 minutes orendur-
soca exercise can double'the body's level of norepinephrine. This neurohormone
Is associated with alertness, responsivenest, and a'high level of mental, nd
physical Activity. This tends to reduce depression and anxiety for a period of-
time (Patler, 1978).

Several other inves igators support the notion that "action absorbs anxiety,"
or diet exercise Lsilature.'s own best tranquilizer. deVries and. Adams (1973)'
studied 10 patients, 52-70 years old.' One day they ipve their patients a trad-
quilizertand the next day-had the patients walk vigorously enough to raige their
heart rates over 100 beats per minute. The exercise produced'a greater- cafming
effect than the tranqUilizer with positive rather than negattve side effects.

-The Paradox appears ro be that one,must exercise to relax. Traditionally relax-
ation has been associated with being sedentary yet all of the scientific evidence
suggests just,the contrary.

The myktique of jogging, along with the claim-to work wonders for the body
and soul,'has begun tq invade.the domain of Americah psychiatry.. Many are now
prescribing exercise instead of pills for moderate-depr6sion. Writer Valerie
Andrews, author of the forthcoming book, The Psychic:Power of Blynia, arguet
that weekend jogging could well be the basis for rhe nation's first grWIS-roots
Movemeni; in community health. UCLA psyChlatrist Ronald M. Lawrence says, "Mild
depression is more common than the common mid, but it can be markedly helped by
slow endurance exercise." He said further, "Man was meant to be a moving aeimal,
but he's become sedentary. Distance running can bring us back to the basics of
what we're here for." Whilehard evidence is lacking, Ismail and Young (1977) °
observed significant relationships between changes in certain hormone levels or
exercises and improvement in emotional stability.

Itewn, Ramirez, and Taub (in press) have also produced evidence demonstrating
a decrease ln depression with exercise. Their first experiment inVellved 163
high school boys and girls who wqre participating in a variety of sports. They
completed three psychologiebl in4qtories: Zung Depression Scale, Eyseha's
Introversion-Extroversion Scale, and the Human Figure Drawing, in addLtion they
were asked to keep a journal df their physical activity, mood states, and sleep
habits.

.. .

. The second-stu4 by Brown, et al., attem ted to control more variables and
.

added several more inventories. There were t ree groups: a no-exercise, one
running three times per week, and one running.five times per week..' Each'Ireatment



lastwil'for 10 weeks. Several outcomes of these two.studies'wero repOcted:

(1) Subjects in the exercisek-roup, depressed or not, showed increases in

mental well-heing, (2) The number of depressed subjects.dropped. from 37 to

, 14. (3) Psychological scores of the subjects ln the nonexercise group did not

change. Brown, et a), also fomnd that the amount of emorcise was significant;

lhe'more vigorous the actiyi(y, lhe more significant the'change. No sighificant,

difference was observk in those persons participating in sports requiring low

levels of physical activity. Brown,'a psychiatrist iftVreUn4-versity_ALVirginia,
A
;says that he hos not- observed anyone jogging on-the trAlt who ever appeared to -----

be depressed. He finds that exercise works better than pills in controlling'de.,

pression. Approximately,70 percents of his patients are depresssed and all but

about 15 to 20.percent show quick benefit after only a week ot runhing.

Tolkins, Lynch, and Gardner (1972) have also used physical activity as a

treatment for psychological disorders with r4Orled success. They used several

adjective checkliststio measure variables related tp both depression and anxiety..

Thrpe college physic.ir'elhication classes formed the experimental and cOntrol

groups; an archery class and a'golf class were used as controls with a jogging

class serving as the experimental group. Preliminary testing showed that the

two .groups differed On the psychologicirl variablesi the,women in tli experimental

snout) were significantly less fit psychologically than the controls. They were

more anxious, more'depressed;'less confident, and less well adjnsled. Atter 15

weeks of running, these females had-shown significant improvement in all these

,ailloas. The males also improved but not to the .saMe extent N& changes were

rifircerved 'In the t ro Is .

,Driscoll (1976) used physital exerrise to coanter anxiety allTurii--w+t-4posi-

tive imagery .and reported success, emphasizing lhe shorl lime treatment tooLv

with exercise. .0rwin (1973) used running to overcome phobid and demonstrated '

Chat physical exhaustion anlerfered with anxiety. Using this treatment he found

that persons could become conditioned to their fears much mor3 readily,after

vigorous exerrise than without. '1ke voncluded that some so-1 of physical

exercise should he included in all therapies fdr

! . .
. .

In the latirlgoirs acoN.arly 1970's Morgan has produced (tore systematic

evidence than any other inveg,ligalur lq dale. He has completel a-series of

studies (Morgan: 1969, 1)70; Morgan, el al., 1970) and ronrlud,d that. differ- ,

elicrs in depressed persons ability lo perform physical tasks ere psychological,

nut physical. In Lksec-oil& phase nt one study (Morgan, el AC, 1970). 101.

sirlOvrls partiiipated in 6 tweks ol physical activily1.. circ10 training, jog-'

ging, swiwiing, treadmill running, or bicycle ergometry. ThroOgh this phase

Morgan reported that the depression score; of those subjecp lir the normal range

.
did not change: however, those persons who 1...vre depressed changed significantly

at the .01 level.

'More recently Morgan (197h; Mvigan and Pollock, 19761 has begun to make

wider Chairns u'airmlillig depression 4S It !IS Alerted by regolar physical-aclivily.

ts
In one report hv indicated that "allay au.l.chronic physical activity of a vigorous

natnre,ollers unique and ellettive method of reduciqg tension (stala. anxiety/

and depression" (Morgan, 197(, if.' 171. On another uptlier (Morgan h Pollock,
, .

,1976) similar claims are made; however, 141e.t., ilers caution one lu keep in mind

that this "improved-sensation ol well-bring fidlowing aulav and thronic oxeruime"

(p. 1) may have other'calises. the point IS OW. (IpcidrS lo make a

vs
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L....... : In ,snalmatl, the literature Aga rpb, . produced.A. signiificant omountIoLempiii01-,
tevidwnce-debonstrating the positive ritationsh%p between exercift-end fOrteroy1,07:
,sense of well*bein*. In general, this improved,sense Of wellibeing.

4
e-4,etribWtlA.i

4e. A dectiese in Anxiety and deptessioll. Without question,,the univet ii tjiestitony
';-.'to reguar pxcalto is "feeling better." Thii feeling better.Tay .also'll tude

Other compnpents such asmore positive body imirge, a senie of sell-effic
., siota energy, and se on, Obvictusly much more research is needed before be*t_
'insight and understanding are reached.

.
.

.

. . .

. . Therels a dearth of.systematit 'research addressing these ellestionS,0141i.o
..methodological problems are great. Ai the same time, the relationshi ..has been
demdhatrated sufficiently through WWII e mony an e ew tu tes t

1 . are reported to encourage' the participation in regular exereile to 'reduce' psr
cfplogical. Slam.. While directions are lacking with regard to length of time_

..ohd should exercise, the degree of effort th'at should ba pet forth, shd OW. glUnh '
one's perception of what is happening influences the outcoMe, the conclusion 0
that regular exercise is associated with. feelini hatter can be made. % When One
feels-betters.one behaves in a more positive, Manner; how bne feels about onele

.. hody has much to do with Row one feels about oneself, In sho'rt., the bothom line

my be,seffesteem associated with.a sense of "I can do'it" that produces. t
positive feedback. Whatever the cause-effect relationShip, there appeari to be
enough evidence to associate psychological-well-being with regular 'vigorous .t

e*ercise.
.
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The Aysiological Resp nses of Females
to Endu ice/Exercise

By Harold Falls, Ph.D.

'Professor, Health a Physical Education
Southwest Hissouri State University

4

Since this conference focuses.on aerobic exercise, .1 shall focus this

presentation on female Aerobic resp6nses although performance in endurance

exercise may require other qualities.

"Aerobic" implies met: :sm with oxygl i.e., the oxidative phosphory-
,

lation segment of the tota. m tabolic 'process involved in degrading foodstuffs

in the muscle cell. This wwild.exclude the immediat:e ,energy that might be

derived from (1) the splitting of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), or (2)0glyco-

lysls '(the glycogen to lactic acid pathway). A high level of functioning as

ufar as oxidative phosphorylation is concerned requires a high'rate of oxygen

delivery to the muscle cells. This is directty measured as the/mu-Mum oxygen

consumption (max 00). Oxygen consumption, in tura, is a function of cardiac
2

output (() and arteriovenous oxygen difference (A A-1102). Thus *

ft) = o X A
02

A-VO2
.

cardiac output is a product of heart rale (HR), and stroke volume (SV) Of-the

heart.

.

(2) Q = HR X SV

As far as the health-related effects of exercise are concerned, epidemio-

logists have not been able to identify any adverse consequences of having a

less than high A A402, or even one that is somewhat below normal. They have,

however, identified that there are probably some relationships between the

development of circulatory diseases and certain levels of cardiac output below

normal or perhaps: below an optimum level Chat is yet to be identified. Thus'

in terms of the hnalth aspects of aerobic exercise, emphasis should be an the

caTdiac output as the important function. However, if we are going to talk'

about physical performance in relating the events in winning the Boston mara-

Aion, we would also have to take into consideration A A-V02.

I disagree with one comment by Dr. Harris, a previous speaker. 1 think

most of the literature indicates that there is not really a difference between

males and females on maximum heart rate if they are in the same relative state

of training. Therefore, maximum cardiac output differences between the sexes

are primarily a reflection of differences in maximal stroke volume.

The responses of max V, , (), SV, and HIL to aerobio-exer'cise training and
u2

the reverse (se(1entary habits) have belm demonstrated by\Sallin et al. (1968)

(Figure 1). ,

ffi
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Again, I am just.trying to emphasize that from an aerobic-exercise stand-
point, and espeeially.from a health standpoint, we are dealing primarily with
cardiac output and with stroke volumeibf the heart as far as maximum performance
is.concerned because if we compare males and females, there is yery little dif-.
ference in maximum heart rate and actually very little change in maximdm heart
rate with training.

'A legitimate question is, "Do males and females respond differently to
egerciser First, let's look briefly at the overall male response to both
exercise training and sedentary habits, again from the work of Saltin et al'.
(1968) (Figure 2).
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In the study represented by Figure 2, max
02

dwas measured before an

atter 21 dar; ot hed rest in two trained and three sedentary young adult males.
They were also measured during and atter 8 weeks ot exercise training that
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followed. the bed rest. It is easilY seen that all the subjects decreased in aerö-
bic caliacIty with -bed rtIsl and increased with training. In fact, compared with

the begInding ,of the study, the sedentary subjects wk.e about 33 percent higher

on max V
02

after thelraining. This is a general response to exercise.in males

verified by many, other studies. If one is inactive or very sedentary, he will

decreaie in aerobic rapacity, where04 if one trains, ald the pliining program ob-

serves thp proper mix of intensity, requency, and duration, V 02 max will increase,

Similar data, on females are limited, but many have become available over the

past few years. One recent study by Burke (1977) (Figure 3) compared college-

_agt male_apd. female_respenses_to_an 87-week training program. There was also a'

'control grump. In both cases, the subjects were sedentary. Both mates and fe-

maIes improved during the 8 weeks at approximately thetmame rate. The major

apparent sex %lifference is that the females were about 20 percent lower thatt_khe .

males on max V at the beginning of the study, and this relative difference was
02

maintained throughout.

V02 MAX
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8 VVeeks

Anollicr recent study cOmpared the effect's of bed rest in kwth mal'es and fe-

males. Although the fem,rles exhibited a 40 percent lower max V
02

before bed

rest, both groups decreased q-10 percent on tile measur6ent as a result of thp

period ol bed rest, which was slightly shorter than in the study of Saltin et_ab,

( 1968) (Converlino al. 1977).

Male-female aerobi,c7power chaniies have been compared longitndinally IronC the'

aging perspective by measuring max V 02 at a 21-year interval (Table 1) . There
1

Was a decrease in both seXes, and the rate oi decrease was very nearly the same
,

in both, whether wie compares on MAX 02
in liters X min or ml X kg x min .

loth males and females at ge 42-46 were al abolit. 1) percent of their max V02

values exhibited 21 years earlier at age
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ble 10 Maximum Okygen Consumptiott-in Male id 'Fialale Physical Educattek

. Students Ofter a 21-year Interval
r

_,., -1. . -
1 x min ' mlox kg x mxn
d .9 : 9 ...

1949 4,09 2.83 58.5 47.3

1970 3.28 2.20 45.3 38,4.

0

hem data in: I. Astrand, P70, Astray '1. Halllack, and A. Hilbom:

bduction in maximal oxygen uptake witL age. Journal of Applied PhysiolAr.

35t649-654, 1973.

Similar results havi been obtained by others. The studies cited allow/ are

merly good examples of the pattern of responses seen when,maleeand females of
-similar fitness status'are directly compared. The responses to exercise and

training appear to be very similar. Differences do seem to be operating in re-

gard to the degree of response between the sexes and in relative position on a
continuum of aerobic capacitx, rn the remainder of this presentation I want

to focus on some of the factors I feel seem to explain those differences.

THE CONTINUUM OF AEROBIC POWER

I feel very strongly that we can view the entire range of aerobic power as
a continuum that includes both male and female values (Figure 4). Lowest

values (ml x kg x min
-1

) in the population would likely'be abbut 10-15. High-

est known values for males approach 95 x kg
-1

. The highest value of whrth

I am aware for a female is 74 mi x kg
-1

. This value compares very favorably

with many male marathon champivis and other world-class long-distance runners.
and Nordic skiers.

6

0

Young

Young adult femalo 11-4n ml

Averages

adult male 45-50-m1

.15 mI/kg
Lung disekse
Sedentary habits
Old age

'Circulatory disease
. Poor n'utrition.
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95 ml/kg.
Good genetic stock
Participation in

endurance sports
Excellent nutrition
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Factors that contribute to high or low max VA sfe shown in Figurft 4. Pop-

-1 v2
ulation averages are about 45-50 ml x kg )(min for the male and 35-40 ml x kg x

-1
min for the female. We see a.difference in the highest known values, and we see,.

difference in the average values. .1lowever, I still think the trait can be viewedr

as a continuum, and I have tried to represent this in terms of normal distributions

foraerobic power based on the means and standard deviations (S0)_for Swedish young
0 0

adult physica. education students presented in Astrand's classic 1949 work (Astrand.
-1

1952) (Figure 5). Mean values for aerobic power were 58 and 48 ml x kg x min fOr

males and females respectively. I think ve can reasonably view his data as samples

from a normal population and use the SD to roughly picture the way the sepatate Mare

-and female distributions Would look when plotted out ± 3 SD frpm the respective meanS.

What we then see is that the mean male value is included.within the distribution for

femalesAnd the mean for females within the range of the distribution for males.

There would be considerable overlap between the two distributions.

1 I 1 I I

38 42 46 50 54

M A X ,./0 "1.4-)

62 66 70

0

Further support for this concept comes from material in Astrand and Rodahl's
0

textbook.on work physiology (Asti-and and Rodahl 1977) where they have presented

the max V
02

/age relationship (Figure 6). The more solid lines represent the mean

max V .
Ue to about age 'U, there is essentially hó difference in the male and

02
female values. After that age, males continue to incrfrsvhi1e females tend to

level olf,,and then both ,exes decreaseAs they continue to age up through the

dange of'age shown fh Fiure 6. The lighter lines represent ± 2 SD for each of

the distributions.. Again, conside'rahle overlapping of distributions is noted 'as

in Figure 5.. Viewing the overlapping of distributions in this way, it appears

that the averagejemale tompares almost directly with the untrained male in terms

of derobic power.' The questiohs that become of most interest then are (1) what

physiological and anatomical differences explain the different relative positions

of males and females on the continuum, and (2) what are thy implications for aero-

bic exercilie.prescription?
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' Table 2 presents data from a large stu4 of heart size ie the Spvibt Union', .

-,i,ljt inowa.that thd'female heart ii about:85 peecent as lenge as that of the male

- _When comparisons are made on absolute:Velume. There have been some argumpt44

.,%
-,.that if one corrects for body size, this difference disappears. Not so. When
. -1

.

heart size is express

a
ed asial x kg , ml x m

2

. , .

, or as ayeight measure in 01 ,x

\kg # the'female hefirt, is gtill:80-90 percent as'large as.that of the'male strand

:t111., 1964, Grande afid Taylor 4965).

, -Table 2. heart Volumes of At4etes and Nonathletes

.

;ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL DIFFERENCE0',

4

Males

Athletes 860.

Honathletew 67.0
t.)

Females

725

580

, *Measurement in milliliters.'.
Adapted from data presented by K. .A. Abramyan and.R..A. Dzhuganyan.

Athlete heart measurements. Theory and Practice of Physical Culture

12:27-29,. 1969.

' The maximum stroke volume is positively related to the heart size (Figure 7)
In the young adult, the SV of the male is abodt one-third larger than in the female

(Astrand and Rodahl 1977). In youngel. persons, there doesn't appear to be'a differ-

nee, or perhaps.as large a difference, However, there really aren't enough data

available on maximum SV in young females to be:certain. If SV Isn't smaller 'in

young females compared with young males, it could mran there is.also not a
rant difference in heart size at those ages.
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BLOOD HBNOGLOBIN

After about 11-12 years of age, therJiks a difference in the hemogl6bin con-

centration of the blood in males (15 gm x 100 ml blood-1) compared with feMales

-1
(12.5-13 gm x 100 ml blood ) (Altman and Dittmer 1971). Since each gram of he-

moglobin (Hb) will carry about 1.34 ml 02, this means a reduced oxygen-catrying.

capacity for her blood. Figure 8 shows the ctalsical oxyhemoglobin dissociation

cdv*t usually found in physiology and exercise physiology textbooks.: These

curves are a representation of.A A-V02. Note that in most textbooks the curve

presented is based on male values (15 gm Hb S 100 ml blood
-1

). ,The female's

blood does not reach. 19-20 vol..0 percent for 02 shown in these curves as it pas-

ses through the pdimonary capillaries. This is shown in Figure'9 where the

normAl female onyhemoglobin dissociation curve (Hb 12.5) is compared with the

curve for a normal. male (Hb = 15) and one typically found in anemia.(Hb = 10).

Since the venous 02 content during maximal exercise is approximately the same in
0

males and females (Astrand and Rodahl 1977) (Figure 10), the net effect of educed

hemoglobin is a narrower A A402 leading to a reduction of max I)

02
accotding to

the relationshtp in 2quat1on 1.

s, 10, COMIlotiD Witm r.%)
.0,

1%/1vI
KO 2040

40 1634

$0 1632

20 1426

60 024

30 1020

44 6i6

30 612

44'

13(..

0 0, 012,201.142

..v
mroceiva

/0 /0 40 -30 -/0- ir-C1 C;;.; -10 140

not Wm Nil
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Becaude Of the lower max 4 A-902 the female's maximum performanq iq aerobic

exercise is Ilkely to Suffer. Ife4 A402 in Equation 1 is reduced for..a.given

, g'sast he increased. It. hat been shown.that at a V, 1.5 liters, the male
02 .

v2 .1
son transport), sufficient oxygen at a cardiac output of 12 liters x min Alio?' .

0

13.5 liters are required in the female (Astrand and Rodahl 1977). Thus re-

duced 4 A-902 has a. tremendous impact on the efficiency of using whatever car,

diac output is available within a given individual.

, PERCENTAGE BODY FAS

.
Another Weer that has already been mentioned by Dorothy Hdrris i$ the body-

fat differential between males and females. In a typical.young adult male, fat

comprises 12-15 percent of the total body composition. Similar values for the

young ailult female are 20-28 percent (Ketch and McArdle 1977). As 4n the case

of max V
02'

this difference becomes.apparent at about age 10 and continues through-

'out the remainder of the life span (Figure 11).

4 0

13 0

2 0

I 0
males

.

* females'

lifdto
M 1

of
9os,

Anderson,
,

10 20 30 11,0

AGE IN YEARS
50

In my opinion, extra body fell is a handicap, regardiess'of the claims by

some persons that it provides. a metabolic reserve for greater endurlince. These

claims are- not supported by research. ft also adds excess baggage to the body,

and one has to expend extra energy to transport that excess baggage as the body
moves from one place to another. it is very similar to taking an,excra wc:Ight,

44
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tying it on the body where the fat is located, and taking ie along with you.
Revent,research has shown that'even thaugh the cardiopulmonary response at 4ny
given V

02
1s not increased by obesity, the oxygen.required for any given workload

is increased (Davies et al.. 1975).

1 do not mean to iMply that the averagefemale is obese compared to known or
inferred health standards. That is certainly not the case,.and there is evidence
that a significant proportion of her fat is necessary for normal sexual and.child-
hearing functions (Frisch and McArthur 1974). However, there is a relative obesity

.when she is compare0 with the average male. This decreases her functional aerobic

capacity since max V
02

is divided by total body weight to arrive at the funrtional

measure of max ;./ in ml x kg x min . excess body fat reduces the size of this ,-1

v2
quantity. One of the things I tell my own students is that they van increase-their

max in ml x kg x min
-1

Ithout exercising. All they have to do is lose a few
u2

pounds of extra,fatzt

MUSCULAH,STRENGTH

For an equal body size the female has 5.to 10 percent less muscle mass rela-
tive to total body weight than the male (Behnke and Wilmore 1974). Therefore,

the size of the musculature involved in a given exercise is less. For example, a
-female running, or otherwise using her legs in exercise, has a smaller muscle mass

on those legs. She has less total strength in them than the male.

If the contractile force that must be exerted by a muscle is above about 20

percent of its maximum possible force, -there is going to he at least some inter-

ference with blood flow. The greate'r the degree of necessary contractile force in
comparison to that maximum possible force, the greater the cntdown of blood flow,
and the more the person is going to have to resort to anaerobic metabolism in order
to sustain the exercise (Lind and McNicol 1966, Whipp and Phillips 1970).

This problem is well illustrated by Figure 12. The upper two curves show lac-

tate accumulation in a 15-pinute bicycle ergometer ride in two low-strength males

working at 80 percent max V
02

. The,lower curve is from 'a strong male also working

at 80 percent max V .
Lactate accumulation is much less in the stronger male, an

02
tindication that the weaker individuals were having to Use anaerobic metabolism to

a gr*ater extent, eVeo though they were all working at the same relativ'e intensity.

The weaker men were forced more into anaerobic metabolism pot so much because they

couldn't handle the exercise aerobically, but more because they didn't have the
strength to effectively overcome the resistance of pushing the bicycle pedals a-

round. The female is at the same disadvaniage as the weaker males in Figure 12.

Her lower strength levels will force 'her into anaeyohic metabolism at a loWer re-

.
sistance than the male who is stronger.

Sj
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IMPLICATIONS FOR AEROBfC EXERCISE nuchlam

INTENSITY OF EXERCISE.

Intensity of exercise has been shown to be one Of the important, criteria in

exercise prescription, and the.American College of Sports Medicine (ACP!). recently,-

issued a position statement recommending the minimum threshold for aerobic cgindi.7'.

tioning as 60 percekt of maximum heart ratereserve f60% (max 11R . Resting HR)

Resting HR I or 50 Orcent of max fr
02

(ACSM 1978). A'shortcoming of these recoil'.

0.mendations is that they are based primarily on research on male.subjects. Vem
little research has been conducted on determining minimum or optimum intensity,

.f. duration, and frequency of.conditioning exercise in females (ACSM 1978, Pollock

1973). Even though females respond to aerobic exercise in a manner similar to

the Mafe response, the anatomical.and physiological differences noted above do. .

result in a different heart rate/V02
relationship (Figure 13). Therefore, the V

associated with a given liart rate in the female is different'from that in the 1 .

male- An example is easily obtained from the physical education Students used in
.0

the construction of the classic Astrand4Ryhming nomogram Tor estimation of max OA
tra .

from submaximal work lAstrand and Ryhming 19541 At oxygen uptakes that were 50

and 70 percent of max, the males had mean heart rates of 128 and 154 respectIvely.

160

120

100

160

140

120

100

30 40 60 60 30

Oayien uptake pement 11,0 mosonlurn

5 3
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The corresponding pulse rates tun the female subjects were.1138 and 160---a differ-
,

ence ot 10-14 beats x min-1. These di fferences certainly indicate that more research

pn the female needed in exercise prescription to dotei.mine il tbe guidelines cur-
rently nsed with males are equal ly apPlicable to -temales...)

ANAEROBIC VS; AEROBIC EXERCISE

14.vause the t male has lower strength, any proscribed aerobic exercise ha*ed
on the \ACSM gnidel Ines will likely he more anaerobic. in Hie female because ot the

greater pi-elusion of blood t low. This is another area requiring turthor research
to proviqv ^ basis fur any adjustments that might be necesary in the exercise
prescription tor female part icipant.

. STRENGTH AND INJURY PRIi;VENT ION

A s tgni cant proh ern ix mos t aerobic condi t on progi='ants is keeping t he
exert i se intents i y it level t hat wi 1 not pre( ispose the Rort ci pant to ortho-
pedi ttjurieS. Because ot her lower strength, 1 think the t male runs a greater
risk of t !test' in juries at any given intens ty of exercise when aimpa red with the
ma I r, St rouge r muse les help to st abi 1 ize t he' jo s bet t or dny tie, movement and%

lso during various act tvi t ies rutin! ring t ixat ion of body segments. St ronger liga-
ment s and t endure, are usual 1 y I So associated Lb st flinger muscles . This 'is some-

\thing that needs ;to be caret ly considered when pre's( exe re i tor the t male.
1

Harcdd B. Falls plolessor ud health and pliy:.ital education and,Ditectol,
,Kiuvtoenergetic:. Lahoratotv, Swilliwv:.t Missouri State 1:niversily, :,plinglreld, Mo.
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-Figure Number

UST OF.FIGURB LEGENDS

Legend

Figure 1. Haxlmiil oxygen uptake during treadmill running for three subjects

. (1) after bed rest (= 100%), (2) when they arg habitually sedentary,
and (3) after intensive trill:0.9g, respectively. The higher oxygen up-

's take under sedentary conditions compared with bed rest is due to an in-

, creased maximal cardiac output, The further increase after training is.

possible due to a further inarease 'In maximal.) cardiac output and a small

increase iiiartetiovenous oxygen difference. The maximal.heart rate we4

...he same throughollt the experiment. Thereforj, the increased cardiac '

4

'4

output was due to a rser stroke, volume. (From,,Astrapd and Rodahl

1977. Reprinted wl Illsrmission of McGraw-HilfrBookCo.)
\

Figure 2. Changes in maximal oxygen,uptake, measured during running on a treadmill,

before and after bed rest and aL, varioug iatervals during training; indi-

vidual data on five subjects. Arrows indicate circulation. studies. Heavy

bars matk the time during :fte-training-petiod at, which the-maRtmaloxygen

uptake had returned to the ceutrol'value before bed rest. (From Saltin A
E68. By permission of American Heart Association, Inc.)

Figure 3. Change's in. aerobic power during 8 weeks of training in young adult males

and females. (From Burke 1977).
.

-1
Figure 4. The xontinuum for maximum oxygen uptake. Values are in ml 'x kg x min

Figure 5. Overlapping male and female distributions for max V, when ± 3 standard
u2 0

deviations are.considered. (Based on data presented in Astrand 1952.)

Figure 6. Mean values for maximal oXygen uptake measured &wing exercise on tratidl

mill or bicycle ergometee in 350 female and male subjects four to sixty
0

iive years of age (From Asttand a(ld Wahl 1977. Reprinted by permis-

sion of McGraw-Hill Book Co.)

Figure 7. RelStionship between heart volumeand maxim'al stroke volume of the heart;.

0

(lrom Astrand et al. 1964: Courtesy of the American Physiological

Society.)

a

Figure 8. The oxyhemoglobin i!issociation curve, showing the relationship of blood

oxygen transport. The full curve dpplies to the arterial blood of healthy

man at'rest. The small section to its right applies to venous blood.

Point d represents norwal valups for at.srial blood, and point v, for

venous blood.

Figure 9. The Oxyhemoglobin cuore for normal male, normal female, and in anemia.
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Figure 10. Ox en binding capacity and measured oxygen content Of arterial

bl ,
catculated oxygen content of miXed menous blood at t'est and

du 4ng work up to maximum in males.and females 20 to 30 yeprs of

age. During maximal work, the arterial saturation is about 92 Rer-
cent As coMpared wia.97 to 98 nercent at rest, and the venous oxy-
gen content is very low and simi4ar for women and men, (From
0
Astrand and Rodahl 1977. Reprinted by permission from McGraw-Hifl.

Book Co.)

Figure 11. Average percentages of fat in the body as a,function ot age and

sex. (From G. L. Rarick, H. J. Montoye and V.,Seefeldt: Growth,

development, and body composition. In H. J. M6ntoye (ed.). An

introduftion to measurement in physical education. Indianapolis.

Phi Epsilon Kappa 'Fraternity, 1970.)

4igure 12., The course nf lactate accumulation during 15 minutes of exercise
at 80 percent of maximal aerobiL power. Data are for one muscular

(I. 8) and two other subjects. (Flan, C. Kay and R. J. Shepherd:

On muscle strength and the threshold of anaerobic work. European

4 qp1;;0 Physiolm. 27:311-328, 1969.)

Figure 13. Relationship between heart tate during work (bicycle ergometer)
and oxysen uptake expressed in percentage of subjects' maximat

aerobic power. Left of ordinate, heart rates of women; right of

'ordinate, tho.e of men. Thin lines denote one standard deviation.
0

(From Astrand and Roden! 1977. Repri.nted by permission from

-McGraw-Hill Book Co.)
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How Much Exercise Is
Enough?

Michael L. Pollock, PhD
Whether the patient Is young or old,
fat or thin, flt or flabby, long-terni
Involvement In an exercise program
can-significanti affect-health.-
Exercise prescr ptions should be
based on the present level of
fitness as well as the Individual's
specific goals.

OW IntLch exercise is
enough? How much exercise
for what purpose? The an-
gwers to these questions are
difficult and tentative.

The various reasons people exercise to
become.physically fit depend on age, sex.

and current levels of fitnegi and',health.
For example, needs and goals differ for
elementary school children, 'athletes, and

.-middleaged menand .women-,----Sthozt
children need a broad spectrum.of sports
and activities to kindle their interests and
to provide them with a broad educational
experience, The activities of most ele-
Mentary school programs should provide
for physical development, but' many ex-
isting physical education classes do not.
Athletes' programs are geared to com-
petitive situations in which maximum
skill and physiological and psychological
effort is necessary. To prepare for such



;:z.tsr".-:'
; . *t

'events soften requires two to three hours
of rigorous training daily. Adults gen-

, erally are concernecl_svith_ maintaining
strength and stamina, avoiding increases
in body weight add fat, and- avoiding
potential health problems that occur with
a sedentary life-style. Women often exer-'
else for cosmetic reasons such as weight
and figure control.

gbailfiaLsaara&. PAO. be. divided
jcmuor categoriii:. cgany,asenin-

it4piratory film% atysique, and =tot
bAction, Table I lists the major sub-
components of each category. Although
this tabulation is considered comprehen-

.**

sive in the way it describes fitness, -the
various subcomponents are usually em-
phaqind._differently_dipending-.011-altee
needs, and 1;1;413.1.

Adult fitness programs should be
designed tO develop and maintain cal.-

..on/mum ,

Dr. Pollock is direcior, Cardiac Rehabilita-
tion and Center for the Evaluation ef Human
Performance -in the 'cardiovascular disease
pection of the Department of Medicine at the
University of Wisconsin-Mourn Sinai Medi-
cal Center in Milwaukee. He is a member of
the American College of Sports Medicine.
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Table 1. Physical Fltnes Cateboriee
4

Cardiovascular- Motor
Reiptratory Physique Function

Heart Body Typ

Circulation CompOsiti

Pulmonary (Lungs)
Bone .
Muscle Flexibility

Working Capacity Fat I, Power

Strength

n Endurance

Posture Agility

Balance

Table 2. Recommendations fOr
Exercise Prescription tor Healthy Adults*

elude stretching and conditioning emir-
.
cises to develop and maintain flexibty,
strength, and endurance .of the major
muscle groups.

To receive optimal health and fitness
benefits, participants should start. pro-
grams early in life and 'continue for a
lifetime. Improvement with short-term
experiments (three to six months) will not
affect health-related factors as signif-
icantl; as long-term involvement. Also,
participants probably will r ot be able to
develop or maintain lull physiological
votentials unless, the training programs
are initiated may in life and/,or con-

Frequepcy

Intensity

3 fo 5 days/week

60% to 90% of maxiMum
heart rate
50% to 8004 of minimum
oxygen uptake

Duration 15 to 60 minutes
(continuous)

Mode (activity) Run. jog, walk, bicycle, Swim,
or endurance sport activttles

Initial level of fitness High = higher work load .

Low = lower work load

'These fac,..irs can be applied to athletes as well as diseaseu per.
Sons The prescuPtion will differ in that the athlete will requireimore
frequent and exhausting bOuls ol work and.lhe diseased perion
more conservative regimen with more interval work

diovascular-respiiitory fitness, flexibiIi-
ty, and muscular strength and endurece
that is consistent with personal exercise

'.goals and work requirements. These.prb-
grams should include endurance activities
such, as running, fast walking, bicycling.
swimming, ,kating, etc, which can be
sustained for a -15- to 60-minute period4,
The exercise period should start with a,
10- to 15-minute warm-up and muscle
conditioning period, and end with a 5- to
10-minute cool-down. The length of the
endurance period usually is dependent on
the intensity of effort. The endurance
program is designed to burn a minimum
of. approximately 300 calories per
workout. Thus, if done often enough, it
will trim body weight and fat and im-
prote or maintain cardiovascular-
respiralory fitness. The warm-up and
muscle conditioning period should in-

..

Strength and muscular endurance Fe
necessary to maintain proper muscle tone
and to protect against injury and, low
back pain. Flexibility exercises are impor-
tant for similar reasons and should ,be
practiced' often. Iltduced flexibility can
lead to poor posture,/ fatigue, and injury.
An endurance activity such as jogging
can reduce the flexibility of the extinsor
muscles of the hip, leg, and ankle. Thus,
avoiding proper stretching ,exercises (or
these areas could lead to low back,
hamstring, or calf musdle pfoblems.

The program prescribed for an adult
depends on -needs, goals, physical and
health status,"available time, equipmetit,
and facilities. This information is avail-
able through medical history records,
physical fitness and medical, evaluations,
and personal interviews. After a thorough
evaluation, an exercise prescription is

made.

Exercise Prescription
Exercise prescription is based on fre-

quency, intensity, auration,,mode of ac-
ity, and initial level of fitness. Table 2

lists guidelines for exercise prescription'
for average adult men and women. These
keeommendations are based on several
factors:

I. The participants are adults who are
not participating in athletic competition.

2. The participants are engaged hi a
general physical fitness program ,to
develop and/or maintain cardlovascular=,



.
?-.:-Jiiipiratory fitness, body composition,

muscUlar strength and 'endurance. and
f.flexibility.

3. The participants are generally
healthy and free'from severe disease such

-"is coronary heart disease, pulmonary
.',,=;,disease (emphysema), or neuromuscular

:problems (muscular dystrophy, multiple
-TielirOils, etc);

The ;recommendations for exercise
prescription sliown in table 2 emphasize
the endurance phase of a .training pro-
gram and focus on preventive health and
cardiovascular-respiratory fitness. Flex-

mus6u1ar strengt1L.ancLen-
'durance activities are important aspects

. of a .well-rounded comprehensive 'pro-
...gram, but the detailed rationale,for only
the cardiovagular-respiratory corn pc).
nent will be described. The quantification
is based on years of scientific investiga-
tion to find the optimal training prescrip-
tion for adults. These recommendations
are the best estimates available at this
time, but more investigation is necessary
before the final plan can be adopted.

Much of the evidence used to establish
the recommendations in table 2 was bas-
ed on a series of 20-week training experi-
ments conducted .on healthy' (but seden=
tary) adult men. -In these experiments,
many physiological variables were eval-
uated, but for the purpose of this article,
the justificatiotr of the recommendations
will be based on the values for maximum
oxygen uptake (which represents changes
in cardiovascular-respiratory fitness),
and body weight and fat (which rep-
resents changes in body composition).
Good cardiovascular-respiratory function
depends on efficient respiration (lungs)
and cardiovascular (heart and blood
vessels) systems. Other important factors
include the quality of the blood (ted
blood cell count, blood volume', etc) and

. :.,Q15,

strenuous vicercise. Because maximum
oxygen uptake generallY summarizes
what is happening in the/oxygen trans-
port system (including cellular utilize.-
tion) during maximum or exhaustive ex-
ercise ala can be measured easily, it has
been used ah the measure. most represen-
tative4 of cardiovascular-respiratorY fit-
-nesi. A larger person generally has more
muscle mass, and thus the capability of
using more oxygen. To more easily cord-
pare persons of different sites, aerobic
capacity is, expressed in Milliliters of ox-
ygen per kilogram of body weight per

_minatc(miLicgi.m.in)

specific cellular components to help the
body utilize oxygen during exercise.

The ability to utilize oxygen at max-
imum is the best representation of these
factors. Maximum oxygen uptake (aero-
bic capacity) is the largest amount of ox-
ygen that can be utilized under the most

Figure 1 shows a champion, distance
runner taking 'a' treadmill test to deter-
mine maximum oxygen uptake. Figure 2
shows a comparison of maximum oxygen
uptake values of young and middle-aged
men of various fitness levels. The figure
clearly shows the difference in aerobic
capacity as related to status 'of fitness
and age. Values for women are approx-
imately. 100/0 to 200/o lower.

Is there a level of aerobic capacity
necessary to attain and maintain an op-
timal level of 'health and cardiovascular-
respiratory fitness? It is difficult to set a
standard for optimal fitness because a
specific level of aerobic capacity for op-

comimmt

A spetifie
aerobia capacity fOr
optimal health haa

'not been
determined.

zit

t-. ,

Figur. 1. The hutxlmum oxygen uptake teat Is being
administered to premier disMnce runner. Steve Prefontalne,
At the time of this test. Prefontaine held ten American
distance running records. His maximum oxygen urAtake was
84.4 mUkg/min, one of the highest values ever recorded for a
runner, Breathing valve channels all expired air into a series
of bags, which were later analyzed tor 02 and CO2 content.
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timal health has nut been determined. As . oxygen uptake varies approximately 20%,,
shown in figure 2, sedentary middle-aged t,lten one is in Or out of training. This
males characteristically fall 'below 40 can be further reduced with age; thus,
ml/kg/min of OXygen uptake. This value the optimal levcl of improvament gon-

drops to -3(1 by age- 50 or 60. Many ex- orally found in training programs is ap-
pens -feel that a person should maintain 'inoximately 15% to 25%.
or develop his aeiobic capacity to above rigurF 3 shows a pCrson being mea-
40 ml/kg/min. 'Until more evidence is sured for body fat by two tnethods, and

Navallable, the minimal threshold standard figure 4 shows body fat Values Of various
for optimal fitness seems to be oxyggn groups' of men. The body fat of Wothen
uptake between 38 to 45 ml of oxygen 'averages 50/0 to 100/0 higher than men. As
per kg per minute for men 20 to 60 years shown in figure 4, trained persons of
of age. various ages arc less fat than their seden-

The maximum oxygen uptake value is tary counterparts. The optimal level of
partially:controlled b_y heredity; that is. a, fat is not known ekactly. but most ex-
person.'of Olympit-caliber who has a perts agree that men should stay below
maximum .Oxygen uptake over 10 or 80 16% to 19% and women below 23% to
ml/kg/thin is born with this char-- 25%.
acteristic. This does not mean, that the,
champion athlete does not have to train Quantifying Results.of.Endurance
hard to fOrther aevelop this potential. Training Programs

- For 'example, when Jim Ryun (at the tithe Cardiovascular-respiratory fitness im-
world record.holder in the mile run) stop- proves as a result of many factors. In
ped training for approximately 18 general, the ,degree of improvement
months, his maximum oxygen uptake depends on the total.work or energy cost
dropped from 81 to 65 ml/kg/min (20%) of the exercise program. Energy cost can
as a result of his reduced..fitness and in- be measured by the number ot` calories
Creaseil body weight. Even though.he was expended. I mprovetnent in aerobic
out of shape, he continued to have a high capacity and body composition denetias
ntaximum ox'ygen ,uptake. Maximum on the frequency, intensity, and duration

,
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Endurance Runners 1
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18.28
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18-24

Endurance Runners
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Figure 2. Comparison of maximum oxygen
uptake of young and middle-aged men
of various fitness levels

Flgute.d. Percent body fat values of
solected groups of men
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irtiii exercise program atnisrovementii
also related to the initial status of health
and fitness, the mode of exerase (walk-, /

ing, running, cycling, skating, etc), the
regularity of exercise, and age.

Frequency
To answer the question "How many

days per week are necessary to develop
fitness?" we designed an experiment to
train men at either one, three, or five

. days per week. Intensity Of training was
standardized at 85% to 90% of max-

s imum, with the men participating for 30,
minutes each exercise session. Figure 5
shows that maximum oxygen uptake im-
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öiin direct\relation to the frequency
'of training; that \t, 8%, 13%, and .17%,
for one, three, a d five days per week,
respectively. Anoiher investigation we'
conducted comparing two and four days
per week of trainiO shoWed similar
results. The two" day per week program
showed a significant 'improvement in
aerobic capacity that was approximately
equal to that found in the\ three day per
week program.

One might ask, "Why recommend a
minimum of three days per week, rather
tiian two, if a person can gkt approx-
imately the same amount of improve;
ment?" First, the two-day studies were

(lammed

6
4---Ouradon Frequency

'Standard error ot the mean

30 min

45 rnIn

day

3 day

5day

15 min

Figure 5. Effects of different training Figure 0. Effects of frequency and
frequencies on maximum Oxygen uptake duration of training on incidence of injury
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The injuryrale
increased

dramatically when
' joggers trained
mere than three
days per week.

of a high:intensity nature, which may not
13e suitable or enjoyable for adults. The
second reason 'is that no body Weight or
fat loss occurred in the two-day program,
but it did in 'the. three day per week
studies. Three subsequent investigations
in which'men trained two days per week
(up to 4 miles per workout) also showed
no changes in body weight or fat: Thus,
it ;ippears that the minimum of three
days per week is necessary to develop
cardiovascular-reSpiratory fitness and to
show significant changes in body weight
and fat.

H&J about training more thanfive
days per week'? Certainly, training more
than five days per week is possible, but
our experience finds it unrealistic. Most
adults cannot fit more than three or four
days a week into their busy schedules. In-
addition, the amount of improvement in
exercising more ihan five days per week
is minimal and probably not worth the
added effort unless competition is involv-
ed. Most importantly, the injury rate
related to the foot, ankle, and knee joints
increased dramatically when joggers
trained more than three days per -week.

Figure* illustrates a study we con-
ducted on young adult men who trained
one, three, or five days per week. The
rate of-injuries for the five day per week
group was three times that of the three
day per week group. A participant with a
jogging-related injury had to stop train-
ing for at least one week. The injury rate
also increased significantly when 'the
duration of training increased front 30 to
45 minutes per workout (3 1/2 to 5 1/2
miles). It apnyars that the body needs
suffiCiem rest between workouts, and
that a day's rest between the days of jog-
ging may protect a participant from in-
jury. If one wants to exercise more fre-
quently. jogging activities should be in-
terspersed with days of walking. bicy-
cling, swimming, and other activities that
do not cause the continual "pounding ef-
fect".on the legs. soft jogging surface
and shock-absorbent shoe insoles also
help.

- [he injury study (both frcquency and
duration) t elates to beginning joggers

and should not be extrapolated to other
situations. For the present, however-, 4.
gives enough information to reccithmend
a day's rest between workouts and to
recommend keeping the duration of en-
durance effort to less than 30 minutes for
beginning joggers. More frequent and
longer workouts may bc lolerated as one-
Os in better shape..,

It is not known at this time whether a
five, six, or seven day per week program
will elicit a more significant effect on,
other health-related, Variables such as
high-density lipopfoteins. if future r..e-

searili showS TrifFifirb5W-ase,
cations to these recommendnitons must

0
be coniidered.

Closely related to fretwency of training
is 'the regularitY with which one pkr-'----
ticipates. and,Nthe subsequent effect 'th)
cardiovascukt -respiratory fitness. If
training is- not continued, the improve-
ment gained or maintained in a program
diminishes rapidly. Significant reduCtions
in fitness have been found after only two
weeks of detraining. In one study, par-
ticipants trained at, equal eight-week
periods of activity, nonactivity, and ac-
tivity, with subsequent significant ifil-
provement, decrement, and improvement
fonnd in aerobic capacity. 'Also, studies
in Mitch subjects are put to bed for ex-
tended periods have shown decrements in
aerobic capacity and related cardio-
vascular parameters.

To determine the effects of different'
levels of detraining, wc reevaluated 22
middle-aged men after a 12-week detrain-
ing period. Participants originally trained-
by running- 8 miles per week for 20
weeks. They were subsequently divided
into three subgroups: Group A continued
to train 8 or more Miles per week, group
13 trained 3 miles per week, and group C
was e. The results shoWed that
member., of group A maintained and/or
improved their levels of fitness, while
groups 13 and C regressed tiign i f ic aptly:
Group'13 lost approximately 40% or its
original improvement and group C lost
500'0 after just 12 weeks. Another study
shossed a t egression to sedentary normal
after eight months of nontraining.



The dropout rale in
a high-inlensily

inlervaliAraining
program was twice

' that of a
continuous jogging

program,
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It apparent from this review that
training effects arc both gained and lost
quickly, and regular continucd stimula-
tion is necessary to mainfain proper
cardiovascular-respiratory fitness.Also.
if persons refrain from exercise for any
period, they must take precautions when
resuming the program. Because of. the
reduced fitness caused by the layoff,
these-participants should start back slow-

ly and gradually, increav the training
!bad to its original level.

initenSity
What is' the optimal intensity level

necessary to improve physical fitness?
Two classic studies serve as practical
guides for determining a minimal thres-
hold level of. intensity necessag for im-
proving aerobic capacity. 13oth studies
agree that theminimal threshold level for
eliciting a training response is at a heart
rate equal to 60010 of maximum. The
studies were conducted on younger men
with tiaining heart rate levels ranging
from 130 to 150 beats per minute. For
unfit, middle-aged, and older persons,
the minimal training threshold maV be as
lo,w as 100 to 120 beats per minute, A
study conducted in Canada further
substantiates the minimal threshold con-
cept for eliciting a training effect and
supports the idea that lower threshold

4.?

Control 1$ min 30 min 46 nun

'Standard error of the mean .

Figura 7. Effects of different
training durations on maximum oxygen,
upteke iThe moderate differences
found among groups were not

.statistically significant I
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levels exist, for less-fit persons, They
trained college men for ten minutes, five

'days per week f9r five weeks at heart
rates of 120, 1,35, or 150 boats per
minute. When groups were subdivided
into high- and low-fitness levels, the
high-fitness group showed no improve-
ment at heart rates of 120 and 135 beats
per minute while the unfit group did,..[

Although the minimal intensity thres-
hold concept is generally well-accepted,
it is also well-established that improve-
ment in aerobic capacity is directly
related to tbe imensimauraining. If jhe
training session duration is short (five to
ten minutes), low-intensity programs may
show little (up to 50/o) or no improve-
ment in .acrobic capacity (hardly ap-
preciable), while -a high-intensity pro-
gram may elicit up to,a 150/a to 200/o in-
crease. In general, the adult population
does not seem to enjoy or tolerate fr high-
intensity. program..Recent 'studies .we
conducted at the Aerobics Institute in
Dallas showed that the dropout rate in a
high-intensity interval training program
was twice that of a continuous jogging
.program. The program was conducted
over a 20-week period, and. the workouts

cre equalized for total energy.cost. The
physiologic effects of the training pro-
grams were equal; both groups improved
significantly in aerobic capacity and lost
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171 130
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165 115

' VO, max Resting howl rale. Body yreight 0 skin to
imirkginsni (bests/mini (mini

Figure 8. Effects of walking on the
physical fitness of middle-aged men

Mlle vagli
(min:900

n .16



dy-wight and fat, Another group of
ritewin this egpetiment trained in interval
training and jogging on alternate days
and at the end' of the study. were Isked

,-,;!:".. which program they prefaked. -Ninety
percent -of.. this group preferred con-
tinuous jogging training to interval train-
!pg. Also, nykre injuries were experienced.
with the interval training group, How-.
ever., . int.e.nsity of training usually de-
pends on -itelth status, levei of fttness,
4nd duration Jf trainirig.

Duration

*

don atut intensity are interrelated and Compile
that. the total amount of , work (energy rie
cost acoOmplished in a training program OCIS

hap
in programs
Anjoy.

Is t e most important factor for fitness,
devielopment. Por example, the energy
co# of running, is generally higher Ithan
walking, yet many men . arta i3Ooniirn
would rather walk than run. Since the in-
tensity of walking is less. than running,
can one expect to get similar trainl ef.
facts by wakng if the duratio nd fre-
quency are increased? Severe years ago
we conducted a 20week fast-walking
study. with men 40 to 57 years old. They

mprovemonitineardkwaiettlar--feswatked for 40 mininesfourdays- per,
. piratory fitness is directly related to dura- week. The improvement In this program

1 tion of training, Improvement in aerobic (figure 8) was equal to that in 30-minute,
capacity has been shown-with moderate- tkree day per week, moderate intensity

r to high-intensity training lasting only five jogging programs with men about the

., to ten Minutes daily. However, the e age. The lower intensity of the
shorter duration programs of moderate wal ing program (65% to 75% 'of max-
intensity show a significantly lower train- mum) was offset by the increased dura- 64

Mg effect th'an-, programs of 30 to 60 tion and frequency of training'. Thus;the
minutes' duration.' Ejgure 7 shows the energy cdst of the walking program was
results from a study we conducted on equal to that of the.jogging program.
men 20 to 35 years of age for 20 weeks. To further illustrate this point, when*
The intensity was standardized at 85% to we compared two jogging programs of
906/ of maximum, and the men partici- different intensities (80% vs 90%), the
pate three' da9s per week. Improvement results were similar when.the total energy
in maximum oxygen uptake was 8.5%, cost was equalized between them. This
16.1%, alid 16.8% with-15-, 30-, and 45- means that participants can slow down
minute duration groups, resPectively, the pace, run several minutes longer (to

It is iMportatfi to reiterate-Vat- dura, make up for' the lower calorie expen-
diture), and achieve approximately the

9 same cesults. This is why the 15- to 60-

42
minute duration range is recommended
in table 2. If the minimum of 300 calories

-is recommended for an exercise program,
then 15 minutes would require a fairly
high-intensity effort, while walking may

.;

require 35 to 60 minutes.
The concept of the slower pace and

i ' i longer duration has important imphca-

4 .,1 tions for exercise pvescription. First,
compliance Is an important factor in a

40
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us K 16yate

Figur 9, Effects of different modes
of trainIng on InaxiMuln Oxygen uptake, 49.

training regimen. People participate in
frograms they enjoy. The lower-intensity
eTfq,Yt makes the Programs more en-
Joyable. Also, the musculoskeletal system
can tolerate 'low-intensity wor,k better
than ,high-intensIty work, whit+ means
that a participant can avoid unnecessary



No weight loss
occurted unless the
participants walked

for more than 30
minutes dad).

iniories by woiking at a slower pace.
Finally, .1 is often safer and more rea-
Sonable to exercise at a low to moderate
intensity. This is particularly important
for persons with resluced health statt.s
(suspect of coronary heart di:.ca ,

middleagol persons, and persons who
are (is erw ei t .

One important potnt should I made

concerning hody weight and lin kW, hi
relation to the ext.-cise prescription A

study was conductet: with Obese women
who exercised daily for one year or
longer with no dietary reside-Lions. They
lwa weight in direct relation to the time
spent walking. Howes er, no weIght loss

occurred unless i he pa 11 cj U nl s ss =liked

for more than 30 minutes daily . It ap-
pears that a t»inimal threshold for wtsight
reduction and fat loss by endurance
training includes the following: con-
:inuotts physical activity of 20 to 30
minutes' duration; sufficient iatensity of
exercise to expend 300 calories per ses-
sion: and exercise frequency of at least
three days per \seek. Because total energy
expenditure is closely related toLweight
and fat reduction. increased freTtuency,
iMensity, and duration of training should
elicit greatet tedations.

Mode
Miley people suggest that jogging or

running is better than other endurance
training programs. Is this true? If the
total energy cost of the program is the
most important factor, it seems that it

would !tot matter which mode of (tinning
a person used as long as it burns the

test this eoncept. aloui two
years ago conducted a %lady compar-
ing running, walking, and bicycling train-
ing progrtuns. In this sonly, frequency
(three days pet week), intensity (8500 to
900.0 of maximum), and duration (30
minutes) of trainini. %kelt' held constant
for 20 \seeks. I o get the intensit les el
high enough %still the »ilking prop am,
the men trained by. ssalking tip a hi'l

:readmit!. The bicycle group rode resis-
tance bicycles, which could be regulated
to get the heart rates up to the required
uncnLshanges in aerobit!' capacity
(figure.9) and body composition showed
simiar improvements. Thus, it appears
that a variety of aerobic activities can

interchanged for improving and main-
ra:ning physical fitness.

111 general, activities with moderate to
high energy cost, such as running(log-
ging), Nalking, swimming, bicycling,
cross-country skiing, and game-type ac-
tivities, show signifigant increasv in
eardiovascular-respiratory fitness and
reductions in body weight and fat. In
contrast, activities that arc intermittont
and low in energA cost (below the intensi-
ty threshold), stkch as golf, bowling, and
moderate calisthenics, sho'i no improve-
ment.

What about weight lifting? We often
hear about how tired a person is iftcr
weight-training session. Also, the kart
rate after a weight-training session seems
to be quite high. Farly studies testing the
effect of weigh( training on lardiovas-
eular-respiratory fitne\s showed no signi-
ficant imrroyetnent. \These programs
often emphasi/ed heavy weights with
long periods of rest between exercises.
S es eral studies have been conducted
recently to es aluate the effect of weight
training on aerobic capacity. In these ex-
periments, men and women lifted moder-
ate weights (approximately co% to 600/0
of maximum) 10 to 15 times c.a 8 to 12
exercises using two to three sets (general-
ly referred to as cirept weight training).
I he programs ss ere.as continuous as pos-
sible ssith little rest between exercises (15
to 30 seconds). 1 he results ve:.e consis
tent. I hey showed huge increas.:s in
muscular strength, but little (3% to 5%)
or no change in aerobic capacity (figures
It) and 11). herefore, weight Irainitti
is not recommended for improving
cardiosascular-respn awry ifitness.

It should he noted that the heart rtdc/



oxygen .cost ratio is different for arm and
leg work. For an equal heart rate, the ox-
ygen cost-of arm work is about 68% of
that of leg work. Thus, the high heart,
rates in some weight-training activities
mav be misleading regarding energy cost,/

Initial Level of Fitness
The initial level ot fitness is an impor-

tant consideration in starting an exercise
program. The threshold for impro :ment
is lower with an unfit individual. What is
the trainability of an older person? Is a
person ever too old to get started?Age in
itself is not a deterrent for participating
in endurance work. Several studies have
shown that middle-aged and old athletes
can pe4orm at high levels .oi work in
their sixth, seventh, and eighth decades
of life. Other reports on athletes who ex-
ercise regularly shoy similar results. The
difference in beginn ng exercise r i-ograms
for older indis iduai s is that their initial

1levei of fitness is k wet-, and the quantity
and quality of ,vork that they can
tolerate is less. Th/s means that the initial

,

10

work loads (intensity) should bemoderate
and the rate ofl progression :Slower for
older participants. To look at the
trainability factor, we studied a group of
men 49 to 65 years of age and found that
their aerobic capacity improved 17%
after 20 weeks of training. Other work
conducted in gerontology centers has
supported this conclusion. For every
decade of age after 30 it takes about
40% lager for particiPants to progress
in their training programs. That is, their
adaptation to training., is slower. For ex-
ample, if one is invoked in a walk/jog
program and the disyance ran progresses
every two weeks foe men 30 to 39 years
of age, the interval/ for progression may
increase to every /three weeks for par-
ticipants 40 to 49 4rears of age, and every
four weeks for pdrticipants 50 to 59 years
of age.

Does physicitl fitness automatically
decrease with age? There appears to be a
decrement in physical fitness due to the
aging process; however, a one stays
physically active, the slope of decline

vim

'Standard duct of the moan

Figure 10. facts of running
and circuit tigPut training
on maximum xygen uotake
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age after 30, ft
takes about 40%
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may be less. In fact, recent .1vidence has

shown that over a ten-year period when
middle-aged men continued their train-
ing, they showed no decrement in aerobic
capacity and body composition.' The
men were 45 years old at the beginning of
-this study and continued to train approx-
imately 60 minutes three days per week.

Summary
Research findings have shown that im-

provement in cardiovascular-respiratory
fitness and reduction in body weight and
fat is dependent on intensity, duration,
and frequency of training. Intensity and

duration of training were found to be in-
terrelated, with the total calories expend-
ed during a workout being an important
factor. Although there appears to be a
minimal threshold level for improving
cardiovascular-respiratory fitness (60%
of maximum), programs of IS to .60

minutes of continuous activity performed

? I

.t

three to five days per week generally
showed significant improyements in
aerobic capacity and body composition.
Age waS not a deterrent to iditiating or
continuing an exercise program, but it is
recommended that older participants
and/or those with low initial levels of
fitness begin their program: at a low-in.
tensity level and progress at a slower
rate.

This information is based on a book entitled
Health and Fitness Through Physical Activity
by M. L. Pollock, J. Wihnore, and S. M.
Fox. John Wiley and Sons, Inc, New York.

(In press).

A supplemental reading list is available upon
request from THE PHYSICIAN AND SPORTS-

MEDICINE.

Reference
I. Kasch FW: The effects of exercise on the aging
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fea hing Physical-Filnoss Contopts
in Public Schools

Russoll H. Pato, Ph.D.
Assistant Prol.ossor

Univorsily of South Carolina

Int.rodnCtion

4osl physical odutalors would agr e that 4 major aim of thoir profession
is lo promolo physical tilnoss. Howovor, in Lb u. typical public-school physica)7

oducatioo prGgram, students recolvo A wry rostriclod oxposure to physical Ill-.
ness. Commonly thy studonl's exporionco.silti physical filmoss is limited to
participation ili les Illness aclivilios an4 undorgoang 1 physical-tiLuess
lost fn rocont years so programs twio adopted turricula through which litm-
dents aro systematically oxptisod to a brood range ol lifolime fitnoss activities.
But., tragically, it is only thy rarosl of physical-odutalion piograms that
eusuros that its studonls develop a lhoYough knpwlodge and understanding of
the cuncopls related to physical fitness. Tho purposo of this paper is Lo
draw alLontiou to this dolicioncy and to suggest_ how it could Int corrected.

The recent upsurge of inlorost in physical fitness among adults could
be inlorproLvd AS a major.success for the physical-education profossion.
Cortainly it l trio. that physical oducators have holpod Lo inilialo and pro-
molt. Lho curront litnoss movomonL. llowover, corlain 4Specls of this movomonl

draw attention to a seaknoss ol traditional physical oducalion, i.e., the fail-
ure lo educato students, in d cognitivo sonso, regarding phpical Illness.
ManiftValions of this failure abound: the fitness mark.Aplace is fillod with
bogus exercise gatlirl'i and machinvs; bookstore shelvos aro crammed with phony
woighl-loss.mannals; and "figuro salons" soil costly momborships to poi-sons
who ro promised that_ the "pounds will just_ melt. away." Evon among persons who
solocl appropriate hirms of oxcruiSv, A colloclivo latk of knowlodge soms
apparonl. In rosponso, mi!lions of adults havo sought fitness inlormalion
through tho print mdia, and, ds d rosull, publitdtion of oxorciso hooks has
become a growth indusl?y.

Tneso obNervalions should bo of (W1(1911'1.0 tho phys.cal-vdniation pro-

fession for they prompt thy obvious quostion; why did not the adult popula-
tion acquire the filnoss know I iolgi It floods in sulionl'.' Al the supvilitial
level the answer to this question is equally cledr: informatidn regarding
physical fitness has not boon (aught by physical educators or Anyone vise
in lhe public sthools. Th solution to tho problem sould seem to bo straight-
forward: lit is begin lo iniorporato into nor iotritula tognitivo malorial
relatod to filnoss.

Analysis of the Problom

At this point ono is tompted to lanioll'omnediall ly into a sorios of spoil-

tic recommondations. Tiles(' will «mu.. liot, beforo allatking a proWem, it is

wise to try to understand it JS fully AS possible. Thus we should ask tail-solves

why it is that, during All ol those yoars, so have ossonlially ovorlooked thy
cognitive domain in physical odntation. I fool thdt thole are sevoral oxplana-

lions. 90-st, in genvi'al, we have not poruoived ourselvos dS having any respon-

sibility in !Ay tognitive arva. Wo have seen ourselvos as Activity spviialists
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and have not felt compe ed to "compete" with other school programs for a space

in the cognitive domaii Also, many ai us may haw, doubted 011r own mastery of

physical-fitness infort lion and thereforii have willingly assigned it to

the bottom of the curr cnlar priority list!. Certainly we must. recognize

that there hasiven it( accountability whatsoever regarding the cognitive

,aspect of physical education. No principals, superintendents, or coordina-

tofs have been pushing us to teach fitness concepts, nor have we been eval-

uated.on our effectiveness as facilitaLiars-rit-ebgnitive learning. And,

finally, professional preparation programs should be indicted for their

narrow and exclusive forus on the teaching of motor skills. College programs

have'nol taught physical-education majors how to teach conce1it:1; -or how lo

incorporate cognitive material into the physical-educalion curriculum.

t:urrrt
4.

IC we are to begin dealing with Viluess concepts in our physical-

education programs, the lirsl step is lo decide what we are going to teach.

Thal is, we must construct a curricn,um. Table 1 presents tile outline Of d

_suggested curriculum. The concepts vary somewhat in eiffic610, ot mastery.

However, most A-m.1 he introduced at the plemenlary-schoo I level, expanded upon

'in the miudle sthoOl, and dealt with in detail in the- secordary school. The

outline in Table I is not intended to be .,11-encompassing. on the contrary,

it lists only the Loftus lhas author feels are the most critical. .

Table I. Outline (11 suggested curriunlqm on physical-fitness .concepls.

I. Defining Physical Fitness
A. Fitness tomponenls - identify and define each

R. Health-related fitness tomponenls

C. Motor Illness falliletit 1 components

II. .Cardiorespiratory Endurdnup

1 A. Definitions
R. lienel.ts

I. Coronary heart-disease.risk
2. Everyday life - physital w,rking 4 Jihitity, vigor. use of

leisure time

C. Evalnatron
I. Field tests - 12-minute run, mile run

2. Stress testing

D. 4ethods of improvvmput

1. Identification of dvruhlt - pig, swim, cycle

2. Erequenty, intensity, duration of cxertiso

I. Heart-rate, monitoring ii exertise intensity

Cooper's "Aerohit!." sys

III. liody Composilf.n

A. Evaluation - skinfolds

B. Health rotors r-lated I.. obesity

C. Cal,ril halacte

D. 6rtghl-losk programs
I. Role o7 diet

2. Rule of cxeri 1,e

I. Weight-los.; m.J.Ifs

t.



E. Consumer Copies
Fad diets.

2. Spot raduction
3. "Long-haul approach" vs. rapid lots

IV. Flexibility
A. Health facters TOW-back pain
B. Evaluation

1. Si,t7and-reach

2. graus-Weber Battery
C. Methods of improvement

1. Static stretching techniques
2. Gymnastic, dance activities

V. Muscular Strenh and Endurance
A. Role in overall fitness and in ahletiC Performance
B. Health benefits of abdominal strength - low-back pain

C. Evaluatton
I. Bent knee sit-ups, bar dips, flexed arm hang, pull-ups
2. One repetition maximum bunch press
3. Handgrip

D. Methods of improvement

1. Calisthenics 1111

2. Resistance training isotonic, isometric, isokinetft

Teachipg Methods

The suciessful implementation of a cnrriculum.depends on the creatIon
-----and.Mastery of appropriate teaching krategies. iii the present context thTs

represents a significant hurdle because physical educators often are unaccus-
tomed to teaching cognitive material. Also, wv must recognike that the gym-
nasium, as a physical setting, is not particularly well adapeW for tradi-
tional "classroom teaching techniques" (e.g., lecturing, reading, workbooks,
('tc.). In addition, students come lo the physical-educaLion class expecting
action, not.lalk. These failors suggest that innovative Leaching methods must

he ustst. To be sure, spetific methods must be created by the individual Lea-
cher Lo snit his or hvr personality and partiiular Leaching situation. How-

ever, the following "Tips for Teaching. Physical-Fitness Concepts" are presented
jor consideration. IL is hoped that these suggestions will start the reader's

credlive juices flowing.

Tips for Teacliing Physical-Filness.Coui.epls

1 Tvailt lhe ioniila through ailivily. Whenever possible build cognitive

material into the activity setting. This tan be done by u%ing role

playing. learning (enters, and stop aitions. lliere is no substitute

for Hie alert leather's 5VIII1CP ol the "teachable moment."

2 Keep lecluring.-lo d minimum. Students wail negalowly lo thit leiture

method in physiial edncation. Leilure only when ale,nlulely necessary
and only whyn your students Arc most likely lo be ialm and attentive
(usually aftcr a period .1 vigorous a(livity).



3. USe.,a.ndfovisna)..aids. Pilmst slide-tape cets, filmstrips, video

tapes, and posters are avaiable and can be used advantageously in

the physical-eduration setting. 'Cheek with your local health depart-

ment, Heart. Association, and Lung Asociation.

4. Develop_a_Thysical education library. A corner of your gym, locker

roum ,. or office could be set. A4ide for a reading rea. This "library"

can be stocked with appropriate nonfiction and fiction materials.

Check with ybur school libtarian on materials that may already he avail-

able to yop.

S. Cooperale'Vlt.h science and health-education teachers. You may be able

to coordinate certain aspects of your curriculum with the curriculum

of other subject matters. Physical education can serve as the tab for

certain topic areas in biology and health education.

6. Reqpire or enconratf homework or out-of-class.Trojects. Who said

that classroom Leachers have a monopoly on.lerm papers, required

reading,,and hook reports? Also, how about giving credit to

students who design.and execute a behavior,modification project_

7. Use fitness leslint.as a cotnitive experience. When administ.eri.ng.a

physical-fitness Lest, Lake the opportunity to tell students why they

are.being tested, what the results mean,'how the results will be used,

and how life students can improve their performance.

8. Auly.fitness conceps_prpperly_in Your_te.achiut, Be sure that the

fitness activities you prescribe in class are in concert with the

fitness concepts you want the students to master. Thal is, be sure

that the students' practical experiences in class reinforce the proper

concepts.

9. Don't verlpok the "how Lo's" for Topular activities. ;Mere

is something to learn about. fogging (and other fitness activities)

don't assume that everyone knows how to log, swim, or cycle for fitness.

ID. Plan_a Ipnt-rante,_progressivejurrjculum. If you syslemat,ically

plan for the incorporation of cognitive material into yonr curriculum,

d large amount of information can he dissemina'ed Ilsiflg only 3-4 min-

utes per individual class period.

Note: 3 rsin. X 2. c lasses X 40 weeks X 10 years = 2,400 min.

c lass week year (40 hours)

8
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To summarize, it seems 'clear that treditienal physical education has

'Ove lbokeethe cognitive domain. The result is that students hive graduated

too . Our public schools essentially uneducated regarding the concept of physi-

'eat Mum, Thq solution to this problem lieS in the,implementation of

'444104i-education curricula that recognize the cognitive domain as coequal

'With the effective and psycliamotcp.r components of education, At present,

*Oh Orograms are being successfully instituted by a smattering of indivi-

dual teaChers who recognfze the importance of cognition in physical-educati&n

404 who are stimulated by the challetlge to create a 6nique.teaching method .

t is'hoped that the-number of such teachers will increase rapidly enough to

ensure tkat the next generation that passes into adulthood will do so having

.,-been, 111.a comprehensivp sense, physically educated.
6 4

Note: A
4

video tape entitled "Methods tordleaching Fitness Concepts" is

available through tie AANPER/NASPE Media ResouKce Center4 This

tape shows physicanducators in the actual practice of.teaching .

physiclll-Titness concepts to atudencs.at the elementary, middle,
secondary, and college levels.. A copy of this tape may be obtained

by sending a blank tape (3/4 iin., 60-min. cassette) to the Clewing

address!

AAHPER/NASPE Media Resource Center
College of Health and Physical Education
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC 29208

6
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Testing,in the Schools:
Revision of the AAIIPER Youth Fitness Test

By Sharon A. Plowman, Ph.D.
Northern Illinois University ,

and
Harold B. Falls,. Ph.D.

Southuest Missouri Slate University

fhe ahilit'y to move well In numerous situations is one of the important

objectives of physical education. Mich lift, and effort arv spent in attempting

lo help persons, espetially ehildren and youth, learn how to successfully engage

in work, play, nd fundamental types of ow/merit requiring numerous specific.

ski Ils. IL kAs LIU' apNrent inferior ily of Anwricall youth to pass min i

fitness tests that. caused concern ahoul the "fitness" of American youth in the

195a's and 1960'.

While the concern lor physical performance of children and youth hAs cofi-

tinned, there is increasing awareness thal. fitness crisis of in..ar-bpidemic

proportions exi,.ts lii Midi 01 our world, including the U.S.A. Snch maladies as

toronalv (wait disease, nd Inw-haik pain have becimie the norm wather

ldion the-exception in .the adult popul.ption. Mese health problems or their

preoursorit honel'in alarming percentages JI early ages.

Contern ovr the lack nI physical litnvss.in Awl lean youth in 1.he ."modern

era" piohably began uith the researh publitat4orps of IlaW: Kraus and his associ-

dtPg' In uliiih Amerlian .children irmipared poorly uith European thildren in tests

ol MInIMal MUNinkll IllnVSS. Alerted hv these data,. President Duight' D.' Eibvidiciwer

Fdiled National Conference in 1956 to consider the Illness ol:AmeriCein youth.

Following this ionlerence, the American Alliance lor Health, Physival.Edukalion,

and Recreation (AAMPERI,sponsored national meeting on physit'al fitness in

September 1956 I." determine huw to improve the level of physica4 fitness among

Amerrian ymith. ui11 mportant result of this meeting w.is ln set iii motion Lhe

AAHPFR Youth Fitness Vrilieel, an attempt to survey and encourage improvement in

the Illness nf 1 S. boys and girls.

A tommillec n1 AA1IPER RI'sCd1Ah Cl/Until members was charged with developing

testi. to be used iii the national purvey of fitneio,. This task began,hy first

identifying the kinds ol abilities physical educators sought to develop. The

LSI IsiS exlensive and iniluded balance, Ilexibility, agility, stalk- sCrength,

dv i.iiiiii strength, expInsi%e pmscr, speed. enduraniv, eti . Ihe development of a

test battery to me4:,nre 411 of these variables was deemed administratively

.improlital. lhe ii Lii 1.1 used by the committee select the final seven test

itimis Isee that eaih item;

III unuld leasonably

I2l Unnld require .1 ittle ol no equipment,

fl timid be administered to boys and girls.
inuld be given to the entire ige range ol grades 5-1.!,

II unuld measure A Inimrueld it fitness dillerrit I iiiiii the other items.

and
16) v iilI alio% sell-testing by the student.

70
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gad individual test item was viewed 4$ an Indies-for of g particular strength

1.er Weakness with tittle interest in a total test scdre. Thus POI-ups wee
deeMed to measure arm ancrshouldee girdle strength; sit-ups, effieleney of the

40deMinal and hip flexor musc10; shuttle run, speed ankagility; staedinvbroad
mp, explosive muscle power of the knee and hip extensore; the,50-latd daSfif

peed; and the.600-wird run/walk, cardtbvascular efficiency. The sofiliblill throw

or distance was the single exception. Accordingto Paul Hunsicker, soMe members
the commietee were reluctant to publish a test battiery of fitness items 01117..

for fear that-the public Would couclude that physical eduCatidn programs were. .

designed only to 'improve fitness. -The softball throw was included in the original,

battery as an indication that sport.skills were part of physical education..

The original test battery was completed in February.1957, and a survey was.
,laitnehed the following aptymn to determine the fitness of boys and girls grades

-"5-12 in the U.S. public Schools. Thus the AAHPBR Youth Fitness Test became the

first. such instrumek ever to be developed-by the physical education profession

for which national norms were established.

1

. . .

to asses

d

s thethen-current tatiis of yO fitpess,determine it imProvement's
National surveys were conucted with the test tems in 1958, 1965, und 1975

had occurred (1965, 1975) , and make comparisons with similar groups of youth in

other countries.

Between MB and71975 several changes were made in the test battery. The

flexed arailhang was substituted,for the modified pull-ups for girls; the softball

throw for distance was deleted, and the sit-up was changed from affextended knee

Sit-up with a maximum number of 100 for boys and 50 for girls, to a 1-minute

slt-up with the knees flexed. In 1976, optional distance runs of 9 minutes or 1

mile for ages 10-12 and 12 minutes or 1.5 miles for age 13 lind over were included

for use in assessment of cardiovascular endurance.

The test and.the goals it has represented have on the whole been well

received over the years. The test has performed a valuable service tn emphasiz-

ing the importance of physical fitneds for all chilcOn and has provided an'

incentive for iMprovement in physical education programs throughout the country.

In addition, its use has helped to faahign a strong link between the AAHPER. an4

the. President's Coancil on Physical Fitness and Sports (PCPFS). The PCPFS early

on adopted and endorsed.the use of thea test,.and it has'conCinued to do so

Wroughout the ensuing.years. it. +is estimated that some 20,000,000 school

children per year are currently tested-with the instrument. A large proportion

of these children participate in the ..PCPFS fitnesS award prngram. .

Owing to the tremendous explosion of knowlehe about physiological function-

ing during exercise that has occurreii in the pqst 15. years, nagging doubts

regarding the appropriateness and validity of certain of the test items began to

surflce. Agitation to systematically review and revise the test became increas-

ingly vocal. fiaally, in MaY 1975, a joint'AADPER committee for this purpose

was appointed,-.Toc-cmmitteeirepresented the Physical Fitness, Research, and

Measurement and Evaluation Councils of the Association for Research, Adminis-

tration, and Professional Cnuncils and Societies (ARAPCS) of AANPER. Members pf 0

the committee were B. Don Pranks, University of Tennessee, KnoxvilleA Frank I.

Katch, University of Massachusetts, Amherst; Victor L. Ketch, University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor; Sharon Ann Plowman, Northern Illinois University, Deldilb;

an] Margaret J. Safrit, University 01 Wisconsip, Madison. Andrew S. Jackson,

11
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&iversity of HouslonHouston, Tex., chaired the commi ttee. Raymoiid A. ClSzelt

of ARAFCS attended all meetings and Ash Hayes frOm the, President's Council on

Physical Fitness aad Sports attended severa.l. feedbaa from other professionals
WAS solicited through AAIIPER UPDATE and a national ,convention program, as the

(ommitter worked.

Rationaie tor Rev.ision of the AAHPER Test. The charge was to study the problem

and to prepare. J position paper that would provide sound theory for the possible

revision of the AAHPER Youth Fttness Test. The position taken was intended to

reflect thy si.ienlific research and empirical evidence relative to'physical

litnesS.measurement presently available.

To begin, the (ommittee considered five items:

(I) the ratronale for test Fevision,

(21 an operotional definition of physical fitness,

(3) decisioo-making on the basis of test results,
(4) items that could be used to meastE*e physical fitness, and

(5) the feasibiLity of using norm-referenced and criterion-referenced
standards /or defined groups.

rhe colmuiltee unanimously agreed that the test should be revised and after
h.nglby reading, writing, and debate Came strongly to,believe that now was the

time to i !early differentiate physical filn,ss related to functional health from

plwsical performance related primarily to thledc ability. It was toward this

goad. that all further work mils directed.

Physical fitness was considered a multifaceted continuum which measured the
quality of health raLging from death and diseases that severely limit.ectivity
lo the optimal functional abilities of various physical aspects of life. Since

physical Illness can be operationally defined by the particular tests used for,

its evaluation, specific criteria were necessary for choosing tests. Thus the

committee recommended that a physical fitness test should:

(I) measure an area that extends from severely limited dysfunction to high

levels of Innetional capacity,

(2) measure capaeitleg that can ht. improved with appropriate physical

activity, and
(3) accurately reflect a person's physical fitness status as well as

changes in functional capacity 'by corresponding test scores and changes

in these.

Mose triteria should not be inte,Treted to mean that health and physical

lItness are being equated, for each is both more and less than the other, hut

that they are related in a manner that is important to the life of each person.

The areas that were identified as being of national concern (n relation to

dynamit functional health are:

()) cardiorespiratory function,

(2) body composition, an(1

(3) abdominal and low-back musculoslieletal function.
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. Those three area's exhibit variatiens'in macity along.the eatablish.C.

ft4'nuilm. Studies have indicated that they can be affected by physical Colltli;'`

Oilini.-"-SUffaien data exist to sugge-.. thq regular physical activity can
japtevecerdierespiTatory function and body composition. There are limited dath

*(1. 901nidosthat itaisculoskeletal dySfLoction in the abdominal lind Ipw.400

4otton l pibted -to lowlrck pain and tpiision: Clinit.al evidence indiedees---

that low4golt pain and,teksiton can be deCreased by regularactivity.o_.. .

The logic and reasoning behind these statements are presented/briefly as
.BiblOgraphical Information is available upon request. ( '

-7, C rdioresirator (Unction. Cardiorespiratory function is extremely compli- I

.,Heiied and involves a multitude of steps foie. the detivery of oxygen by the

'jeipitatery system to its use on the cellular level% Within,the genetic an

411t0Mlval limitations of each person, it has been proposed that improveme

th fmnceioning pf these factors nre positively -related to (1) endurance.
physiekl activity and (2) functional health, primarily a lowering of susc

hility to coronary artery disease':

The importance of this II obvious if one remeMbers that cardiovas ular
disease has reached nearepinemic proportionsin this and many other, ountries.
Coronary heart disease is our major killer, epd Many survivors are n limited

in.actIvity. .

Obvisluely no one test can r9flect all the compel-tents of cardiorespiratory .

fuAction in alt t es of situations. It is also obvious that a battel of

ig y tecin ca an me-consumiurraisTi not-FIE-CM-1. ter iyp Ca-t-

Ach.001 situation. Therefore, relying on the fact that endurance running does

ireflect some undefined combination of compnnents 'of cardiorespiratory function .

!Aryan as genetics, Lody.structure, end running ability, and tbat'it cah be-
Ockly handled for large grodps, it was felt justifiable to continue its use in

testing. The 1-mile or 9-minute ,iuns appear most feasible because they reflect..

some component% of cardlorespiratorv functidn, are related to maximal oxygep

consumption, and are statistically,supported as'representing the variance ae-

counted for by longer endurance runt.

;Flody composition. The major concern with body compositIon is obesity--an
excessive enlargement or the body's total fat tissue. The upper limit of normalcy

with regard to -desirable" levels of body.fat are below 19 percent for males and

below 25 percent for females. Desirable in this .context refers to a value of_

'fatness that is compatible with functional health stet*. Beyond this level

there Is complete saturation of adipose cells with lipids and further.cellular

proliferation leading to a larger body size.

Although it is not possible to state positively that obesity is detriment 1

6 health, it seems to coexist with four types ofPlupards to health:

(t) disturbance of normal functions of the body--a reduced pulmonary

capacity,.accelerated wear and deterioration of joints, decreased
flexibility, pancreatic dysfunction, and carbohydrate intolerance

(diabetes),

(2) increased xisk of developing certain diseases,

(3) detrimental effects on established diases*-diabetes, hyperteuoon,

heart, cerebral vasculdr, and gall oladder, and

().
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(4) adverse psychological effects (suffering from prejlidice and discrimi-

nation).
pl

As with the cardiovascular disease problem, obesity has reachecrepidemie

proportions in the United States. A conservative estimate i tha.t percent

of theadult:American population is,overfat. el

..

Ideally, body composition (percent fat) is determined by hydrostac weighingt_

but this is a complicated, time-consuming.tksk impractical for the masses in a

school sttuation. Skinfoids, circumferences, and ckiameter measures can be used

to estimate body fat. UnfortunatelY, these. techniqtes are population specific

and the committee could find no4gtudies in which equations to predict.percent

fat'were dove oped using anthropometrie measurements for school-age-childreen.

Therefore, it/was recommended that a nationwide study be conducted to do just

this and that the results be used as part of the physical fitness battery.

- Musculo keletal function. Thi maintenance oi minimal levels of trunk and

hip strengL /endurance and flexibiLity is believed to be important in the preven-

tion and al eviation of low-back pain and tension.. While there is little hasrd

research in this area, clinical evidence and many physical fitness proponents,
physical tlerapists, and orthopedic surgeons link the high incidence of low-back

problems w Lh a corresponding lack f exercise. The general logic is that weak

muscles tlat are easily fatigued a or strained cannot support the sPine in ,

proper al gnment, W abdominals, in particular, allow the pelvis to tilt

forward c using oncurrent and abnormal arch in the lower back. Shortened;

inflexib e muse es result in decreased mobility and increased possibilities of

straih, pasm, nd pain. When tense muscles shorlenf lose elasticity; and are

weakene by lack of exercise, the ".low-back syndrome" follows.

Es imates f the magnitude of this Problem i'ange from approximateLy 16

percentJ of the p pulation who have suffered the classical low-back paa syndrome

to som where clo.er Lo 80 pexcent who have had "simple," but significant, back-

ache. Low-back may well account for more loat man-hours than any other .

occupitionai injury.
1.

4
;While many different t9ols for s'rength/endurance and flexibility could be

used I Lhe.committee was not convinced of the validity and feasibility, of any

such Lest. The timed hent-knee sit-up was deemed marginally acceptabl This

test, when the sit-up is executed properly, concentrates en abdominal str gth/

enduranceand only mi ally on back and hip flexibility. .

4

Motor performance items. The present AAIIPER Youth Fitness, Test Battery

.
includes additional tests of speed, agility, and power. Such tests measure

lftask-specific aspects of motor performance rather than ph ical fitness as

defined above. Since concepts are often develope4 and con lunicatedeLhroup

,-. testing, the committee strongly recommended that motor performacce items not be .

included in a physical fitiless battery. Positive health, defined as physical u.

fitness, is important throughout one's life, Conversely, the valueof task- e
specific motor traits varies at different times.

The committee recognized the importan6e of athletic achievement to school-

age persons, as well as the need for selected abilities to handle the regular

physical education classes. In these cases, it is suggested Lhat Lhe Leacher,

use the basic physical fitness battery LhaL is related to positive health Mt<

14



'sin Witten, administer those task-specific alotor performance itams.thitile or

She has identified as being important. The current AANPER Youth FitnessTest

Battery is one so:in.:re for such tests.
. i

.. -

-A-APE Action. The joint committee's recommendations wereiforwarded to the

,1 I)Oard of governors of AAHFR, and in late summit- 1977 an AANPER Task Force on'

V Youth Fi less was appoint ' by AAHPER President LeRoy Walker. The Task Force
rr was,cltar ed with following up on the joint committee's tecomme dations and

irevising the Youth Fitnesd Test. Task Rorce members are SteVe Blair. University
Of South CarOlina; Margaret Safrit, University of Wisconsin; M chael Pollock,

: 'Mount Silai Medical Center, Milwaukee; B. Don Franks, Universi y of Tennessee;
and Andrew S. Jackson, University'of Houston...--liarold B. Falls Southwest Missouri

State Unliversity, is the chairman, and,Raymond A. Ciszek is th AARPER liaison.
\

Th Task Force hcld a meeting. in Springfield, Mo., Februaq 3-4, 197A, and

began w rking,on the charges ass4ned to it. Members set several goals and

classif ed thete into immediate, short-term, and long-Aange. Immediate goals

--are tho'e that the Task Force expects can bc.accomplithed'wtthi.n-abont-a year:

Shott-term goals are those estimated to take 1 to 3 years of work to accomplish")

and loqg-term goals are those that will probably require 3 to 10 years. It was

the consensus of tbejask Force members that the Youth Fitness Test should be
edntlnually studlea and. tmdated.as'necessary (e.g., when new, important informa-

tion on physical titpess becomes available).
t

An immediate goal is to pursue revision of the current Youth Fitness Manual

to reflect an emphasis on health-related fitness but, at the same time, to

retain a section on sports-related fltnes similar to the current test. Although

there is still somq question in regard to the absolule validity of some of the

suggested health-related il.ems, and their applicability to very young children

r- is not completely known, it was agreed that there is sufficient research support

for moving,ahead in this direction.

Developing an emphasis on health-related fitns is a key concept in revision

of the youth fitness test, and this should be done as soon as possible. AMMER
Is already laggiag behind several of the indiVidual states in this regard. The

current Youth Fitness Manual conveys a misconcepthon in that it loes aot emphasise

"
health-relatedfitness to any extent. ft is also lacking in the fact that it

doetNtoi'include sufficient material supporting the rationale for inclukon of

bile various items, nor does it aciequately cover the technical aspects of their

development. The Manual also lacks a sectiun on seggestions tc the teacher for
making improvements among students who are shown to score less titian desirable

levels on the various tests.

Short-term goals weri defined Lo include, but noL necessarily be limited

to, short finite research studies on re'iability of test items, studies to

further validate certain items against existing criteria, validity studies on

alternate tests, and establishment of norms that currently do not exist Long-

range goals include continued studies on validity and relisbility, studies to

.

determine the specific 'relationship of test items to positive health, inter-

vention studies to determine if improvement of specific test items has a posi-

\ live effect on health status, determination of health-related validity, con-

tinued development of norms, including those for sub groups, and examinat.ioa of

sex differences in test perkormanve, from both cultural and physiological stinJ-

points.
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following the Springfield meting, sev rAl meetings were sponsered dUring:
the AMMER .Convention in Kan es City. Two o hese dealt specifically with the

.\statv of th, arCin assessrne t f liody composttion and cardiovascular fitness.
- . . _

-Varli-M-TO-W-etherS-Were inv to . ittend the meetings.

Another meeting was hell in asiangton, D.C., May 24, 1976, at which plans .
were_coMpleted for a working confe 2nce to be.held in Spriegfield. Mo., at Which
the preliminary draft of the new fitness manual would be developed. Several

other nationally recognized. xperts in physical fitness assessment were identi"
, fled and invited to attend c e confe ence. They are Charles 0. Dotson, University

of Maryland; L. Dennis Humph ey,. Sou hwest Missouri State University; Tim Lohman,
University of Illinois-Urbann; Russel rqate, University of Virginia, Charlottes-
ville; Sharon Plowman, Nortnern 1110 ib University; and Glen Swensros, PCPFS,
Washington, D.C. ,

The working conference, originally: sehednled fl.r early December 1978, but

.... w.stpatied...due Lo_weatber conlitioni0.14 held January 7-9, 197p. Most of the

time at the h.eeting was spen, in complet ng the exact items lo be included in
the new fitness manual :. ideqifying norm ources for each item, and establighiag
criterion-referenced .:tandarlids for the ittms. Fitness components identified and
diacussed in the new manual ;are eardioresp ratory function, body composition
(leannebs/fatness), and musquloskejetal fuiction in the low-bacl and hamstring

,muscie areas of the body. gpeclfic test it6s that art being recommendedlor
'measurement oi these compon nts are the 1-mile or 9-minute run test with an
option of lk mile4 pr 12 mi utes in the case of older children, a sum of two
skinfolds (triceps and subs npular), a timed flexed-knee sit-up, and a sit.- 0

\ and-reach test. Normative than for the test tems will come from:

!

(I) the Texas Physical Fitness Test,
(2) the Sbnth Crrotina Physical Fitness est,'

(3) the Manitoba PhySicai Fitness Test,
(4) the National Health Examination Surve , and --

(5) data yet to be ciollect..1 from various locations throughout the United

States.

Criterion-referenced standards for the vari us items will be included in

the new manual. For sktnfolds., below the 25th mrcentile on Ae norms from the
National Health Examination Siervee will be consid red critical obosity. This

corresponea roughly with one standard deviation bilowthe mean and is an often"

used standard of obesity. For the sit-up and sit-and-reach tests, criterion-
referenced standards will represent tae 50th perceitile on the norms.presented

with the test items. Further disCussion of the cc terionreferenced standard
for the distance run tests will be conducted at a Ierting during theiNew Orilla

-

national convention of AAHPER.
t ei

Five sectious for the new mailimal have been out ined. They are: Introduc-

tion, Test Items, Guide'ines Uur Development and Ma ntenauce of Fitness, Tech"
nical Standards, and Appendices. A preliminary dra t of each section was devel-

.oped durrng tne Springfield meet'ing, and thece drafqs were mailed after the

meeting to each person in attendance. The Task Forcle will meet again in New

Orleans to go, over the revised draft and to edit andtrevise where necessayy.
t

How to handle the 'current items in the Youth likiness Test received much

conference discussion. A decision was finally reachild to recommend to the
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AAIIITH governing bland that the old items, except lo, the sit-up, he played in
an apcndix to the lieu manual so that they CAN be uscd by those Leachers who
still- wish to use them. It WAS :11140 MAMMWNdOd that the board appoInt (WU'

LASk 1 irke or commilLcv to study the entire JUOA Ni motor perlormance testing
much a.. has been done uith the physical fitness testing. IdentiliiaLion of
stodents woo are high or low on various general and specilii motor performance
test items Is an Important part ol many physical vdmation programs. Th AMPER
and subgroups associated with measuremeut., litoess, nd research have a responsi-
)ilay Lu proVide teachrs with thp most up-to-daLe InlormaLton and test items.
The Task Forte is not ionvinced that the current items measure up. A new look
at the uhol area ol motor perlormance testing is warranted to identify basic
components based on latest research Pindings and to develop the best practical
test procedures in each case.

A final recommendaLlon to the AAHPLR board was to eliminate tht ward
system assoilated with the current youth fatless test items. This is A further
aspeiL 01 thel devmphasis 01 those items AS th prime test ol physifial fitness in
our prolvssion. It should he oolud that mosl of the perlormante differences on
those items are due to hereditary diflorences and f,ot Lo environmental tailors

develoPment in physical education proirams. It does pot seem reasonable
1.0 give Auards based primarily on lwredity. Any Alanro award programs should he
based solely It UN NcW test Items fhP task I it-iv in cooperation with the
PCPFS %sill make re.ommendAtions liter in regard to the form those awards should
Lake.

Hie NCH MANNA1 HIII out be A 1111,11 ansuer in yooth fitness Assessment. It

uill merely rellett oor knowledge and expertise at lLis time. Much work will
remain in regard to the rAablishment of bsolute validity nd reliability for
some of the ttrms. lu addition, normative data, both criterion and norm-refer-
enced, Are latking. fask Force will presumably continue to woik ou these
problems over the next several years and make upgrading the Youth Fitness
Vest a continuous, ofigP1.11g Pr("css-

Sharon A.. Plouman is a7prolessor in the Ifilirtment ol Physical Ldniation,
Nurthvin Illin AS 1111Yec,itv, DeKabio, Ill., ()I'M. Harold V Valls is professor
ol Health And Physical faletatioo itiul DiretLor, hinelovnergellis Laboratory,
Southuest liss-uri State Iniversity, Sio inglield, 9o.,

dca t 1 or- this Art 11 Ii lia red 1.elo oar% 1979. It is based

on tht tollouing 11.1UNIAN, S. A. and H. I i I AAHPLH Youth
Fitness lest kevi,:ion-, rhysical Ldoi 01,11 And Reireation 49191:
22-24, 197M., (21 fall... H. "Hi!.ti of Youth I itticsi. lestiog nd StatuA
RPVIS1..1. I :ht t ti proteedings ol the point national aciobiks And ukla-
homa AHPFR loisa, , iktobet lei, 19;8., ,1 4) the inlioduition to
the prelimioaly di ift the NCH AAHLLR Phy! I I itness lest Manual:

Lhe AAHPLH Y.oith I itii lask foi,c P1:4 report t- the AAHPLb board of Governors.
Substantial iI ii I the H1PLR Attu Ir hdv.. hco.11 Irprintrd perum,slull "I

Hu' Amyl. 11,1 t 11, PI1V!.11 .11 1.,1111 .11 1..11, .111,1 kio teat ion.
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Teaching Health-Related Fitness
in the,Secondary Schpuls

by Charles b. Corbin
Kansas State University

(Currently on sabbatical 'pave At Pennsylvania State University)

louns of this conlerence is on arrobic PXPI iso, You have heard or

will hear from many different experts concerning thi, benefits of regular

aerobic exercise, the latest inlormation concerning the best methods for

perk) ming aerobic exercise, and some ol the problems associated with this

"form ol exertise*:.articularly jogging, a highly popular activity at the

present lime, A conference such as this is highly appropriate in d lime of. so

much interest in health and fitness. A Gallup poll (19771 indicates that

ui is Many f mil; Its d re. new 141 rt II 1 pa I. I Il ill rec rvii. litti,I 1 exet / .

as were participating in 1,9h1. Many, il uot must, of the activities in which

they patlitipole ire aerobic in nature. This should be encouraging news for

educators for data suggest that our progiams may be illettive in promoting

the reccqa changes in behavior. H6v.vver, 4 closer Cook indicates that ou

lereigr.ols IfIdY rt'sPietId+IIII(' 1111 I III' 011 It iii ! fyIty eel Amer-

I I Ans.

I t ..ems lhAl ci lc, t lye cl I e,i'I lie promot e hea I t h- re I a ted physa cal

lit !less , toe hiding t..11,11uvaLA iMav Ii t Hess wh;.11 is the most di rec t hyproduc t

CI 11111 I I. I !of' have e MIt 04,111 cecil N141` phys t I vein! ./ I. 1.41 I IIM1

I rom 1;1 I bin, 1.0ii lc mcdi A I
doe leers And ionrna 1 iitS Arc spearheading the

mely14111.11I kith books on the best-seller list aqd best-selling magazines, many

phys teal edni iL eel it' c I ont ont Nine s i Lii t he i "sport s 414 nsUd prugrams.

As George hheehan iveyitly -thou. is a physical litne!s and exert is..

handv.agon g()Ing elu iv our conntly; unloulnuatelv the parade is paNsing physical

cdn, ition by." Ibis is not 1,.0 snggest that the purpose Id physical education

in the secoudai school IN PXI Insively vhysical Illness. hnt it is l" suggest

that physicel education shonldp.ccoe.icbl- ,omie significant changes It It is4lo

play A significant iole in the loin!, eel pow"

In I s 1,111 11111.11 t411,1 III' 111111'. I. cell 11..11 11114.! tie liii I II' 1.4'1.111'd. 146.

1 ' . . 1 1 1 . 1 I . ; l e l I I I , 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 V , e . 1 1 1 1 1 1 . N . . 1 ` . 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 I 1 I t'1141,11, tIltl.t 11

lel endniance, lh and body they,. se\.,e1.11 Od reasewN

csliv the:a. aspel t s eel' I t
(110%, d re. impol Lam

.111: e, (11,e. wlii. f It I It' t Ite' I y lee lii.. /11'1.4( / /Uri, /1 el 1 Sl'ANI'S

II in 11, Ic 1/,,l 1, iii' I, tel I cm. I eel t lee ,Iu II -11.1.11.14

r Ioere t .1I I I lif:,, ,r I lir Iir title lerier I t eel .1 tt ein !' 1,1. I I

1'1,10 II le'd lee, "(11,1 l it I II t ' e eete,I. IC ill t le,. I let t Ill !Pet lit' 1.1.11..et.ile..1

1111 I le,' I II,

, .../1I IP I .1r I e,e 11,Ide 1 i, ti,' I lipd I f 1e1 I I ,if eel ,,pileoI'd I el

I II, k ill I tic I 4.1.1 I liii,, i ebi I il '. , l 11.111( r 1: tel 1 ,1111, 11414,4.1

1 1 I I i " I I I 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 ' 1 . I Hie, .1 , 1 liii 1 I I , I / . V 1 1 , 1 1 1 . . 0 . cc1 I , I I I I y, 411
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passible fot many people wheii it comes to skill-related fitness. The principal
vft4-neo-f--s-141-1--rel-a-HNI Fitness-is impruvument. lii spohs MIA alverMils., It
may just be Chat many persons feel that thcre. is a lj:iniL to what can be gained

from repeated exposure to programs that focus on skii41-related fitness. Yee in
most schools emphasis is.piaced on skill-related fitness. This is not Lo
suggest that srill improvement is not Important; indeed lt is. However, these
are not the tally programs Of importance to students in physical-education
Classes.

So, in addition to Leaching sports and oLheranoLor skills, a need exists
for more emphasis on the health-related aspects of fitnass in school programs.
As noted earlier, iC is in activities designed Lo'improve health-related
fitnessdand in activities that do not require great amounts of skill that
Americans have taken a great interest. These are the lifetime activities that
we must Leach abont .rather than talk .abouL) As evidence, cons-iden the fact .

that 0 percent of Americans interviewed culWerneng the value of their physical
education experience 25 years afLer their formal schooling felt that what they
learned in P.E. class was of little value later in life.1 A recent Gallup
poll on American education (1978) did not list physical education in the top
10 subjects rated for their usefulness in later life, though extracurricular
activities including sports, drama, and band were rated in the top group.
Apparently'the lack of importance associated with physical education has
resulted in deletion of physical education clasles in some secondary schools
across the country as evidenced by the fact the National Association for
Sports and Physical Education recently established a "Save Nysical Education
Task Force" ko help prevent such erosion.

As reported at this conference by Harold Falls, there j evidence that we
are beginning to catch on. He reports that the latest revision of the AAHPER
Youth Fitness Test will include only health-related fitness items. Hu: while

the testing of health-related fitness may be a'step'in the 'right direction,
testing it will be 01 little value if we do noL implement programs.designed to
Leach for it. We must noLogo back to the old plysical training of "PT" pro-
grams designed to force .improvement in fitness. That would do little more
than teach students how to hate physical activity and exercise. Fitness is
important, especially health-related fitness, but sound educational programs
must .consist of more than exercising and achieving fitnes.

Some years ago I developed a taxonomy of objectives that ranked these
objectives from low to high in importance (see Table 1).

Table 1--A Taxonomy ol Physical-Fitness Objectives2

t. Phys ca I Verabil I ry

t:- is tug
1. Auli i mg I iL nes!,

4. Pat terns id kegu I r Lxeri I se-

5. 1.1v tat mg Phys cit mess
t). I'm tlicss and V.xeri. i! Priill I cm tin I v lig"'



A

All of these objectives iry important! The point is that when lower-

() I r ohject-iveff-h-ave been
mo4,-ualr,joh_ls_nut_dowl,... ft jilloartbe Dor purpose

to help all people achieve alf levels of objectives including those of the

highest order.

As seen in Table I, exercisipg and achieving fitness are relalively'low-

order objectives, They are important, but t4 should not sacrifice higher-

order objectives in meeting these. I
think specirfically of the teacher who

runs mass calisthenics, and uses physical exercises as punishment. ,Staidetils

may achieve fitness in doing these things but they also may choose not t.o

exercise later in life because of these experiences,. Further, as they do

exercise, students may Learn little about_ why they are doing what they are

doing. They may "gel fit" for the short term hut may learn little that will be

used over the long haul,

In recent years colleges aird-hfi-f0eTsiTin-KifVe-liTTIMPritrif caurvescrified

lecture-lah or concepts approaches to. physical education. For convenience,

they will be called concepts programs for the remainder of this paper. These

programs focus on the higher order physical fitness objectives. Listed below

are three basic purposes. claimed for these programs.4

.WRY--One purpose is to help students learn that health-related fitness is

----71-mportant. Learning the why of physical Illness and exercise is

necessiry ds parl al the process of litarning to solve personal

exer-ise and fitness problems.

.WHAT--A second pu'rpoe is to help students learn what their fitness needs

are. Evaluatiirg Illness is a higher-order obioctive and something

people must he able to do 11 they are to become effective problem

solvers.

.HoW--The third purpose is to help students learn how to exercise cor-

rectly. There is corrvct way to exercise. To learn the value of

:yet-tit( exercises is essential to developing patterns of regular

exercise nd solving exercise problew.

Concepts p.rgrams have liven most successful at schools such as Kansas-

State University, Mercer County Commnnily C.,Ilege, the University. of Toledo,

Missouri Western Universt..y, and oral Roberts University to name hut feW.

But why wait until curlew.? Are secondary school stodents ;lot capable of

learning higher order physical education ableitives? Indeed they are! It is

my opinion that the (..hat. why, and hnw 01 physical activity are hest taught in

oor juoior mid senior high schools..:,. the college orograms re remedial and

necessary only until se:undary schools have shown that they are efieelively

hetping students meet higher-order objectives.

Already many iunior and Seninr high schools have implemented the concepts

approach in their (urriinlums. Some unusual features 01 the programs instituted

io the programs it these schools are listed below. Many ol these features

represent sigoilicant departures from oormal operating procedures used in

physical pancaliun.

Ailnally we must begio 10 meet (hese uhicilives in the elementary schools.

This relecenic simply moans that cven ,he highvst urder ,ives (an be met

hy the StOdeNtA IN schouls,
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kTtgre or Class Dt6tlis,sloON. In this type of course some class periods
otlt-o-f-rert-rrilr-rtass pPrluds are dlsctiss
films, or slide presentations designed to Leach the facts about fitness
and exercise.

.Textbook. A textbook is used to supplement the information given in
ciciss concerni ng fitness and exercise and to provide sellevaluation as
well us sample exercise program information. These materials present
information that can be used fur a lifetime.

.Self-.:Eval.ualions. To helii students betler understand their owo fitness
neeTis much time is spent in the self-testing of heallh-relaCed and skill-
related physical Miles's.

,Ssnip Ie Exeru i ProlfaMb_j_thuly.-Ilif-fe.romt-uxurc.44;iLiiitograms-are-t-r-fed---

out, tncluding such formal programs as avrobies and the West Point program.;
-- informal programs- such as jogging'and rope iiimplpg, and sports of all

types.

.Exp.r.iment.s. Students do experiments to help them discpver information
about fitness and exercise. Examples are experiments designed to help
students learn the correct way to exercise and experiments designed to
locate personal thresholds of training.

.Dilfercnt. Grading. It is important that grading not be based on low
order fitness objectives such as achieving fitness. If higher order
objectives are the concern, curient levels of fitness based on personal
:fitness tests should not he the basis for grading. For sug4eslions oh
grading refer to the following reference.r'

.P.faiinins a krsona) Fitness and Exercise Program. The culminating
activity fur the concepts class is the development and implementation of
an exercise nd fitness program that ran bp liseefor a lifetime.

Mifferent fnpi:.s. Some of the toplcs of the course are guile different
from those normally covered in a physical education clags. A sample from

'one secondary school concepts texthook is listed below:

.Filness lor All

.Parls of Fitness

.Threshold.of Training

.Cardiovascular Fitness

.Strenglh

Muscular Endurance
.flexibillty
.Expriise and kit Control
.Exercise and Gond Health
.Skill Related Fitness
.Correct. Way to Exercise

.Physical Act.ivity tor a Lifetime

.Filliess Through Sports

.Planning Your Exercise Program

.Atlitudes About Fitness6

In
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Tha-schelets_Lhat have tried the canals-type pragram at .the high school

and junior high school.levels find there are at least three different organiZa-

Lionel structures Chat seem to work.well.3 Because each ohool has its own

unique needs,.the best approach for a given school will vary. The organiza-

tional approaches and suggestions for each are listed below."

.The Unit or Modular Approach. This is the approach used in most colleges.

It seems to be mosc. effective in schools with students of relatively highi

achievement orientation. In this upproach a specific period of time is

sel aside, 6 weeks, 9 weeks, a semester,.or, A full year, exclusively for

a cone-epts unit or module.

.Thp lntegreited ApEroach. This approach merely integrates the what, why,

and how into the regular Physical education program. On specific days

materfal- iii-the "fbrni-of-lberUtn-;-41STLYStIOns-rfi
lam; -sficies;

self-evaluations, experiments, and sample exercise programs_are.used. _On

other days material from thy more typical skill-oriented nr.ogram is

presented. This program seems to he quite effective for large schools

and those which have been more traditional in their orientation prior to

introducing the concepts approach. One highly successful integrated

program is that cf Topeka West High Schowl in Topeka, Kans.

A

.The Mini Lectur6 Approach. This is d modified form of the integrated

approach. Thii essential difference is that at no time is a full class

period used for lecture or discussion. Rather, short segments of sevenal

periods are used for min/ lectures or short presentations concerning

'important exercise amid fitness topics. This approach seems most effec-.

Live In schools in which students are lower in academic orientation"than

in the typical school.

As noted very early in this paper, the concepts approach to teaching ,

higher order exercise and fitness objectives is not meant as a substitute for

more traditional skill-orienled programs. It is meant to complement and

supplement sound programs of lifetime sports. For those persons who implement

the program there appear to be several important advantages.

.Accounlabilily. In this age of cutbacks in spending, physical education

programs in many schools are 4nder attack. Apparently this is partly

because many'adults do not feel that physical education has much value

for d lifetime. The concepts program offers physical educators the

opportunity to become accountable for signi (*leant higher order objec-

tives. Indeed, it offers physical educators the chance to lead the

exercise and fitness parade rather than allowing it to pass them by.

.CoeducaLional instruction. The concepts approach is and should be

tcoedocational. In lify people exercise' cot .reationally, and this iS imE

it should be. The well-planned concepts c ass more than meets the glido-

lines of equal opporlun uit9 legislation sch as Tilly IX.
t

.

4

,
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.Edtitatlon for All P.egple. the concept,s,program can easily be adapted to
---,,Jimet the needs of -ail kinds of special people including the physically

handicapped. Perhaps more importantly, it can meet the needs of those
people whom Roberts9 labels as having "learned helplessness." These
people feel that exercise, spgrts, and physical. activity are not for
lhemThey.say, "I'm no good, P.E. is for the jocks, not. for The
coneepts cour8e cbn help all peop_le learn that there is someform of
exercise for everybody. (Incidentally,.one gobd reason for not grading.
,on fitness test scores is so as not to discourage those persons who
already feel exercise is not tor them.)

.The concepts approach to physical-education is not a cure for all pi"-
physical education's problems nor is it guaranteed to work in all situations.

.L...ha_prwiriALSan be better than the People who leach, organize, and administe*--
it. There is, however, evidence that this type of program lhatlocuses on the

rhealth-related aspects of fitness, -can be an .effectiVe program for helping
Ameriran youth learn to exercise and he fit for a lifetime.

' Is
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TheItopir'Kettogyilee th Dynamics Program*

By Richard A. Peterson, Ph.D
Director

- Hope College
Holland,.Mich.

*funded through a health-promotion/disease-preveetion grant from the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation, Battle CreeWs Mich.j

The H pe-Kçliogg Health Dynamics.Progr m. Hope College is a modest-size
undergraduate libera arts-college located:in Holland, Mich. CheracteriStics
that distinguish Hope College are its affiliation with thd Reformed Church in
America eivIA=AAAP,40,Petliiellele etilaber Of students of.Dutch ethnic larkground
hope enjeys a superb academic reputation, particularly in the sciences. Its

--:missionle-to be influeatial inthe-developMeni of the total person through 4
'liberal arts education within the context of the Christian faith.

Hope recognizes that 'such a mission includes not only providing the finest
possibld Oucation for the mind and a,conducive atmosphere for the development
of the'spirlit but also includes the best possible opportunities for the develop- .

ment and care of.the physical self. Therefore, Hope College has always offered
abundant opportunities in physical educatiori and athletici.

Recent trends in Americen culture indicate that individual physical well-being
may not be taken for grantecr. The sbysical demands Of modern life are otio

that a crisis of physical health'would be unavoidable without nonessential c
physical activities. Many persons believe that such acrisis of physical well-
being would haye ieeiritable consequences on mental and spiritual health and

, would decrease socieLy's availability of human resources. Current programs of
health andllysical education appear to have an obi'. ation to meet this challeege
in the most appropriate ways.

In additlp to the gecrease ot hysical demands in modern fife, rather

dramatic changes have occurred (1.) n diet, where man seems more intent on
eatingFar pleasure and social t ,phTormity than for health, (2) in emotional
stresses and tensions, where f st pace aftd aggressive ambition appear to over-

1, power perceived needs for rest and $elaxat,ion, nd (3) in many other areas of
life-style, Where following lines of lEAst resistance or the wish te comply with
cultural Convention have reduced health concerns to low priority. Programs

concerned with the health benefits of physical activity seeM remiss if they do
not address these other interrelated aspects of life-style.

-The Hope-Kellogg Health Dynamics Program represents Hope College's response
to this need for innovative approaches to health and physical education. Those
In charge are convinced that a strong relationship exists between lopfe-style-and
health, and they are committed to providing for the physical 'health and fitness
needs of the individual. The program combines, in a unique and innovative way,'.
certain endeavors of the Physical Education Dc;partment., the College's Health
Clinic, the Food Service, and the Office of Stpdent Personnel Services to pro-.
vide a comprehensive program of health and physical education, health care, and,

health promotion and advocacy.
-

V
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Early on, in the conceptual stages of program development,"the c al enge o

how best to fulfill this mission became apparent. College, viewed as,a stage.of

exhibits many intesesting, but often conflicting, characteristics. It

represents.a Lime when yoang adults are learning, questioning, analyzing, and

making many decisions about their futures.° Conversely it is often a time for

indulging adolescent dreams about the good life within an atmosphere of new

freedoms from restraint. It is often unpredictable Which way the group paychol-

ogy will react to new approaches to old subjects.

This is particularly true when one of the major objectives of the new

approach is Lo affect actual health behaviors. College students have liVed in

mainstream American culture for many years; habits, altitudes, values, and

priorities have largely settled in. Although the 'recommended life-style is not ,

reAlically or ,ramatically-different .from-the-current-eulfmrslnarml-s-ti4-1--eom-- .....

stious, willful-effort would be required to adoM'ehanges, to overcome the

inertia of life-style by habit, and entrench new patterns of life that are

oriented at least obliquely.to those.most commonly followed.

On the other hand, college represents a period of flux in personal behavior

--for many. Persons experiment with life-style's that are perceived as. chic and

attractive according tethe "Madison AV'enue" model. Such images, and individuals'

attempts to!establish their positieh within those images, often conflict with

both kheir role as serious sLudents and with guidelines for healthful living

patterns.

Thns a general pattern emerges that seems to hold more often than not

within our society. Individuals learn and entrench a life-style as children,

depart from that life-style briefly in young .adulthood, and then return gradu-

ally Lo roughly the same life-style that was learned while growing up, with

appropriate variations to. account for changes in society at large. During this

process, little thought is directed towards health and fitness and particularly ,

towards the role of life-style in these important life qualities.

All of this Ldkes place within an atmosphere ot a societal'preoccupation

wiLli:matters of health. It would appear a logical paradox that so much stress

is placed on health information in our 'culture yet only a small proportion of

the population follows life-styles that really promote health, wellness', and

fitness.

One of lhe-first-7.7s-Leps that a program must_take if it is to be/eEfective in

influencing behavior patterns is Lo arouse the rersonal interest of the individual'

in his or her own health; to develop a conscious curiouS awareness so that

learning, analysis, and decision-making may take place in a receptive environ-

ment. CerLainly'many educational strategies are recognized'as effective in

arousing interest. The challenge is to optimize the effectiveness of these
techniques while minimizing obstacles to interest arousal as well as minimizing

the generation of resistive interest. This was our intent when we began to

establish the detailed plans for the accomplishment of our purposes. What

follows is a description of the salient features of the Health Dynamics Program

liptilope College.

Initial Health Screen. Prior to arrival on Campus, each student completes

an'extensive questionnaire Covering health history, health habitsi self-image,

and corrent health status. Upon arrival, further information is/gathered about

as
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, :health and fipness knoWledge, attitudes, values, and pribritle4, Thia ik
iS r#viewed bY'Realth 6linic staff and Program persodnel for potant'ialprObl
Or concerns, If. such problems surface,lhe Program provideS appMpriati. ea"
to. the 'concern, Those Ao have no apparent'problems Proceed into the,beeic
freshman year 'experience,

In each case, careful note ia taken.of the information gathered. Those who
.have AO apparent problems should not,feel that thele is no interest in their
situation. Holtli information gathered,'regardless of source, is summarized in

'several,4ays so that each stildent hoe, au expanding personal health profile that
may be added to and which forms the besit for the development o.f a personal
heiath action plan. Since no two 'profiles are alike, nd two heal h acti6n.pfans
could be the same. In this way: indivl,dualization is whieved b6êL..in thie arpe

L_

Academic Component. 4Ine of4the components of.the freshman experienoe .is
atademic n nature.' Tfie basic conceptOorthe relationehips among exerete:
tiet; fitness, and health are explored' 10Such0wledga LAy be qblained't rough
-lectures, read0g, media and/or other toOls typical of thi academic Approach.
DiSCUSSiOn iS also encouraged through the, use of discussio questions. . Discus.
sion is uniquely able to provoke personat.thought involveive: Thus this compoe.'
ent is expected to both inform add arouse leterest.

MP'

Health information hasincreased in a4learly explosi*e 'fashion in recent
years. .There are probably maniP'reasons for\this, but it seems likely that the
trend towartsa moreindividualistically oriented Socie.y is strongly involved.
In such an aimosphere, factual, accurate inferalation i mixed with generous
proportOns o$ myth, partial truth, conjectt4e, and opinion in such a way that
the individual expioring the milieu is often \confused and fostrated. The
intent of the Health Dynamics acagemic component is,to _qoeonly providi
overview of information but Oso fo provide the indi.viluai. with the necessary'
analytic tools so Unit he ay do'lliS own liter,eture resofmpon.- ,

Assessment Component. k variety of Nsesainen4 that have meaning for
health and fitness areconducted during thefreshman.program, Testing is done
in the exercise biology laboratory. Each student, is given a graded exercise
tolerance test on a bicycle oi treadmiflergome\t.zr. Heart rate, blood pressure,
and energy outpui, level are monitored thrbughout. Each'student also,is hydro-
staticAlly weighed to determine body composition. Tests of pulmonary function.,

flexibility, strength, and power arb also given in order to ohtain a fairly
comprehensive physiological fitnese profile.

,

In addition to these laboratory tests, assessments of health-related beluki
are made.. Persons are.asked to record periodically behaviors such as diet',
,physical activityalcohol and tobacco use, stress perception, rest, and bouts,
of illness. When the biologic functions and behavior information are added 140
the previously mentioned personal heafth proTile, a composite emerges that /

includes health hiitory, current health and fitness status, health behaviors,
And health knowledge, attitudes, values,,and priorities. The profile is charac-
teristic of each person and when dealing with the profiles, an individual rproach
seems most appropriate.

0 *
Advising Compment. Such a profile, although interesting from a "this is

me" standpoint, is of,little value unless made meaningful through some form of
'
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.

-,P4ox to this meeting; WI) student,prepares a docement that weitibeta,

,ersonal health action plan."'.-fhis document !summarizes tke_pehodal htal .

lpftle-by pointing out areas of health strengths and weaknesses and also allows
-!rsonr-eo-volee-Seel-1.age-alinut-plans-for.....reintotang_sitengths and $,00,1100.1_,_ ..

ati NI weaknesses. The provAration of such a document has several advantaget.

It certatnly lmprovirs thi efficiency of the meeting; more gpts done ir, losoi

:iariaz- It also has tromelnious value as a tool to focus on ones'a 'physical Self.'

..Additionally , it provides A framawork for personal education in take pla 0. 000 .

healttian4 fitness concepts. Thus, even if the person hasn't the iflooe tesou&cas

to actualiz. his action.plan., it has had value in accomplishing something iigniu

flcat for jim. . .

;

I
;

,

Ph sIc 1 Activity Component, Each student participates in physical hctivi-

ties 'in acc rdance with the impfications of his individual profile and in accord-

ance with t e particular goals and objectives he has expressed; to us. The

Slobjectives o the physical activity are to provide activitiesistrenuous enongh

that a training effect takes place, are enjoyable enough-thatithe student per-

, calves them as a positive experience, are in accordance with the principles of .

[
i".". fitness for health, and-art effective in laying the foundation for a lifetime of

healthful exercise. Such goals certainly require 1.4ot only selecting the approp=

[riate act1 .. ities, but also.the correct teaching Plethods, philosophies, and

. attieudes. These, of cours must be mutu ly .Inderstood beforehand and adhered

' to:
----k, .

The components des ribee ah..)ve are effectivelyhandled within the contht. .

of college coursewo4 One of the more unusual features of the program, however,

is what happens tn the broader campus community. We don't believe that a trite- ..

impact will take place in students' lives unleeS a conducive atmosphere or

environment exists; the college must be with 4 in spirit and in actio'n. Campus

personnel not directly involved in the program must provide modefing and vocal,

support, not-just.to enhance the prdgram but because they actually believe in

what they are doing. Thus we direct efforts lo the campus At large.

One carnets activity that impacts strong,Iy on health is residence hall

dining. More than 75 percent of Hope's students dine on campus. We feel that

this should be a healthful experience hnd, to that end, we have developed working

telationships with the food service and the students. The food service provides

meals that coaform to health nutrition guidelines,, complete nutrient analysis 'of

all Items served, and a dietitian Consu'tant.to answer questions and provide

basic nutrition information. It also prOvides for the special needs of dieters,

vegetarians, and others for whom the basic diet is not appropriate. Student

committee's are formed under the apspices of the Health Dynamics Program to

advise the food service, ei17--uUserve the eating habits 1:4 the students, and to

Serve as_a link between the Program and the students. The Program provides/

basic nutrition education so that students are aware of health nutrition gurqe-

linen.
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The role of the.college's Health Service In initial screening has already
been mentioned. The integration of the program with the Health Service goes
,bityond that, however, to a real partnership in caring for the health of Howl.
students. Cross-referrals are immediate whenever appropriate and a LeaM approach
to both preventive and restorative health care assures the..student that his
health concerns are important. Even in physical setting, the integration. of
these services ts apparent. The Health Cli41c, the Physical Therapy/Trainilig
Room, and the Exviiise Biology Laboratory ve all situated in the same complex
and are interconnected.

One intangible factor that may not be lett to chance is the allItude of the
campus tnmmunf6y. higher visibility of health and fitness related
concerns ,on 4 campus-wide basis is principally a public relations ond cemmuni.
cations-task. The more students and !acuity know about philos6phtes and Inten-
Lions of the program as well is the actual implementation strategies, the more
likely they will he to retain a supportive mind set. SuCh amenities as nits-.
letters, litns testing 4nd tonstiltation, and ready aruess to facilities go a
long way tos..ard entrenihing povive leeliugs about health.and about the Program.

Conilusion. feel strongly that "Health Dyn.micti" is an idea whose Lime
has (me. Nedicine is moving towards more emphasis. on preventive approaches;
twalth vdnration is housing more energy on the importanro of life-style in
health; nd physi.al edmation is increasing it,s gndeavors ill health and fitness
related activities. Health Unamiis exists where these disciplines intersect.
Health dynamics,means d"Ing ,...mething personal, posiliVe, and appropriate about
promoting one's own health, wellness', and fitness. rhe p,ogram t Hope College
is designed to olrei a Mr4W, foi such*promotion.
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Me Aerobics Program al Oral Roberts

By Paul Brynteson,,D.P.8.
Ural Roberts University

University

k

When a phystcal-edUCatton program beeoNes a paJt of a college. dr autiversity

curriculum, it implies that the program has some reason for being, some purpose,

some goal,.some objectives. Too often physical-education programs have been
hasy in articulating those goals and purposes and when called upon to defend wIly
their program should be required as.a part of the university curriculum, physical
educators have often been unable to do so. The evidence rs that in 1968, 87
percent of colleges nd universitios required physical Mum:Ilion. .1n 1972'this

had dropped LO 4 74 percent requirement, and by 1977 the requirement had further
dropped to 57 percent 04- the colleges and universittea requiring physical educa-4

tton.

I believe a significant reason for this trend.has been the lack of direc-
by physical-education programs and people not unde.rstanding what physica4

education is all about.

Phclosophy of Orai Roberts University

oral Roberts University has 4 required physical-edusation program for three

reasons. In the firs, p1 aci4, it is consistent with the philosophy of the Uni- 4

versjty. The founding philosophy of ORU is to priyide an education that seeks
to develop the whole person with equal emphasis Ormind, spirit., and body. The

college catalog states that ORU wants its graduates to be mentally alert, spir-
itually alive, nd physically fit. ORU seeks to develop a life-style in its

students conducive to the development of the whole person. President Oral

Roberts, founder of the University, has said that "ORU isa life-style In which
an education lakes place."

When wv think of thv "education of the body" we think of the healtli and
physical fitness 01 the body and the development' of life-style patterns.that
wilf enhance the health and physical fitness of the body. The development of

' the body is not dn end in and of itself; rather it is a means to An-'end. It is

through a healthy and physica Ily fit body that the mind can function at its peak
and the spirit Call have freedom to direct the whole:person so as to be an effec-
tive, functioning member of our society.

As an implkentation A that philosophy the Health, Physival Education, and
fecreatIon DeparIment.at ORU has the reaponsibility for implementing the physical
fitness goals ot the University. Therefore, a requirement in physical education

is totally consistent with the goals of the University.

lite second reason why ORU has a ph4sical education requiremea is for medi-

cal and health /oats. The major health problem in the United States today is

cardlovascurli thi ise. Fifty-tour percent of all deaths are fpom this disesset

ind it costs la e,esm 1 $20 billion a year. Relearch has identified the

various factors that al .lated to this disease. Some of these are:



I. . Factors. wP can't control such am sax age., and heredity.

2.. Factors for which we need medical 'Assistonce to control such ps hyper .
tenwion, diabetes, and hyperlipidemia.

Factors we ca_n control such as smoking, obesity, dietj and phystCql
activity.

it is because we know Chat we can control gome of the factors relating.to
this debilitating disease that physical education is required's,. ORD.. We Itetievo
that'the training received will'enable our graduates to belter.control the-
factors 'elating to the disease, and thus reduce ilrc Incidence.

The thlrd reason for the physical-education requirement at_Orsl Roberts
Unlversi,ty ilka spiritual one. We believe the Bible teaches tfiat man'ts the
temple of God and that as lhe temple of God we're to Lake care of our bodies
because.the spirit of God dwells within our bodies (1 Corinthians 1:0.17 and,:.
b:14-20). Therefore, we are not to abuse our bodies. The goal of our physic01.
educatiou program 18 to educate our.students on how to take care of the Ir bodies.

Admu nu at. rat ton ol OWN Aerphica Pyogram

On the basis ot the philosophy just outlined and our Mowledge about. health
factors related lo various diseases, the Health, Physical Edurationand Recrea.
Lion Department, together With the Human Performance Laboratory and the Studefit
Health Services, has developed a health and physical-fltness program directed
towards controlling those factors we can control. The following charts indicate
the administrative structure ot the ORD aerobles program 8$ well ns there-
sponsibililies of the HPER Department, the Human,Performance Laboratory, and the.
Student Health Services as we work together to direct tile aerobics program.
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'ORGANIZATION OF TME ORU ARBOBICS'PROORAM'

PRESIDENT

,4 1
JROVOST

.DEAN, SCHOOL
Of ARTS AND SCIENCES

CHAIRMAN, HPER

Respensibpikies:

1117..R

C.

VICE-PROVOST
FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS

VICE-PRESIDENT FOR
STUDENT HEALTH' SERVICES

DEAN,
SCHOOLOF
MEDICINE

I.
"DIRECTOR, ILMUAN.

PERFORMANCE LABORATORY'

To provide the Aerobics Invauctional and Activity Program

§tudent Health Service: To:medically cleat. all students and faculty*for,

exercise and make modifications in requirements.for persons needing'

.adaptations. These may be temporary or permanent.

RumAn performahce Laboratory: Provide support services to the RPER Depart=
mga-and Che dUaenE-Health Services. In terms of administering resting
ECG's, blood pressures, graded exercise ECG tests, anthropometric4tests,
and blood analysis.'
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OROANIZAPON OF TME

HEALTH, PHYS1CAL.EDUCATION, DRECREATION DEPARTWNT.

,

Professional Preparation Program
offering a B.S.? dtgree in

Physical Education

t -
Coordinator Teacher
Education Emphasis

(BO majors)

CoordAnate!
Aerobics Emphasis

(25 majors)

Coordinator Community
Recreation Emphasis

(25 majors)

1;yrpose of the HPRH Depuytment:

The purpose of the,Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Department is
to provide An iitmosphere for understanding and appreciating-the relationship of
physical activity and fitness,to optimal lifelong health and well-being so that
the iTlividual will select an appropriate personal life-style reflective of the
whole pekeson that Chrio Intended. _The service program aims to accomplitn Miff
purpose for students.and fatuity at ORU. The professional preparation program
aims. to prepare professionals who can accomplish this purpose in schools, church
YHCA's4.,,recreation centers, businesses, industry, and similar settings.

o

4

0 Education D9artmeOt
.,0

Student Realth Satfnii

Chairman HPER Human PerforMancOk
Department

DepatImapt

'Athletic Departmpnt

Service Prngram for
All Students and Faculty

Coordinator
Health-Fitness Courses

Coordinator
ActivitY Courses

.Coordinator

Adapted Program'

I.
Coordinator Weight=
Reduction Program

Coordinator Adult
Aerobics Program

V
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UpAyersiti AeYobiEs Rtquirement

.4
The aerobics program is .a part of 311 heal..0, physical educetion, and

recreation-activity courses. The following are-requirements all.studentfi mOst

follow:

All full-lime students must enroll in and pasiss'au HPER activity. course

every semester. Failure to do so may result in suspension from the

uniyersity.

2. Course sequence:

F.ail_Seme!ter

Freshman Health-Fitness 1

Sophomore Elective Te.am Aclivit,

Junior -Elective Activity

SenCor Elective Activity

Gradualist.- Elective Activity

Students

1

Spring Semester

Helith Fitness II
Elective Team Activity
Elective Activity
Elective Activity.
Elective Activity

'

1. No.full-time studenl is ekempt from participation in the HPER activfty.

courses for any reason. A. student. with a. medical problem OH parti-

cipate in a modified aerobici program. IL is the student's responsi-

bility to see the University physician who will prescribe a special ,a

exercise program and to communicate this to his or her Instructor;

4. Stu.dents who are not fuifilling ORU's phyaical-flIness.requtrements

will be placed on physical probation or suspension.. A student's

progress will be evaluated at the end of 'each year and he or she will

be placed on.probation or-iuspension for (a) failing an IIPER-act(vity

course, (h) failing to enroll in a specific' activity class or. ctasses

J8 required by the HPER DepaTtment, (c) falling to report to 114 Human.

Pertoralanve Laboratory or the Student Health peryice as required by

the HPER DepartMent, (d) failing to make satisfactory progress in

physical-fitness criteria dS prescribed by the 11pER Department and the .

University physician.

lie...11.0 Fitness arid Heiqtfi rftnekii CoUrses

The purpose of these courses is to provide information in the forarof

lectures and lahoratery expercences that the students can understand and develpp

a personal appreciation for the relationship of physical activity and fitness=to

health. As a.result. of this understanding and appreciation, we trust that the

student will select an appropriate personal life-style necessary to produce

optimal life-long health and well-being:" The emphasis in the first course-is ou

the concept of lifeostyltl^ health, and physical fitness, the cardierespiratory

aysfem, and nutrition and body coMposition. The emphasis in the second course

is on the, musculoskeletal system, a discussion of.eoncepts related to health

tnfiess such J8 quackery, smoking, and a practical experience for all the students

he certified in'cirdtopulmonary resuscitation ICPR).

(J4
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The general goal ot6the course is.that students slibuld be able to answer
/ the.following questtons:

r

!

r

0!ng.rfli qPP20,0115

1. What is fitness?

2. How is fitness assessed?0

J. How ia fitness achieved?

Personal queslions

1. What :a My level of fitness?

.2. How much fade'ss do / need?

3. How much fitnesr do 1. want?

04. How do 1 achceve and maintain that leyel of fitness?
,

,

Thivsludents will be graded on the basis of four criteria in lhe health-
fitness courses.. A Minimum litandard must be achieved for each caterion ts) Pass
thC,tourse. The criteria are as follows.:. (1) knOwledge as measured by tests
and asstements equals 40 percent of the graBe; (2) phy.alcal activity as measured
by aerobics points equals,30 percent of the grade.(the minima) standard to pass
the course is 11n average of 15 aerobics points for men per week and 10 for
women); (3) ciidiorespfratory fdtpess as measured:by the field test 041'818'20
percent of the grade (lhe minimum standard to pass the run for men and

. 1.25-mile rnhfor wdmen is 14:00 min9tes For under age 30, 14:30 for 30..39,
.15:15 for persons_40-49, and 16.i.5 .for persons over age 50); (4) body-composi"
tion fitness as measured by percent:fat equals 10 percent of the grade (minimum

.standard tp pass the course is 26 percent fat for men and 36 percent fat CBr
women).

The students are graded on the aim criteria for Health Fitness 11,1 how-
'ever, the standards are slightly.changed. The criteria are as follows: CO.

- kniteedge -- 40 percent of the grade; (2) physical activity as measured by
. aerobics,points -- 30 percent of the grade (minimum standard pass the course

is 20 aerobics points per week for men and 15fOr women); (]) cardioresplratory
\fitness is measuted in two ways -- inthe first place the field test is admin-
AstoleOnd the minimum standard to pas4 the course is 13:30 minutes for those
under age 30; 14:00 for 30-39 ale group, 14:45 for 40-49 age group, and-15:45

--.- for ages 50 anti over. -In addition, students must clef. minimum require&nts .for
the 3-miJe run.. The minimum itandards are 33:00 for:men under age 30, 36i00 for
30-39, 40:0U for 40-49, and 44:00 for ages 50 and over. ThreP m(nutes are added
to the standards for women. (4) Body composition as measured by pertent fat ~~
)0 percent of the grade. Minimum standard to pass the course Is 24 percent fat
for men and- 34 percent fat. for women.

.

During thejirst two weeks of the Health Fitness I course, alenew students
are medic:ally evaluated.lo determine their current-health status by the Human
Rerformence beboratory and the Student Health Services. We do not 'require an
entrance medical examination but rather test our students on (.1) personal health
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history, (2) family health history, (3) resting measures including blood preitAire

,. and 12-lead.electrocardlogram, (4) physician's heart.lung examination 04(5)
enthropometric meAsurements Including akinfolds, weight', height, and percent

fit. .'

After the student has completed these kests, the results are fed into a
computer and a printeut-summarizes the results of the tests and clears the
student for exercise,or indicates that pe stpdent is not cleared for exorcise.
A student not cleared for exercise will be required to return to the qtudent
Health Servtees for further evaluation. .This further evaluation may include 4
graded exercise HU treadmill test, blood tests, or other test$ that the physician

deems appropriate. As a result of the additional tests, if necessary the wuldent
will be given a modified activity and physical fitness requirement and this, 44

"te comMunicated to his or eier instructor.

Once the student has been completely cleared.for exercise with or without
modifications, the.physical-activity portion of the health-fitness couise begins.
The basic itrucuire of the health-fitness course is that the students meet once

a week for 2 hours. The first hour of the coarse is in a classroom where a
video cassette television tape is shown by the instructor which prisentS cognitive

materials 'over various topics. Most of the video cassettes are approximately

20-30 minutes in length. At the completion of the tape, the instructor will
°lead the students in a-discussion of that tape and Introduce the laboratory

session that is to follow. In most cases the laboratory session complements the

tape.
9

The second hour ot the health-fitness course then is a laboratory phase

where Wie students normally go to an exercise area, most often the track. It is

here that the instructor will lead the students in developing a health-fipess

life-style.
.4

During the health-fitness course, fewer than l percent of the stude-nts do

not mert lhe physical fitness standards that have beep established by,the Uni

versity. In most cases, students who have difficelty achieving these standards

are Alidse who ace significantly overweight. The next three charis indicate the
administrative organization of how we attempt to assist persons who have diffi-

culty meeting the physical!litness standards.

a
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FLOW MIT FOR 'STUDENTS IN HPE 001* 4RALT11 FITNESS I

Students In HIPER 001*.

6

Pass 001*

4t*
Take 002*

boesn't Meet % fat tir field test steindard.

.
Student-receives "I" and takes 092*

Pass 092* and meets
0,01* standard

Change "I" to Grade
find take in 002*

6 '

Fail 0)2*

"1" becomei an "F", student
placed on probation and ro-

4 .takes 0,2*
Pass 092* but

doesn't meet 001* standard

Continue 001* "I" and
retake 092*

Pass 092* ind
meets 001* standard,

//e
Change "F" in 001* to
grade and ptudent takes
002*, student taken off
probation

4

'97

Fails.02*

/
Suspended

'Pass 092* but doesn't
meet 001* standasd

105

Retake 092* and
remain on proeation

L



FLOW CHART FOR. MUTH IN HPB 002* HEALTH FITNESS'Il
/

Students In HPER 002*

Pass 002* and % fat
(23% or 33)

Doesn't meet the %-fat or field
test standard

Student goes on to the
OPER elective activity
ptogram

Pass 002* but % fat
* > 23% or 33%

Student goes on to HPE
elective activity pro,
gram hut must report
to Health Service once
per seMester for a %
fat check

I 1

% fat goes
uader 23% or 3%

a.

/
Student receives "T" and takes'092*

Pass 092* an Pails 092*

002* standard
tit

Change "I" grade and "I" becomes. "P" sta.

goes on to elective dent plailed on pro,.

program, may or may bation, retakes 092*.

- '

not be rechecked.

Pass 092*but
doerl't meet Pass 092* but

002* standard doesn't meet
standard.

Continues 002t
and retakes 092* Re:Like 092*

and 'eontimie

probation

Pass

and Meets
002* standard

% fat go s over
24% or 34

Doesn't need to Must enroll in

be rechecked 092*

\,
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ChstV in .092*

tO itra#0,SnOtu-'
dent. 040.0 t4
0.0000 OPP40
may or May not,. be

*rechecked'.

lails 092*

Suapended



- ADNINISTRATiON OP EXERCISE AND WEIGHT CONIROL ROGRAW
,

Provost
.1

:Detn, Arts

- /
'Chairman, HPER

and Sciences Vice4royost
'Health Affairs

.

a

41(

Vice-Pres dant ---.
Student H Ith Service

Registered Nurse
Coordinator, Exercise
and Weight Reduction
Program

Instructors 092* course
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ttly-e Activittes

4

Students who successfully complete the Health F!tness and Health Fitness
courses take' elective.Cmdividual or team activit:eg the rest oftHeletime at
Roberts/Universityv Some of the activities mitered in the individual atd

Arat4 activities include:.

Advanced Lifesaving
krchery

Baseball (T)
Body Conditioning
Cycling

Fencing
Flag Football
Intermediate Swimming

'Itorfball (T)

Recreational Aquatics
Skin Divimg
Tennis
.Varsi.ty Sports (T)
Wrestling

Backpacking
BaSitetball (T)

Bowling

European Team Sports (T)
Field Hockey (T) 1
Golf

/ Judo
Racquetball/Handball
Self-Defense
Soccer (1)
Track and Field
Volleyball (1)
Aerobics for Grad.

Students

Aereb(u II 7

Badminton
Beginning Swimming
Lieerleading (T) '

Exercise and.Weight
Control

Gymnastics 4
.

Karate
Recreational Activaies
SODA Diving
Softball (T)
Trampoline
Water Safety.

Instruction

The bas c objective of all elective activrties is thilpefold: (1) physical
fitness, (2) recrea on skill, and (3) social participation. Students are graded
according to these in objeclives:

fihysical Fitness

As Measured 1 Aerobic Points 30%.

As Measured b Field Test 20%
Recreational Skill \
Social Participation \ st

' 50%

40%

100%

Although &fie activity course will be SO percent graded on physical,fltness,
.the total class will be devoted to developing the recreational skill of the
course. The students earn aerobics points on their own time and fill out a
computer card every time they exercise, turn it in to'a box and each week the
instructor receives a printout back for the aerobics participation of all stir

. dents (see sample peibtoot).

4

\,
4

0,9

100

o
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AC 7

COD) Di S TANCE L -MAT ION

41.1 (HI in 41

it 41-41 4111 41 41111

4 4144,1 31111 41.41111

EI 4 41-41 4111 )11 4141

4 111131111 41,1141

4 41.311 41-4111 41 sfl 4!

1i4l-t 411111 4131.1 1,1

1,11-41 4111 11 41 41 41 41

011 ki1I 4) -41 41 41311 1 .1'

4141 411: 11 31.1 31.1 1 3;

ActIVITY rous
siNikpounun
W0.6166166

Runnlne4 Z=

Irgrailli
uoisi ARE AS Sit t

SWkitdikie
tt441114400SSISIOn (SloroNt)
teikdOldffitntos (Doubles)

bi41

GyfitAintics
0411
ROI* Sinpfstmifthythmic Awobics
SIXTOT/Plold Hockey
hobo

41 41 011.0. 4, 1 4.1 41:41 41

41:41 41:41 41

711 41 :1.1...1.1 ?I! 7).1:41 41

1 41 41 41.41 41 11:41 41:41 41

II 411 41;1141 11:41 411:11

'1 41 4! 41,4; 1:41 41:41 511

311311.,!HI !: 311: 311

11.4,,41 41: 11

41': 41

911 ti .1, 91 1: 911: 911

NOTE: Activity code MUST
be completed each time.

Codes 1 - 6 require entries in
BOTH Distance AND Duration
columns. Alt other codes require
only a Duration entry.

. Weed. 110000r3 UMlWil6IhV inItteClet 1.00
-114 mei ke wee le lewd 0 NU 11.11010101 taphiMs on. ;IN 10/ et/bawdy yeti work

!(CI WONG ital ilucrioWS 'Was Nowseruit lowki iWoOtI t4141.1 s, Min nitii Intt Ont SOW. in ray tolwriel
it ems. wooers re Coto un /11110.ftuer

Cycling/flowing

$11w101koling
VOUybill

jJ fla
tioining

keboll londbouifklumh
lO V/4101-04/JudOAterett

All Entries Inr Act,.tet 01.0f.
will be llepor lot int
Units Ina.. dled

I Muir
2 Number ol Slept ;`lentred
3 $teps Per Minute
4 Miles
5 Noillbealt Per Minute
6 Meters

B. Sure le Welch the t)6,,,nat
Point Python on These 1 no..t.

NE conciINC, TEMPORARY MEDICAL
EXCUSES

it at...litany xcused born &cabal.
you mutt turn in ONE cant net sveak
during the elcuted period. Use the
Activity Codes below to indicetl thi
reason tor die excuse.

91 C'old. flu
92 Mono
9 3 Ulm trek net6
95 Ankle Or loot intury
96 Sion %plinks or towel 10 iniury
97 Knee injury
98 Must it insury
99 Other intury

Undo DURATION c umn (HOURS
hurting), indicat bow ny dot, you
vie excused from e truss MIS wok.
Comploto this ntry lot OM Sick-
ness and Injury. It will iow yout
points or wok to bo acfluited ectAtd-,
busty.

Enter prow numbor 014lays
HOURS column Of thi'DUMT1ON
column.

ft yow excuse vies from INJURY, uo
no DISTANCE column to inotit
where lihe injury or col, .0j.

I 00
2 00
3 00
4 00

00

HPE Activity Ciits
Itstrimurits
lndtvtduUl Aor obit Workout
Intercolloato AthlotIO
Other

Iiiiiiii s tone um 666 tosannursisnisuntruAixorim641434,44644oamiastimusss4simsossmitoilultoistim
ttlimisanstioLille Mimi NI
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*mom, Actlyitv RIPORtsr004404 WINA't */2004

ruNP7rr 04144 WOWS II

nr
Pt 440te

REPa4Itmil

4 0 .p4FE* 4,411mAFR la ,

N441401 into. 10I4L r0;e0 7400lliAtiVf pfLrArti.
gIF 4070S 0010114 01116IS

c4Rns 11011 14(04,

ACCEWO OF4 Wm, 04FF14 PUN .0'70 (*.Mr.
Calf

..

440741410 04014 .., iiii4 lit 3 4,7"1-.1%,40 Ash
env_ PHIIIP 1 44,0 44,0 ja,/ 046,4t AO
COPIAA6 ,JrfFrOY A 124,7 124.7 51,1 1411.0\ 0,0
OLtiCHFO snwrgsr

1 PAO P(4,41 P6,4 ta4.0 '.. AO
erym40 , 14,.trg I 04,5 P4 13 1p0,7 61S,41 ' 4,0

H4Olfts taly h 40,0 PA,/ '51,6 10943 AO
WrNJuM mi1,04

/ .
7684 OP.4 344 70,0 AO

K W* 04F41,1F A 14.1 ICI MO 106.1 AO
L47/7140 Krvt! 4 513,1 44i,3 47,4 4180 0,0

a LOW4V JAAFF04 P 71,4I 73,4 74,2 241,5 00
r,4

44417HFItS i4 71; 4 46,4i PA,6 PAO 66,4 0,0
04W mOoNAPA 3 -.41.5 41.5 40,5 psA.4 00
OfityWyr tAnn 3 54,1 SW 40,4 MO 0,0

41 PR:times:4mo AlFeHrm 0 00 no' slip i64.a 080
'figwort oriljeAl rwrn4E FAR 7 OAVA

44,Fht .ftAort44 0 no 00 4P0P 40.0
w10410S f4. A AO 0,0 P1.2, 104.5
7140Alew J4 mi401.0 et 10,4 4$69 40,4 f16,1

0,0
U,0
00
4,4
0.0
o,0
0,0
0,0

00-00

060
0,0
40
4.0
40

ISO
1244
41IF.
1040
661-

4141?

14?
3444
44/

34,4

0,0 0,4 1194
00 0,0 3614
0,0 00 4116

TOtAlA FOO two 471,0 7476? 46,1 2414,P 0,0 440

kOmkr0 or 1-144Ahli 44$7440 70 01700P it

k1I84r4 tv.40 F411LFA 70 PE(11V, PUT6t4 11414 101114 1
0004411 #10m4F0 Or PAIhT8 FARNFO 4Y 000114 'Stet
4000$ o0INIA tiONFO AY WO cfPAP11N4 a 62,4

Pileft0 Or fLAti 1069)(1 PlifiNtS a OPOS

1111411 'AIRWOPO 6, tOM flAY9
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The field test is given twice dioringihe semester and the better grade of
the two tests to used Or determimAg the 'student's grade. Therefore, in a
r15-week semester, 14 weeks will 40 devoted_to instruction in the activity and

. class period at the beginning oi the Semester and 1 class period at the
; end or Ihe semester will he devoted to giv-Ang the field tent.

1,9

Results of the Aerobics Program

The results can he presented in vartuus forms sod in nhmerous terms, but tel
me present results in terms of attitudes add behaviors, since that is what
we're tryihg to influence.

Retently we asked our current students the following. two questionst "What
contribution did your high school physical education program make towards your
knowledge and attitudes about Physical activity and fitness?" "What coutribu-

. tious did the ORU physiral education program make towards your knowledge and
attitudes about physical activity add fitness?" The results indicated thefol.

High School-Program

ORWs ProAram

.. ....... _..

Very Ugh Average Low No
Significant Contri- Contri- Contri° Contri.
Contribution button button button,. button

--------------
8% 10% 31% 30% 16%

We've also just completed t'ie anal!, oi of a questionnaire sent to alumni. of
ORU and two other institutions with goqi required P.E. programs.but without
the aerobics emphasis. In response tu Ate fu'lowing question, "What contribu~
tton did.your iollege phys education program make towards your knowledge
and attitudes about physical ,-tivity and fitness?" the following results were
recorded:

r
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_ . .......

Vory
Sigufficant
Contribution

Moderately
High Con-
tribution

Average
Contrt-
button

Moderately
Low Contrt.I'

bution

No
Contr.1-.

button

% %

.ORU 39 t5 18 6 2 .

School A 11 23 38 17
.

I 1

School g 10 18 16 ..19 11

The ahove dala support the contention that it's nut just a required pro*
gram that is important, hut the program must have a health fitness thrust to.,

affect at.titudes.

Wye we influenced our students behavior? Field test results reveal our

aludent5 are ill excellent tardlorespiratory fitness.

Meo (1.'M miles)

Women (1:25 miles)

Meap

Percent
Who'Compleled

Test Under 12:00

9:51 98%

1-0:31 91%

Three additional questioos were asked torrent students:

1. Retort. you were atepted ls a student al ORU, how many total miles
on.the Aveuar _per....week?

Currently. hos many total miles a.rek do you joe2

you gi:oluate from ORU, -how many miles a week.do you pl.sn to fog?

Aveiage Mlles Per Week

Before 1.0

Current 5.1

After 5.4 4000

I believe, hosever, ,the must significant support for a required physical
eduCation program With .1 health Illness emphasis is the results of a survey of

umum alumni. .We plotted physical-activity of alumni tram 1970 to 1977.

112
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ORU Alumni
Other Alumni

-Phi-sled!

70 71

.1. Aerobics Program portion
2 Aerobics PiOgrarn refined

3.Aeroblos Program fully impl
..screening.

72 73 74 75 76 .77
implemented In 1972-73,
In 1974 75 with Nealth Fitness

t

'mented in 1976 77 with medical

1 05
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Prevention of Orthopedic Injuries Related to
Aerobte,(Jogging) Exercise

Oy David Cundiff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

Oral°Roberts Untversity

.Introduction

In 1977, a 6allup poll asked Americans whether they participated in daAlr,.:

nonwork-oriented physical activity designed to keep them physically lit atd if

they did, whether that daily activity included.jogging. In 1961, when tee sow

questions were asked, only 24 percent of. .the sample had.repited affirmatively,.

In 1977 a surprising 47 percent gave a positive reply with-almost no ill,fference

existing in the numbers ()Ciliates (50 pertent) and females (44.pereeliV). Twenty4 ;

four percent of those who worked out daily wece joggers, whiell was it projected

IL percent of.all Americans and 74 percent of those joggers covered at least 1

mile a-day.

The jogger or long-slow distance runner (LSD) whor covers 30 miles/week

plants-enck.foot mare than, 1 million timed a year.. Fear of josionsjojeries IR

becoming a major obstacle in convincing lay persohs to.,start exercise programs

and cause a high ropout rate in some programs. These stresaNinduced injuries

v signaled by the onset of locatized pain. In a studi.af_the -incidence of-

running Iii:FITEY-In-45.6--tong-distance runners, tile folloWing percentages were

reported:

Calf 9% Hip 11%

'Achilles 18% Shin 19%
Hamstring 9% Knee 35%

fleet 14% , Ankle-23%

Arch-in" Forefoot 24,

Eighty-ihree.percent of the runners claimed one or more orthese injuries.,

Many joggers and-LSO runners jeopardize their well-being by falling:to

recogni,ze the basic mechaniCal causeS'of jogging injuries. The normal mechanics

of distance running.can he 'Summarized by the, term "heel-toe.' 1 e support phase

ot the typical jogging gait is divided into the following suppor phast mechanical

I. Heel strike 2. Mid-stance 3. Tbe 211
i supination 'pronation supination ImOict-

. 4_ . ........ , .

Impact bearing stress Assipat ion lever lifting

. . , 0

a
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titto typical gaft will lead to the shoe-wear patterns depicted below;

Normal Wear
(right foot)

Abnormal Wear (right foot)
(caused by excessive pronatlon)

Ftgure I. Normal and abnormal shoe wear

The proper approach to the,preventiun and/or management of Jogging ,injuries mdst
tovlude attention to the following_consideratione: Deterraine whether, there are
Struttulfar foat and leg weaknesse3, muvele Imbalances, or leek of flexibility
And the overuse syndrome.

----- Any abnormal foot plant or excepaie ieg rotation in the -suppgrt. phase'may--
mai iocallied foot, 'leg, knee, or hip stress. Examples of improper-suppert-
phase mechanirs are: femoral anteverslon with external-tibial rotation,.
[flat feet ox,forward varus (extreme pronation). Correction for faulty. weight
_dPi_tribution and reduction of excessive rotational stress on the knee and hip
e'en be.done in two ways. Shoe control,-, adequate heel width prevents hyper-
prenation and snugly tied shoes will control heel moVement at heel strike,.

.cirthotic control *- a soft insert can. be used to suppott mild foot plant de* -

.1:.rangement or a rigid orthosis with aear foot, or forefoq post provides the beet
'Aftletrril of severe pronation or supination weaknesses, An attempt should be made
to have a. foot plant so that the big toe is inside the knee,

,

Muscle Imbalance and Lack of Flexibiliti.lhe posture of our sedentat
lives leads to shO't.tening of certain Mistle groups suthas-the hamstrings.

tightening and shortening in the resting state is a common response to
running stress and leads to muscle imbalance. Running ovdrstrengthens the'
antigravity musclps (Psoas, hams,tring, and calf),,resulting in Increased tension
And work In the opposing muscle group (quadriceps, abdominal, and anterior
tibialls). Corrective MI-cites involve stretching the strong, tight g.roup as
,demonstrated below,

, Figure 2. Stretching iliopsoas and guadricep muscles

107



Figure 3. Stretching hamstring muscles

e

Figure 4. Stretching call musejes.

Corrective eXercises involve strengthening the- weak, overworked muscle iroupe

as illustrated.

108
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rigurr 5. Strengthening abdominal muscles.

ti

Figure b.' Strengthening quadricep mus.cles.

4
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Figure 7., Strengthening anterior
tibialis muscles.

Figure 8. Strengthening erector
spinae muscles.

Dverusq Syndrome. When biomeaTiWir Wiliiiiisses are presenT7WITT --
the excess stress ofbard workouts, insufficient recovery_periods add/or ilefeeP0-
approaches to dieaining, a breakdown can be manifested through localized pain. And
general fatigue. 0ettman, Pollock, et 1410 found that-leg-muscle sowess 'and
shin Splints were more. prevalent in joggers who trained'in a 5-day-pelteek
group,compared to 3 and 1-day groups. The leg toreness was.chtonic throughout
the 20-week program for 6 of 13 persons in,..the 5-day group, The 5-day group. .

(produced the greatest improvementa in .cardiovascular function and body compos410 :

tion butmthey did not recommend a program of.5aday-per-week for beginningLjoggersi
, To avoid the effects of overuse ,syndrom6, the body warning symptois should be
heeded by:

1) resting until localized pain subsides, and '2) modifying tiaining routine

I. The prevention and/or successful management of jogging injuries depende
on the analysis of the statie and dynamic aspects of the jogper's
gait.

.e.

.
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Z. Treatment of the basic underlAng muscle imbelaAce or structural
wetness wilt improve or,prevetit most problems,

3. Shoe.modilaratlons can balance the foot and control rotational stress
at the knoo and htp:' The even distribution of force in the mid-stance
*me reduces foot strain. .

4. Surgery er Wai injection should be used with caution. Response to
brief rest and anti,inflammatory medication should be monitored and
training patterns and/or shoe style should be altered.

5, -No medical tveatment can produce instant healing.
6. An ounce of prevention Is the key.

WEFERENCE

laettman, L., Pollock, H. et al. "Physiologicallesponses of Men to I, 3, add

5.Day Per Week Training Program." The Reseerch Quarterly, 47 (4):638-646,
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Incorporation of Aerobic Exercise into
Health MAIntenance Programs ot Business and Industry

hy Dennts Colacino

Pepsico,'Inc.

The begInntag and the organization of a corporate fitness program differs
slightly from the beginning and organiutitn. of 4 university progtaM or 04M:a
commercial 'fitness program. Existing corporate fitness programs tend to be tbosti

of iargr multinattonal compantea reflecting a major segment'-of the Fortune-50. ,

such companies. are Exxon, Pepsico, Texaco, Boeing, Xerox, Pcudentlalr Chaim ".e .

Manhattan, and Ford, namp a few. These programs vary in obj.ect.tves and

Basfeatly they fall into two categories, medical or recreational;"or a combinWo.
or the -two types. Within this structure, eligibtlity for entrance into a pro

gram is based either on posttion.grade/salary status (mainly execut(ve programs)
or, a program open to till employi.es. Many companies delineate this structure .

further into separate fitness.programs: executive and employee, Thesu fltnuaS

programs can be operated as company and in-house fitness programs where the
facilities for eitercise and changing are located within lhe company's physical
plant or as an "out-of-house" program in which the facility is Located In a

YMCA or Rrivate healthclub. The latter type of progyam usually "Contracts"
with the company rather than the individual. In-house programs are either
totally supported by-the company or a nominal fee is charged from the peal.*
cipant's monthly check. The out-of-house program usually charges a flat
corporate membership tee with slightly reduced rates wheh bought in multiples.

How have programs come into existence, and why the sudden growth? it would..

be nice it all programs were initiated because of health reasona but this,
most intlances, ts not the case. Some other reasons are: as a status symbol, ,'

or simply that the architect in designing a new building decided to put in an

exerciseqacility, or ^ major competitor has one and therefore we'd better have

one. Whatever the inttial geason, be it it. statussymbol or a program on ap

experimental pilot basis, vi most. cases, after the program has devloped
-1 ,

initial undexlying philosophy nolonger prevails. The now prevalLing cOnVIC~

tion is based on atrongeAysiological dpta, medlelll benefits, and supportive
psychological feelings. At this point, I would like'to emphasize the dire deed-

for good research on corporate fitness programs: program plitrticipationi fltnesS

improvement,' life-style moditication,..and cost effectiveness of the various fit044::

programs. Probably the common justification giyen for fttness pragrams Is that
physical fitneas programs wilLincrease. work productivitY and reduce absenteellm.

This is worthy goat, hut it is my belief....that a fitness progtioM should go

beyond'that justtfication and try Co chaaMpuleurel norms. Norms are those

behaviorn expec ted, accepted, and supported by a group of people. This can be ,

any tyv of group, hilt the people"within any particular group will establish

certain behaviors which will have a profound effect on the way we live our WM.'
A

. For example, the style of hair, the width of a lapel, or where we sit at

dinner, These norms ace not particularly bad o'r very Important to us, but the:

norms that I wish to lotus upon today afe, the negative cultural norms. Bdme of

these norms pon he 4 matter of life or death. For example, drinking while-

driving, eating a 2,000 'calorie busineis lunch every day, the need to kake

vacation, and the workload and stress bulid-up at the office. How common- ar4
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c.-/theSe pervasAVO iegative norms,_wh as alcohol, drugs, obesity,- motoi accidents,
r 144(ity, stress, smoking, nutrition, an-a-inactivity, all of which are .SpAWfted by

f:

r Icicle*? The research of Robert Allen, Morriitown, searches for the'
answers. When employees Were as,ted Whether these above-mentiOned negative nerms
eXistail in their environment, 75 percent of4he negative norms were checked by
Wiacrespondents acexisting. It there is a high instance of negative norms In
OUP culture, what are the perceived 4ifferenceb in our present health culture?
In.other words, if you ask someone, what ds'the company doing about health norMs
and what should they he doing, the results would Indicste e large norm gap of

-..0101Teximately 40 percent. Furthermore, when asked what is the perceived company
' en9port.for good health habits, 80 pereVnt ot the respondents 'noted very poor or

tot enotigh support tor a cultural change. Thert.folv it is on this framework that
:bresent fitness programs should be based to help participants.cope with pervasive-
* negatve norms and the means to reach self7achievement life-style changes.

How lp implement a fitness program:
I think it is germane to understand the

hierarchy of 4 corporate setting. The mode0 presented represents this format.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (CE0)

PRESIDENT '

SENIOR V10E-PRESIDENT(S)

VICE-PRESIDENT(S)

6ENERAL MANAGER(S)

.eMANAGERIS) OF DEPARTMENT(S)
(PERSONNEL AN) CORPORATE SERVICE)

'MEDICAL DIVISION

CoRPORATE FITNES's PROGRAM

' In most inslancei, the corporate fitness program is'under the auspices of the
VicePresident,o1 Personnel or Corporate Services in which the medical depprtment
is housed,. It is within this department that molit fitness programs operate. But

-regardless 01 the exact chain 01 command, the schema is a long, complex, hierarchical
4i-system usually resulting in 4 slow, tedious pathroy by which to implement change.

Haviug a 'highly ranked proponent of fitness can fiasten the process. 1

Purpoies and Reileis: Here are some of.the major Purposes and beliefs that
I believe shoirld exist iu corporate fitness programs.

A company .Tonmored fitness program should be
company's-me,dcal program.

"1 Consideration should he given to programs of physical training, rehabilits-
Lion, and selt-achieving lite-style.

conducted as an adjunct to the

Physical iitness programs.should be vonducted on company Lime if at all
possible, or within a Ilex-time work schedule.

. '
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V.

f Perticipents should not be pieced in competition yith one another in.tertee
of ekforts expended, goals obtaised, or etrength increiSdd. It is,more of 11. .

chpnie rather than peaking to run 'the ew York orBoston Marathon.
Running 'a 'rearm:hou may be a carry-ovey resuttant.goa f a program, but it
not the primary akin of 4 corporotCL fitneus program.

All pregrems ehou'd be supportive, educational, and motivational, with an
established feedback system_to help epch individual understand the exercise

atresh-testing resell, and behaVibral mod.fication techniques.

edministration: Celli agency (government,euniversity, or private) ohee
P. having eatabiishee'd see'ef purposes and objectives clin Implement theM into a

allqyated space, time toimaitment, Nall outlay, aud, unique 6 fitness. proiraMs,
fuel:tonal omating program. The underlying is based. on the

legal ramificattond.- When these are reselVed, then operational pcocedures
proceed-du 4 day-to-day schedule. These include:

. 'Definite hoes of operation for the facility should be established. If you_
do not establish strong gui.delines,-pacticipants will abuse the houre:

f'

atlicipantr should receive afSpecific trairang 'program coordinated..A meet
corporate pelicy,oand in conjunction with the comgany's medical policy and the
ineiVidual's belt interest.

I ,

.0
There sbould he a method for tracking compliance/adherence of pari.cipation..

Research from Canada indicates', the mostimportpnt form of motivation for adherence
to a fitefess prograM was the "retest.", When combined with'some forM of educe=
Lionel 6eedbaesk, Lhe adherence rate was markedly strengthened.. Surprisinglyj
T-shirts raukedfbelbw retedeing and educational feedback as a motivati6nal. techm.
niqite far Compliance/adherence to fi fitness program.

There must be a.rirestablishment of strict safety rules in reerds to use 0'
equcpaent and strict enforcement of "exerci5e" trdining policieS.`

One should Jbserve and comply with,feder61 regulatione,-*such as OSHA .(Occee'
patioal Sih'ety and Health Act) concernIng expOsed chains or moving,beks.end

----teTFefffedi Oftit
. .

Dress codes should be eitdblished. Within mest corporations there is
. logo, Which can represent a feeling of belonging. 4 .

kf'dResearch and evalua(io should be'conducted to determine the.effeet of the-
program-and ff stated objecIlves have been met.

Medical Provisions:
_ _

) .

All candidates should obtaim medical olearance for physical activity.

Medical emergency procedures should be established: emergency butt:6ns

should.be.placed in the appropriate locations within the.exercise area and
locker room. The stress.testing room, fie well as the exercise aTea, s4puld have' -4

, a defibrillator, oxygen, and drug cart available.. The-staff shouldbe CPR
trained. An operational plan should be devieed and procedures praqtieed.

' 4 N
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Results or the participant's protean ln the corporate Llama 00graill
4b011id bp Beni to the medical star(' on d periodic schaduie and also to thk

.

,..,,;,..... a

..tv:gusticlpent's own private,physician, upon request, - .---

.

All

#1,
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